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KdltorUIt Shall Not 1'rrmlt Ourartrt* to 
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Trade BaaHU Act In England i * Minimum 
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International ladies' Garment 
Workers* Union 
t t Calao Sqaare,. Now York. 
, M T H E ftCIIBEIDKK MUtSH, t l ? Grand SI. Ttlapfcsno Orchard SMI, 
* -* fJ 
Directory of Uni ions 
Ornus ADDRESS. LOCAL U N » K : 
- • 
1. Sew York Cloak Operator* 121 B. 18th S t , New York City 
t . Philadelphia Cloakmakere • £9 N. 10th St , Philadelphia, Pa. 
3- New York Piece Tailora . . ! . . . . . . 9 W.^filst S t , New York City 
4. Baltimore Cloakmakers . - ' . . . . . . . . .2 8o. High S t , Baltimore, Md. 
5. New Jersey Embroiderers 718 Hill S t , W. Hoboken, N. J . 
New York Embroiderers 175 E. Broadway, care at United Hebrew Trade*' 














Boston Bnincoat Makers . „ . i*; . .3  . Russell St., Boston, Maw. 
New York Cloak and Suit Tallora 113 E. 10th S t , New York;<3ty 
New York Amalgamated Ladies» Garment Cntttrs 7 W. filet Bt, New York City 
Brownsville, N. Y. Otonkmakar* 287 Saekman S t , Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Bcstoo, Han . Pressors 230 Tremont S t , Boston, Mass. 
Msntreal, Can. Cloakronkere 37 Prince Arthur, E. Montreal, Can. 
Tcronto. CasWV Cloakmakers ..194 Spadina Ave., Toronto. Can. 
Philadelphia Waistmakers 505 Reed St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
8t_Louia, Mo. Ladies* Garwwnt Worker*. . . 
New York Reefermaker* 
Chicago Cloak and Suit Pressors.' 
Montreal, Can. Cliak Cuttcra 
New York WaterpVoof Garment Workers 
21. Newark, K. J . Cloak and Sui tnakers . . . . 
22. New Haven, Coon., Ladies' Garment W> 
23. New York Skirtmakvrs 
••:,. N«* York Waist and Drew maker*...} 
-.£ 
Bldg., 11th and Franklia Ave. 
..35 E. Second S t , New York City 
.1816 W. Division S t , Chicago, DL 
.185 8 t George S t , Montreal, Can. 
.80 E. 10th St,* New York City 
, .103 Montgomery St.. Newark, N. J . 
. .83 Holloek 8 t , New Haven, Conn. 
, . . . , 1 1 3 E. 10th St, .New York City 
.». .16 \V. 21st 8 t , New York City 
Ladles' Garment Workers 112 Prospect Ave-, Cleveland. Ohio 
Skirt Makers ' Proapoct Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
Beattte, Wash., Ladiea' Oarrnent Workers ..2700 E. *Union S t , Seattle, Wash.-
Cloak Finisher* Union » . . . J l l 9 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
S t Louis, Mo,, Cloak- Pressor*., 920 E. 17th S t , S t Louie, Mo. 
PeekaUU, N. Y;, Underwear Workers.. . . ' 118 Grant Ave., pookskUt, N. Y. 
New York' Preeeer*.- . . . 228 2nd Av*. Now York City 
Boston, Maw., Ladies' Tailors
 v 230 Tremont S t , Boston, Mass. 
Cloak Preaaars Union 112 Prospect Ave,, Cleveland, Ohio 
New York Ladies' Tailors. . .V. . 726 Islington Ave., New York City 
New York Wrapper and Kimono Maker* i,...70 B. 1Mb S t , New York City 
Cloak and Suit Cottars Union. . . 118 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
Ckieago, IlL. Cloakmakers 1815 W( Division S t , Chicago, IlL 
45.. Syracuse, N. Y , Dressmakers 











Denver, Colo., Indies* Tai lors . . . 
Cincinnati Garment Cut ters . 
IWhtou W a l s t m n k e f . . 
New York Children D 
i s W r e a l , Qaau, ttirfon. Ln.lif*' TVUora 
Los Angeles I n d i e s Garment Workers . 
Philadelphia, Pa., Cloak Cottars 
Chicago Raincoat 
Boston Cloakmnhere; 
243 Bannock St., Denv r, CoHs
.1715 Madison Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 
..94 Maiden S t , Eas t .Br tn t t , Mass. 
79. E. 10th St., Now York City 
- ,1058 1>\ Berrl S t . 
.1310 E. 21st S t , Los Angeles, CaL 
.,525 Mifflin S t , Philadelphia, Pa. 
. , .1145 Blue Ialand, Ave., Chicago, IlL 
, . .- . , 
230 Tremont S t , Boston, Mass-
Now York Waist Buttonhole Makers ' .MQfl Forsyth S t , New York City 
Chicago Waist and Whlta Goods Workers 2024 Potomac Av., Chicago, HL 
Montreal, Can., Cloak &nd Skirt Pressors 87 Prince Arthur E., Montreal, Can. 
White Goods Workers. 
WE SHALL NOT PERMIT OURSELVES TO BE DRAGGED BACKWARD 
The future student of events in the 
cloak industry in 1914-1915 will sec one* 
conspicuous feature overshadowing all 
others. This is tho calm and eonsidera-
ate attitude of the organized workers; 
tho sober view of their representatives 
in endeavoring to avoid a serious breach 
of the peace in the industry; their de-
sire that all difficulties shall be adjusted 
by reason and argument, rather than by 
spirit, in order that the peace 
•in 1910 at much sacrifice by both 
should not bo broken, at least n 
the initiative of the Union. 
AND Tim 
KHFLOTKMir 
.Will- the student 
events bo able to - sa 
same of the Association T "Will ! 
able to point the lesson that here, ir 
industry governed by' a Protocol 
Peace- since more than four years, an appoal to foree. It will be hard, if 
not impossible, to find any trace of evi- manufacturers havo been similarly-
-Mnrns that tho representatives of, the from aggressive tactics! Can it be 
Union sought to complicate the indus-
trial crisis caused by tho war by harsh 
nnd extravagant demands. 
The student of events will rather ad-
mire the attitude of the organized work- . . . 
•m. He wih « o that, althongfc w o - J»r*r* l , : , w »""«<••»«»' «» «"" ' ' l " 
sion was insisted on among the rank and 
that tho desire to avoid friction and 
tation, which makes human boings des-*' 
perate, has been, uppermost in their 
minds? ."We fear that upon a review of 
the facts it will be seen that mani 
file, yet reasonable councils prevailed. 
Although the hard times lent themselves 
to working up sentiment in favor of ag-
gressive action to secure quick results, 
yet the representatives of the Union kept 
cool and dispassionate and exercised the 
necessary influence to prevent trouble. 
Cognizant of the existence of an under-
standing* they adhered to its letter and 
free from (loubt and suspicion. The 
facts unmistakably point to their trying 
to secure an advantageous position over 
tho workers because of tho hard ti 
We hope it is not too late for them 
reconsider their attitude and mend 
ways, so that the records may give t 
some boneflt of the doubt 
The Union is now in a position to es 
the world to witness that the attitude of 
attitude ban been determined 
problem that should be the concern 
tho entire industry, employers ami 
aud iti the opinion of the 
Arbitration the Protocol of 
GARMENT WORKER 
rate employees who had the sense to 
organize reaped some little advantage in 
the season. The majority of tho workers 
were sunk in a kind of hopeless servi-
tude, exploited by contractors, driven by 
sub-contractors and harrasscd and mal-
ted with that object iu treated by foremen and designers. Even 
; netive union workers often paid dearly 
gptne among for their exactions' in the busy season by 
ted from en-» not quite grasp being blacklist 
It will therefore t>c well to toring the shops. -
ductus this problem, even though it has Nor, in the long run. were these 
already been discussed by a select few. ditions altogether favorablo to the 
• • • 'fncturers. For the small employer Such 
The problem is tactics were dangerous. Unless he ope-i i u : i - i u n i i i >i 
certain disadvantage in. the CTIUXIT 
the season. When the 
AND nuaKK*
 t n a t t n c industry rated with a set Of men who knew -no 
in the Height of tbjfisgason requires some better and eared leas (unfortunately a 
large percentage of the workers were of 
thai typo), he might be put out of busi-
ness by one single strike. The large em-
ployer, on the other band, incurred in 
the cost of strikes and loss of trade more 
than humane working conditions would 
entail, aud, in addition, he was continu-
ally under tlio fire of tho enlightened 
portion of public opinion. Thus, to both 
sides the game was not worth the candle. 
AKIAS n u s t c i r u T h * ««*» 
snm-i.u IUE referred to 
KEPT IS Xlffl
 a b 0 ¥ c h a ( 1 
gone too far. A limit to the endurance 
of tho workers was reached. The Union, 
small a i it was then, succeeded in its 
agitation. The people, realizing their 
individual helplessness without organ-
ized protection, had revolted, and to ter-
minate the revolt the Protocol of Peace 
was designed to relieve an intolerable 
situation by introducing organization 
methods, and an attempt at system and 
-order. Both sides were to develop and 
maintain strong organizations with that 
object in view. 
The cloak industry and then tho waist 
and dress industry were supposed 
50.000 p « p ) , to »p« with UK demand 
for finished goods. Then the demand 
subsides and work can be found only for 
part tittw. The prohfem is, therefore: 
shall the industry ttarW a number of 
people into idleness and. starvation or 
deal with then,, as far as possible, hu-
manely t In psat years, before the bene-
fits of organization came to be realized, 
when strife and turmoil ruled in the 
entire industry, employers 
posed to 
height of m cm 
ployees of a shop were quick enough to 
act unitedly, they were in some cases 
able to force the manufacturer to pay 
high prices. At the end of the season, 
however, the advantage lay entirely on 
the-side of the employer. Prices were 
pitilessly cut down and many employees 
were turned adrift or were reduced to 
slavery. No wonder that sensible 
workers organized with a view to reap-
ing, every possible advantage in the 
height of the season in order to provide 
against the cruel fate of discharge or 
persecution ia the dull season. 
The trouble with that system, or 
fir lack of system, was that only first 
•^'\.:..:-.-:J..^:.;J'----\ 
to have .entered on "a new era of 
reason, fairness and humane consid-
eration. The workers were finally rec-
ognized as being tho main pillar support-
ing the industries by their labor; for 
without their labor the industries could 
not flourish. Hence tho Protocol pro-
vided .humane treatment and bettor con-
ditions. The conception was that a 
peaceful.adjustment o£ disputes would 
tend to bring out the humane side'on 
of tfce industry 




people who have acquired a measure 
skill in its operation shall not be dri 
to seek other pursuits and occupations. 
Their full service wilt be wanted upon 
the return of the tide of prosperity. Kor 
how would it conduce to the good of the 
industry when the expected high tido of 
prosperity arrives and' the demand for 
experienced workers cannot bo supplied! 
• 
The claim that it 
treatment of the • workers in, its turn 
would bring out the best in them and 
both the industry and the workers en-
gaged therein would profit. • 
. The humanitarian principle implied 
in tile Protocol should not be mistaken 
for generosity or Itenevolcnce. The em-
ployer is not called upon to give away 
anything that belongs to him. It.was 
KKSrONSIBItlTIS* * fo t h e economic in-
terest of the employer to retain his work-
ing forco in partial employment, as fi 
as possible, when full employment 
not be fouud is justified on practit 
grounds. By the exercise of lmmui 
consideration such partial cinploymcl 
can bo given without in the least inter-
fering with any plan of "reorganiza-
. . . , l ion ' The practiee of wording by shifts 
rather intended, m the words of the .-*• ,. ' . . „ „ - , .» 
r.. . . . . r, , - . i,, ; , and pooling the pay is followed in a Chairman of the Board of Arbitration, _ „ J „ _,*,._„_ SSL .... -JSL. 
" to enforce for the benefit of tho "era 
ployoe his general humane right to fair 
and just treatment." In the ultimate 
analysis, the industry stauds to, profit 
by thVhuinaue" right to fair and jus t 
treatment to the workers, in proportion 
as it stands to lose by a policy of irri-
tation or by depriving tho worker of the 
cliance of earning an equal share with 
other workore at all time*. 
There is. no other way of dealing with 
this problem than by staying tho hand 
of arbitrary discharges and by practis-
ing equal distribution of work as far as 
circumstances permit: It it a measure 
;no less of justice \han of humanity that 
the people whose services are needed 
number of shops in'our own and-other 
industries, and no harm results to the 
employer... 0na reason is .that the effi: 
ciency or productivity of the employees 
is stimulated by the willingness of the 
employer .to stretch u. point in their 
favor, permitting them to share the 
work, so as to earn whatever they, CHU 
iu order that they moy tide over tl 
hard times. Where employers exei 
no such humane consideration, the cfJ 
ciency is reduced in two ways: by 
ing the workers and by sowing hatred 
and ill-will in their minds. This is some-
thing which as yet employers have 
learned, much to their cost. No indi 
trial absolutism and harsh regulatioi 
can do half as much ns humaneness 
when big profits ore to be reaped shall mutual good will 
not be turned adrift to shift for them- "*Wo maintain, that by the undore 
selves when the prospect of profits is i n g between the Union and Associat 
less rosy- B duty and responsibility devolves U 





produce _ _ _ _ ^ 
contribute their muscle, energy and 
brain power—the most important part 
And the workers cannot properly con-
reapreU treated fairly, reasonably and 
with humane consideration. This is a 
msibility resting upon the employ-
Tun LADIES ' 
to thwart its solution by lentil 
llting technicalities. In the opiu-
tho Board of Arbitration this 
^^BSSSSSSSSB^BSSSSSBBSSSSI 
brought out. 
ployees attached to them. 
* 
less to point out that such 
. 
there for one sole purpose—1< 
tactics arc extremely irritating; that 
is pursued by the em- *«y thwart tb* Union in its desire to 
rofit: but U cannot flourish holP i u members and thus defeat the 
very purpose of the understanding be-
tween the Union and Association. Just 
as the Association is anxious to help its 
members, so is the Union in duty bound 
to help its members in retaining a share 
of the work in order to enable them to 
make ends meet in this trying period , 
_ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
 T $ contention that equal distribution 
shoulders. No employer should be °* work tends to encourage the growth 
to make profits if ho escapes the « ' aub-nianufacturiug is not well found-
en of this responsibility. ed- 0 n the contrary, if a certain num-
present however, our mauufactur- ! " f ^ T **"* * * **" 
ers giv^e impression that the Indus- ™* * » » ™* ™*> * * "Uining 
t ^ L the worL engaged therein are J ^ ^ ™ T 1 " * ' " « » 
H L f.
 nnft ^lennroose-to earn prof- ^ ^ * " * °f "aristocracy of la-
bor. This would compel the jobless 
« * . _ « _ . • * - » - • • - - • • • to offer their labor to small manuiac-
turcrs at reduced pay and thus increase 
the number of small employers, aggra-
vate the competition in the trade and 
constitute *a now danger to both, the 
workers and legitimate manufacturers., 
paych-
cmploying 
is quite natural. It ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ _ ^ _ , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 
fthe workers must It it to he hoped that the inanufa 
be organised and united to take care' of t u r e r e w i » °^continue their present tae-
. their end of the business,- Where there ti*- T^y are thereby only exposing 
ija no collective understanding the organ- themselves to tho charge that they are 
ized workers are pitted against their em- unfairly seeking to take advantage of 
ployers in ruthless and inexorable strug- the hard, times. They are greatly niis-
gles. In our case, however, a collective taken if thoy imagine that they can re-
understanding has eliminated the neces- turn unchecked to the pre-general-atrike 
sity for bitter strife and therefore the period. /We shall certainly not permit 
present attitude of the manufacturers is ourselves to be dragged backward. "We. 
difficult to understand. They often act must go forward in spite of the hard 
as if no understanding existed and as if times. 
g . t H W H h » -?-*V -f * - • V-.r 
^f THE LESSON OF THE MONTH >£f 
In the report of President Sehlesinger solidity of the Cloakmakere' Uniou. 
to the General Executive Board, pub- They must have hecn mi^ed?:|y false 
lished in another column, there occurs 
the following sentence in regard- to tho 
relations of tho Union with the United 
Cloak and Skivt Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation: 
In tho tort thrao or four months wo have 
rumors cii-culating here and there in the 
enemy I'itmp, or in irresponsible quar-
ters, and they thought they would 
snatch an easy victory. The case was so 
transparently in bur favor that it is 
amazing thoy did not see it in that light. 
There could have been no mistake as*to kewiw bird more than ih^ moat number of 
complaint* from tho ah'opa <*^w second aa- ^ ^ p f t r l y had violated the unwritten 
*o«-iutlon In tho cloak trado— tho '.'United" 
manufaetQrera. 
Reading between the lines it is evident 
that the episode of last month in connec-
tion with the aforesaid Association was 
the climax of a long series of events. 
The complaints were more than the usual 
number. .Our members were evidently 
not treated with the consideration due to 
them. Tho employers were seemingly 
straining to profit by what they imag-
ined to be a "serious situation." This 
much could, be. inferred from the sud-
den step ihoy had taken in suspending 
peaceful negotiations. The wish 
father to tho thought. • 
agreement. All the facts pointed to the 
manufacturers being in the wrong and 
the Union in the right. Yet the latter 
took the initiative in suspending negotia-
tions. 
Briefly tho details of the case ore as 
follows: The employees of the Rosen-
feld & Weingarlen firm refused to work 
with- one of the men who antagonized 
the Union and pursued li course of action 
that was regarded as being imjnicaf,to 
the workors. Upon the employer, ignor-
ing their wishes the workers threatened 
to strike. 




The surprising rapidity with which, question was not a member of tlvc "Unit-
._*_ * a.a- _... .1 . v. . . in l u > ^ . t l . . . iun;_ . ^ n i : » i ; ^ . #*.-events succeeded one another, and tho 
final adjustment reached within a very 
few days, is a lesson which has been 
frequently pointed out and seldom taken 
to heart This is that when certain 
parties have an understanding they must 
not only avoid riding roughshod over 
each other's heads, indulging in spite, 
and causing irritation, but they must 
likewise avoijl rashness and precipi-
tancy. * * * 
The mistake of the 
"Uni ted" manufac-
turers consisted1 
derpstimating the strength 
l N DEH KSTIMATI NO 
THE STHK\r.TH OF 
THK UNION 
ed "• Association; their application 
membership was pending, and the Union 
lost no time in informing tho Associa-
tion of the trouble. The managers of 
tho Union and Association respectively 
having investigated the matter, agreed 
that the man in question should be dis-
charged, and only then would the firm 
be admitted as a member of the Asso-
ciation. Two weeks after the firm had 
-joined tho Association thoy again took 
tho man into their employ and installed 
h i m . 
defiance of his was deliberate the 




the workers could not awallow, and they 
refused'to go ou with thoir work unless 
the firm inspected the arrangement. The 
strangest th ing about i t was tbat the 
manager of the Association himself re-
ceded from the 
i ti  
arrangement, insisting 
(hat the employees must resume work, 
pending arbitration of the dispute. The 
Board of Directors of ihe Union upheld 
the stand taken by the workers. 
The Association then broke off nego-
tiations with the Union; but the Union 
did not in the least feel anxious. Clear-
ly this understanding was as advan-
tageous to the employers as to the work-
era, and the Union might jus t a s well 
deal with each employer individually. 
So the International decided tbat hence-
forth the Union wi f l^o t recognize the 
collective influence or authority of the 
Association and will regard every mem-
ber thereof as an independent employer-
KKAMZINO THKIB *lus was something 
MISTABB
 l h a t l h e ^ J e r g o f 
Association had not foremen or 
od. I t did not seem to occur to them 
tha t the Union would refuse to bo intimi-
dated. They soon realized their misUke,' 
and they submitted the entire matter 
to the consideration of the General Bx-
l?th. After each side had statod its case 
the following understanding was arrived 
The United Cloak, 8oit and Skirt Mann-
leturars' Association and tbs International 
Ladies " Garment Workers' Union hereby agree 
tbat all actions heretofore taken by either 
organisation Ai a result of the dispute arising 
from the situation in the Boseufeld A Weln-
irtoo fbop be rescinded on both aide*. 
The TJnitwl Cloak, Salt and Skirt Msnu-
faeturew' Association and the International 
Ladis*' Garment Workers' Union Are to re-
same forthwith the frieadb/ relations which 
heretofore existed b* 
. . adjustment of grietsnees Qi 
hereby reestablished, and the parties agree 
to meet in ronferonee with a view to formnlat' 
iog a a m denalte nndenrtnnding and work-
ing Arrangement between them. 
In the case of Rosenfeld & Welng&rton the 
question whether the firm shall have the right 
to continue the present foreman in their em-
ploy is hereby submitted to arbitration. Pend-
ing such arbitration all present employees of 
the Ann, including the foreman in question, 
xhaU quit work/ All other grteTonees of the 
workers against the firm'and vice versa, oris* 
ing hi llic coarse or on account of the present 
dispute, shall be deemed#soltle*l and adjusted. 
For the/United Ooak, Suit and Skirt Manu-
facturers'' Association, 
By 8. A. StHNsTOifl, Prosidont. 
FW t U International Ladles' Garment Work'. 
era' Union, , 
By BSNJ. ScHLxsisass, President. 
The decision of Dr. Paul Abelson, who 
was appointed arbitrator by both sides, 
is entirely favorable to the Union. I n 
viow of the fact that Messrs. Kosenfeld 
& Weingarten had agreed not to con-
tinue in their employ the oaater-fore-
man, and only on that condition did the 
objection to the firm 
being admitted"as a member of the As-
sociation, the arbitrator upheld the con-
tention of the Union tba f the firm must 
abide by the arrangement with the Un-
ion and'Association and discontinue the 
said foreman in its employ. 
WHAT WB There is a lesson in this 
X.EAHN FSOM dispute and the manner 
THBKPISOD*
 0 f i t 8 8 0 t t I C I 0 C n t t n f t { c a n . 
not fail to impress us. The situation 
was so firmly yet BO cautiously handled 
by the representatives of the Union that 
i t immediately met with the approval of 
the rank and file. If any trouble had 
been precipitated the entire "forces of 
our organization would have, ral-
lied to the support of their officers, and 
there conld be not a shadow of doubt as 
successful issue for the Union. 
. 
the other hand, white exercising the ut 
tho nnMirt a t 
create 
The inner and deep-seated sentiment 
of the workers is that tho Union U thoir moat caution, showed to e publio 
only refuge and protection. Any specu- )argo that they, at all omenta, were not 
lation on this point is bound to lead em-
ployers astray with baneful results. The 
United Association was led astray in tins 
•manner and soon discovered its mistake. 
If the representatives of the "Uni t ed" 
failed to exerciso caution; if they specu-
laled on the off-chance of scoring at the 
expense of the Union, nevertheless they 
"had the sense of withdrawing from a 
position fraught with dafager to their 
. organization. 
tho people to seek or trouble. 
Upon tho intimation of the representa-
tives of the United Association that they 
were willing to reconsider their attitude, 
the International Union promptly con-
sented to meet them in that spirit of 
'"'man to.man*' which can accomplish far 
better results than ell the legal hair-
splitting and overbearing manners in the% 
world. Let this be a lesson to employers 
<&??•' 
Tho representatives of the. Union, on and employees. 
PLACE THE UNION ON STRONG 
:
 ' ' ' • 
FOUNDATIONS 
The events of .the last few months .plement their faith in principles by pro-
have, considerably strengthened the po- viding the means to carry the principles 
fiition of thoso who urge tho necessity of into daily life and practice. 
raising {he dues. In the light of recent 
experience a change in the present finan-
cial system is becoming more evident 
every day. .We must place our Union, 
on strong financial foundations. ' 
• • • • 
It is CCI ORGANIZATIONS' 
CANT40T LIV« iry to rami ind 
3 
The contention is overheard-here and 
there that the present time is not rjpe\ 
for raismg the dues, andUhat the agita-
tion should be postponed for a more op-
portune occasion. -
- - • . 
Tp tins it might be replied that .post-
ent is a good excuse for inaction. 
Were we in daily life to get into the 
nr i AI . n AXONS
 o u p , m e m i , c r s t j i a t ^ ifafjit of postponing things, wo BhouFd 
improved conditions won by our Union never accomplish anything. It reminds 
in the past were the result not of tho 
good" will of tho employers; not because 
they chose to do us any favor, but be-
cause of our $nitcd strength, our en-
us of tho villager whoso cottage roof 
was always broken and who had a 
ready excuse for it. In the rain, he 
Baid, he could not repair it, and in tl 
thusiaam in the cause and our faith in sunshine it did noVlieed repairing; I 
Hie organization and its officers, Re- so it continued to bo in a dilapidate), 
cent events hav£ shown .that we havy stato. *£he same people who advise post-
lost none of these mental ijualities; that ponement of the agitation for raising the 
we can still display them when occasion dues UU the advent of bettor times, 
requires i t But in Addition to faith and, ready, when better times-come, to argue 
confidence financial resources are indis- that -there is no more need for raising 







wage euts»and other burdens - acquire .a power and standing of which 
ccr*. every member will be proud. 
THK IJADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
not impose 1 
on-the worker
Another argument is the fear of thfl 
workers* inability to pay higher does. 
This contention is ttttcrly 'disproved by 
rienee. Many years ago the weekly 
dues >n some unions were as low as 5 
• 
cents. Then, too, some people were £cad 
against raising the dues, on the nam* 
grounds. Experience, however, has 
snown that higher dues hns made a 
stronger union and has produced a 
greater readiness on the $ r t o f tho imjhn-
bere to pay i t The average worker feels 
that ho would rather pay more and feel 
sure of protection than pay less and get 
Ijast^year, when for a brief interval 
a slight crisis-existed in.our ranks, the 
New York Times, usually hostile to labor 
organisations, had the temerity to say 
editorially that upon the Union failing 
to accede to the demand of the manu-
facturers there would be no Joint Bonn! 
and no Union. A veiled threat of this 
kind would be impossible if our organ-
ization felt secure in a treasury of M 
least one million dollars, in addition to 
the faith and enthusinsm among the rank 
and file. I t is because the present ad-
ministration of the international aims 
at eliminating the possibility of similar 
threats by the manufacturers and their nothing in return. Various proposi-
tions are now being considered whereby supporters in the press that we call upon 
higher dues would not entail hardship '
 y o u to placeiyour Union on strong finnn-
upon the members, yet the tTnion woald eial foundations. 
t 
General Executive Board in Session 
. 
Tb* Third Quarterly atfttiac of th* Gen 
era! Kseeotiv* Board was held at Emerson 
Hottd, Baltimore. Md., from Friday, January 
22nd, to Monday, January 261b, 1015. 
President Sehlpsinger in 
members were present. 
EXTRACTS rHOM MIM 11.» 
held in Boston, *ro hare not been able to 
r, ami all the 
achieve thing* of which wo could apeak with 
satisfaction. A largo amonnt of work has been 
dono and considerable energy spent; but our. 
industry has unfortunately been in(a backward 
condition* "When hundreds of shops are either 
entirely closed or employing one-fifth of tho 
regular working.forec; when tens of thousands 
of people in one, industry arc jobless and their 
existence depends on relatives or charity in-
Tojny^ Con**;,™ on ffc* 0. S. B.-J. L. <?.*
 BtltuUoi.«-at such times it is .only natural that 
employers should take advantage of thrir 
P r e s iden t Sch les inger ' s R e p o r t 
Orefliig: 
In th« few months that have elapsed since 
our U« General Ksecutive Board meeting was 
workers, and that* the workers should feel dl* 
appointed and embittered. At such times, no 




offiosrs, tasy cannot I* *xp*et*d to bring the organization; (3) Kqnal distribution of work 
d<*ir*d results, in t b e glow w i w n : (More precise details are 
Tho main center of my activity in the last giTen in the Jnouary issue of (be L A M M * 
fourteen or fifteen week" was once more the GARMENT W O « K M , while the address ot Mr. 
City of New York, where *eveaty-flve per 
,-ent of oar member* live aod work, and where 
nearly all of our locals have cither protocols 
with Manufacturers • Associations or egree-
iii«-nta with individual emptoyera. 
Branded containing the decision of the Board 
of Arbitration! is published in full in tlio 
LADIES' GARMENT WORKEH fos February.— 
Blltor.) 
Although the decision does not dcQno our 
Towards the end ot October, Mr. Sidney rights w r y clearly, a n d . Is more of a general 
llillman, who waa the Chief Clerk of the Cloak declaration of principles, we have nevertheless 
makers* Union, accepted tbo office of Proal- every reason to congratulate ourselves with 
dent of the tailors locals, which had with- the decision as i t reads. I t establishes OUT 
drawn from the United Garment Workers, and right to have every discharge that we consider 
are now known as tbe A. C. W. of A. As to be wrongful reviewed by the Committee on 
there was no one to step into Hillman's place, Immediate Action; i t establishes the right of 
i . 
it devolved upon, me to attend to this work, our-worker* W share the work equally.in dull 
From October 15, 1914, to January 1, j!'15, seasons, and it empowers tho Committee on Xm-
excepting the three or four weeks that Stvre-
tary Bigmaa attended to this work, I have 
devoted many hours daily to the duties of the 
Chief Clerk. 
In tho last three months tbero have oc-
curred more discharge cases than at any pre-
vioua time since the existence of tho Pro-
tocol, and in fewer eases than ever before 
have the discharged employees been reinstated, 
In,, many of these discharge eases tho Asso-
ciation alleged as a reason that .the manufac-
turers had determined upon "reorganizing." 
11 mediate Action to look into every case of re-
organization, and to ascertain whether the re-
orcanisatton was justified or i t waa merely a 
dubterf\ign for the manufacturer to get rid 
of certain .workers. 
T U B I'NITKD ASSOCIATION. 
In tho last three or four months we have 
likewise bad, more t han the usual nnmber of 
complaints from the shops of the weond Asso-
ciation in the cloak trade—Tho United Man-
ufacturers. Those complaints, however, were ad-
er reducing their business; but "every time justed either by the respective managers of both 
the .Union requested to be given an. oppor-. organizations or through arbitration. Every • 
lunltv to ascertain whether the manufacturer timo a dispute occurs that tho managers of both 
retorted to these "reorganizations" in good organizations cannot adjust, an impartial per-
faith, or whether i t was merely an excuse on wn is called to render a decision, 
his part to get rid of Certain employees, tho I assisted the Joint Board mnnnger of tho 
. 
Association would contend that the Protocol 
fetervos to tho manufacturer tho right to act 
according to his own discretion, and that it 
i* .beyond the jurisdiction even of the Im-
partial-Chairman to look into such complaints. 
The eases of discharge or **reorganization" be-
. I'nme so numerous 'that wo have boon com-
pelled, after many conferences and Grievance 
" U n i t e d " offico whenovor thin was required 
and have helped to settle many disputes. 
Tflr: r.Miu:*< W A I S T AND I I IUM* l sm>TKV. 
• In many respects tho Protocol in tho waist 
nnd drew- trade works more smoothly than that 
in tho cloak and suit trade. In mj opinion 
this is duftato tho fact that the manager of »-
Board meetings, to request the Board of Arbl- ' the labor department of the Dress and Waist .. ' 
tration for a decision upon these questions. _ Manufacturers' Association i s ' a woman, who, 
The Arbitrator on our side ia Mr. William . for many years, was active in settlement work, 
nnd she looks upon hot work as Chief Clerk 
from a humane point of view. Nevertheless, • 
we were not free from trouble In this trade 
either. There was not a week that Local 25 
should nqt have cause to complain of unjust 




C, Thompson, the attorney for the Industrial 
Relations Commision; for the Association, Mr. 
Hamilton HoH, and the Chairman of the Board 
w Mr.-Louis I>. Brandeis. Mr. Morris Ulllquit, 
counsel for the" Joint Board, presented our 
piuo to the Board of Arbitration in the fol-
lowing order; (1) The right of the employer • work and the evasion 










T H E TiADiRs' GARMENT WQMCRR 
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) 
point we were compelled to apply to the Board 
of Arbitration for a definite ruling. The Board 
held two sessions, on November fith and .Tth 
respectively, and handed down the following 
'tofiaoa: 
I t *eem* to ns that what is netfded U ft 
detailed study, taking up each one of (he 
difficulties which have been Indicated by 
the testimony • • * For this purpose 
a small committor should bo formed, in-
finding the counsel and the Chief CTerka 
of the two organisations, and possibly one 
or two others, if it in doomed desirable, to 
associate them with the counsel and Chief 
Clerks, and that each one of those diffi-
culties should be taken up separately, and 
thoroughly discussed, until the best piece 
Of mechanism, tho best solution for tho par-
ticular difficulty can be found, and then 
to adopt tho beat way of getting over 
the specific difficulty • ' • The Board: 
believe* that if this'conference committee 
should get to work and pursue their work 
as far as possible from day to day, that 
they could within a comparatively short 
time, possibly two or threo weeks, be able 
to present to this Board a complete pro-, 
jret for the solving of these specific diffi-
culties. 
Immediately after tho decision bad been ren-
dered, a aeries of conference* of reprosenta-
t irei of the Union and Association was held, 
and together we endeavored to devise a plan 
whereby to unionize the1 shops. The plan that 
we eventually agreed npon and wbteb was made 
part of the minutes and decision of the Board 
of Arbitration, was embodied in the minute*, of 
the New York members of tho G. E. B. 
QCKSTION OV I K . A I HO'LIUATS FOR TUB 
CtTTTBBS. 
When the Protocol with tho Dress and Waist 
Manufacturers' Association was signed two 
years ago the question of the legal holidays 
remained undecided. Article XIV of the Pro-
tocol reads that the question of legal holi-
days to be observed in tho Industry is to be 
mbnittod to the Board of Arbitration, and 
the Board subsequently decided on five legal 
holiday* The cutters, however, enjoying as 
they do, ten legal holidays under the cloak 
and suit and other Protocols, had desired to 
retain tho same privilege in the waist and 
dress trade too, and the Board of Arbitration 
was asked to determine the matter at their 
aassloos of November 6th and 7th. The In-
ternational requested that the cotters shall be 
free to observe the ten legal holidays speci-
fied in the cloak and suit Protocol and be 
paid for five holidaya. The 
down a decision whirbf was a restatement of 
the decision handed down in 1013 on the ques-
tion of the legal holidays; namely, " t h a t there 
are to be five legal holidays only, and tho 
cutters, like the other workers in the shops, 
are to work on tho other fire legal holidays, 
feieept so far as by agreement with the man-
ufacturers some change may bo made,"1 ~ 
Aside from the aforesaid conferences, which 
we had with the Dress and Waist Manufae-
turere ' Association In regard to unionising th« 
shops, we had other conferences upon other 
questions; as for instance, on 'what basis to 
w-ttte prices for piece workers, and *on the 
question of raising the wages for the cutters 
- who are working below the scale. We also had 
a number of committees and Grievance Board 
meetings to adjust disputes upon which the 
Chief Clerks could not agree. In short, almost 
every day 1 was in consultation with Brother 
Polakeff, the Chief Clerk of the Waistmakera' 
Union, land attended every conference of the 
Union, and the Association. 
WHITE <IOOBS WOMlRftS. LOCAL Ha. *V 
The agreement of the Whitegoods Workers' 
Union, Local No. 62, with the Cotton Garment 
Manufacturers' Association will expire this 
Kcbruary. The agreement contains a provis-
ion that " s i s months prior to the expiration 
of the contract a conference shall be held be-
tween tho parties for the purpose of consider-
i og any necessary changes. V Wo • hare al-
ready held five conferences with the Cotton 
Garment Manufacturers' Association, and 
judging from the negotiations so far, we may 
eipect that the new agreement will be con-
siderably moro favorable to our members than 
the one uow iS fore*. 
KMBROlDERT WORKERS. 
At the last mooting of the General Executive 
Board, hald in Boston1, I reportod on our nego- * 
, tlatjotm with the Embroidery Manufacturers' 
Association of New York and New Jersey. To 
my regrot nothing has come of these negotia-
tions. Just then a bitter Blackness supervened 
which continues to this day. We informed 
the workers .that owing to the terrible dull-
ness in the trade wo had boon compelled to 
postpone our negotiations with the employer* 
for a more opportune time. 
LADIRS' TAILORS. LOCAL N«. St. 
The Ladles' Tailors, Local No. 98, is pass-, 
iug through a hard crisis. Not only has the to-
-
MAICH, 1916 
i-nl suffered much from an exceptionally bail 
• •..•!: liet winter, but ban had to wage a 
number of protracted and unsuccessful strike*. 
The local bail spent upon these strikes its own 
treasury, and ID addition several thousand dol-
lar! which It borrowed from the Now York 
I'Jnakmakere' locals through the recommenda-
tion and assistance of our office. I frequently 
n't in conference with the officers of the local 
and at their request endeavored to settle the 
•'tikes, bat without success. The employers' 
its business manager. Now the local has de* 
cided that for the next few weeks, until the 
advent of bettor times, one of their own mem-
bers should attend to all'the work. 
LOCAL* H*. M ANJ> No. 65. 
Locals No. 68 and No. 05 are in such a 
*tato that had not the International rallied to 
their assistance they would have .ceased to ex-
ist I hate tried to carry out the resolotw* 
[in favor of Local No. 68 adopted at the 
toclatioa in this trade is availing itself of Cleveland convention, which calls on all the 
the backward condition in which the local finds buttonhole makers working in the waist and 
it-olf owing to slackness, and is taking ad- "bite goods shops to be transferred to Local 
vantage of the workers regardless of its agree-
event with tho local. We hope that upon con-
ditions In the t ra"do improving the local will 
recover sufficient strength and once more bo in 
.-» position to control the trade. 
• 
^ 
LOCAL",'No. i l AND Nu. M. 
Since the last Unco months Brother Martin 
has been attending to the affairs of. Locals 
No. 60 and No. 41 in tho'capacity of busl' 
uess agent and organizer. In these trades, 
too, the workefs havo gone through hard and 
ir.ving times. Most of tho shops were literally 
cloAed for months, and those that woro'opep 
employed not more than one-fourth of the usual 
Dumber of workers. In addition to the serv-
ices of Bro. Martin wo have assisted these local* 
with various sums of money to tide them over 
the bard times. From reports received at our 
office, work is cow commencing in these trades, 
and upon .our return to New York, at the con-
tusion of this meeting, we shall make every 
No. 68. I have soot letters to all the shop 
presidents of the ladies' waist shops calling 
their, attention to this resolution. Until now, 
however, very few •workers, have boon trans' 
ferred. This is doe to the slackness in the 
trade. In times, when the majority of the 
raombore'aro unemployed it is difficult to get 
members, especially girls, to take transfers from 
ouo local to another. • 
TUB SITUATION IN PHILADELPHIA. 
In the Interval that elapsed since our meet-
ing at Boston I bate several times visited Phil-
adelphia. On some occasions I went to take 
part in tho conferences with the Manufac-
turers' Association of that city and on others 
to address meetings of our locals. If not for 
the bitter slackness prevailing in our trade, 
wo .might really congratulate ourselves on our 
victory five months ago. With-the exception 
_ ^ of tho Closft Cutters, Local No. 63, all our 
^iblVaitompt to"orJanUe these tradVanu J * " ' 0 ? 1 * ta ™M«lplita a™ , 0 good shape. , 
v^ro better conations: for the workers. Both - ™ m°a "T*"1** " e well attended and, 
these trade* have associations of employers, 
but they aro at this moment in a weakened con-
ation.' Last Wednesday. January 80, I re-
ceived- from tho manager of these associations 
an Invitation to a conference which was ar-
'•ingcd for a later date. 
H.UNCOAT MAKKE8 LOCAL No. M. 
A few months ago the Raincoat Makers Lo-
cal No. 20 had been already in fair shape; the 
'nods Is its treasury having mounted up to 
•boat *300, and It seemed as if the local would 
not hare to apply;.to our office for assistance, 
t'ofortanatoly oor hopes were not realized. 
the members evince much Interest and genuine 
loyalty and devotion to the Union, The cloak-
makers of Philadelphia feel the present hard 
times more than the cloakmakers of other cities, 
bocnuso tho last fall season ended before they 
liad time, to recover from the effects of the 
general strike of 1913 .which lasted twenty-six 
week*. 
While In Philadelphia I met committees of: 
the Ladies' Waistniakers' Union of Pbiladel*. 
phia. Local No. 16, and we arranged certain 
plans of organising the Ladies' Waist and 
Childrcns' Dressmakers. The plan was to 




- . i 
Trade dullness has again set in and at this and start a vigorous agitation for a general 
moment the Local cannot get along without the strike. Unfortunately, owing to the terrible 
financial assistancetof our offiee. Until now ulaeknen In those trades the plan could not 
Brother Isidor Epstein, of Local No. 10, was 
A l l A1KS I N IIAI/riMOKfc 
w I visited Baltimore twice; once 1 
a meeting of the Executive Board of Local 
No. 4, at which the local officers enlightened 
m* on the situation. The; urged that if their 
local is to flourish, the International must send 
an organiser for one month. The main, trouble 
* w to* !.• lMk ai K t u l n « M l ana com-
ftdsueo among the members. The; therefore 
requeued that tbe International should send 
tome one capable of harmonising all the el-
ements and awakening their interest in the 
organisation. I t u t V w President Koldofsky 
for four wtufc*, and I found upou raj second 
visit, that Viee President Koldofsky had really 
succeeded in infusing new life into their ranks. 
At this moment Local No. 4 baa trouble with 
the Manufacturers' Association. l a one shop 
a strike has been In progress for some time, 
and from information contained in letters I 
received from them, the ; expect several other 
ntrikoa. Ontj of the main reasons why wo are 
having this quarterly meeting in Baltimore 
Is to get into close touch with the situation In 
taut city and arrive at a plan whereby we 
shall be enabled to protect this local which is 
on* of the Oldest locals in our International. 
-
• CINCINNATI A N D 
X also visits* our^oeato 
some considerable time a state of demoraliza-
tion prevailed among oar eloalrmahers in that 
The trouble originated with, the'eutters 
the firm Bishoff J Stern A Stein—the 
*rm ia C3neiMiiltt--*ho re-fused to join 
tbe Union, and the operators and pressors 
employe* by the firm, who are members of 
the Union, failed to take action. This in-
action angered the members working in other 
ps who complained of the employees of 
ff, Stem and Stein and held them up 
reproach, Naturally our local suffered much 
• result of this discord. On my visit to 
.t City I addressed the. local meetings and 
ded a meeting of the Joint Board. Sec* 
rutary Sigtoan had been in Cincinnati a few 
weeks before. Our efforts had a goo* effect 
the members and peace was temporarily 
re*. But to place the locals of Cincinnati 
a solid foundation it is essential to launch 
vigorous agitation, under tbe direct auspices 
the International, to organize the entire 
! 
.a Ik. i « U,. U . J . » . . r . bound to have » „p . t i 
lion of the former demoralization. 
Similarly in .Toledo our local suffers from 
internal dissension. 1 visited them at their 
special request and attended a meeting of their 
executive board. In Toledo, likewise, a strong 
ngitation to organise tbe entire trado must be 
started. At present only a minority of the 
workers in the trade are organise*. I prom-
ised them that upon the revival df our in-
dustry the International will set out upon such 
an agitation. 
IK CUCVKLAND. 
I s Cleveland w» have- pnt ia a eoosiderablc 
amount of work to organlw the trade. We 
have been carrying oa a vigorous agitation 
since four months to get the ladies' garment 
workers of that city into line. In addition 
to Brother D. Solomon, the business agent of 
the Cleveland locals, trie organising work is 
conducted by Vice-President Pierce, who i» 
especially attending to the cutters, Brother 
Perlatoin, Miss Rose Schnelderman (until a 
few weeks ago wo hnd Miss Lillian Haftiey) 
mil an Italian organizer. When wo started 
!];':• organizing work In Cleveland wo naturally 
did not anticipate such bitter slackness as ban 
been prevailing this year. I am absolutely con-
vinced that If wo had bettor times wo, should 
now bo able to report considerable progress re-
sulting from our work. 
T M * i f . - F L CONVKNTION. 
In November, 1914, the Convention of the 
American Federation of Labor was held in 
Philadelphia. One of the resolutions in which 
our members will feel most interested was 
tha resolution to levy a tax of % of n cent 
on evi'ry member affiliated with the American 
Federation of Labor for the purpose of or-
ganizing the women workers of the country. 
Our delegates endeavored to get the floor con-
cerning the tailors locals who had withdrawn 
from the Unite* Garment Workers of Amer-
ica aud whoso ctedeniiafa to the A. F . oft L. 
Convention wore rejected, but without success. 
A resolution by our delegates calling for the 
establishment .of a needle trades department 
was voted *own. Subsequently, however, a 
recommendation by the Executive Council was 
adopted, empowering tha president of the Fed-
eration to consider the possibility of organising 
such n department. I was unable to attend 
all the sessions of the Convention, inasmuch a-
almost every evening I bad some conference to 
ing to to organ-' attend la New York. 
. 
j j I hope that this review of my activity, 
[>\ though brief, will give you I B iflea of the pros-
[•'• Vnt state* of our trade and tho condition of 
j \ | ninny of our locals, and this in ituclf will 
jf'c give point and direction to the proceedings of 
\J: Uds meeting. 
The snaln thing that we must bear in mind, 
when considering the present situation in our 
j.'v iailustry" and the Work to be pUrsUod by oar 
organisation in the future, ia the financial con-
,p: ditlon of our International. Secretary Sig-
man's report will give you a elenr insight Into 
'(- -. our present financial condition. 
j I trust that you will diseoss our reports 
with thoughtful consideration and that tho de-
cision arrived At will be for the good and 
welfare of our organization and our members. 
Respectfully submitted, 
BKNJ. Soiirj($iNant. 
the city was checked In time through an ener-
getic protest taken up by a number of af-
fected shops. Wo have *lso helped tho Mon-
treal organization flnSueially by sending them 
• 120 in six weekly Installments. 
I might mention that the Wolinsky case end- 4 
od In having the Indictment against him dis-
missed. 
X visited Benton 'twice during these months 
with tho object of dealing with the old stand-
ing titrable in tho Prcsser*' Union, Local 12, 
where many of tho membeA lusistf on substi-
tuting piece work for week work contrary to 
rule and agreement with tho employers. I 
attended a meeting of tho Joint Board on De-
cember 23rd, ao.l a meeting of the local on 
January the-0th, and succeeded In iuvring set 
aside their plans for separation from the Joint 
Hoard. They also agreed to postpone the 
Installation o f t h e i r Executive .Board until 
. - T ^ , , ^ , ^ January 13th. Brother Met* at-
R e p o r t Of S e c r e t a r y - T r e a s u r e r tended that meeting and he reports having in-
S ign . !an ^ , vestlgated the charge against ineligible mem- • 
To lAe mem&ers of the 0. S. B.)erneti»gi" " * « • «l«Ct«d l o , 1 , c l r E*oc.»tlve Board. The 
Since the October meeting of t b e - O . E . 0 . tlectioo was decdaml void and others were 
the New York monibers Of the Board met on 
December 8, 1914, a»d considered a number of 
matters reported In detail In the minutes of 
that meeting. The question of the Preferen-
tial provision in the waist industry and > tho 
rondition of this trado in New Jersey and 
elsewhere were largely dealt with. 
. ltight after the Boston meeting of tho Board, 
Vice-President Koldofsky was sent to Baltimore 
at tho request of the local organization. (To 
spent there four weeks and brought more life 
into the- local union. Ho attended a suc-
cessful mass meeting on November 21st, a t 
which President Sehlesingpr was one of tho 
Speakers, A movement among the ladles' tail- ; 
or* was also started and many of them have 
joined local No. 4. The prospecta in Balti-
more are encouraging. 
The Canadian .locals of our International, 
"hich have been hard hit by tho war, were 
a^lng us constantly for the serriees of an 
organlccr. . We decided to have Brother Kold> 
ofsky do this work. Ho spent a week in 
Toronto and found conditions, there picking 
up and the locals whilo impoverished, yet in 
pretty good spirits. Prom there ho went to 
Montreal, wbcro he spent the entire month of 
Member. His presence in Montreal has great-
ly benefited the locate. The danger of sub-
to spread through extracting wl 
On the whole, the Bos|on .'cloakntakcra • locals 
No. 56, 78 and 12 sire"in pretty good shape 
and have a steady loyal moml>ori<hip. 
Local No. 40, the Waist Makers' Union, Is 
1n need of a woman organiser who, it la be-
lieved, would bring life into this local. The 
'waist makers are, in spite of their big num-
bers, practically unorganised In Boston. 
( Some tlmo ago; Miss Paulino Newman went 
to Worcester" a t the request of the . local to 
do organising work among the workers in.' 
that town. Whan the agitation was rrtarted)-
the firm of Sertar Bros., the biggest waiat 
hom» In town, locked oat Its 100 employees 
in order W check tha sentiment for a union. 
We.advised ouf- local No. 7fl against taking* 
up tho fight, us the girls became members 
of the 11iiimi oniv nftor the lockout But tho 
'local officers eoujd not see their way out, and 
as a result, thoy have had this fight on their 
hands for Uio last three months. The general 
office assisted thorn during this time with 1230 
and gave them other assistance when a com 
mittee of the strHfrrs came to New Yor 
solicit funds from our local- unioAs. Our 1 
informatloo is that the strike has been give 
Wash. There a certain firm, the Matsen 
& 
was: 
John F. Pierce, i n Vice-President, 
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ea*ag*d the prevailing week work to piece work 
without the workers' consent, and a lockout 
followed. We have had an organiser of the 
A. F . of L. there to help nettle this costro-
verny, ba t without success- The majority of 
the workers assisted by the local labor coon-
ell are holding oat bravely. 
Oor I*eal No. 106 in Stockton, CnL, went 
through a lockout of six month* in company 
wlth every other labor union In that city. 
They had a. terrible.time, but the trouble i" 
now settled. We have aaeittod them daring 
the hut few months with 9100, bat distress 
•etUl prevails; thoy are sorely in need and ask 
lea our local is Intact in spite 
of work. The general office?, has given 
them during the but three months $100 In 
ten weekly installments to keep up their office, 
investment wma well 
I'inJ and orgnnialng as-
sistance were received from Denver, Col, 
Ky., and Detroit, Mich. The ap-
t of a woman Organiser for Detroit 
was rcoueetod, to start a movement amoaz 
tho waist and corset workers. Local No. S-1 
in Buffalo is in poor condition. Our tiro 
locals In Conneoticut, No. 28 In New Haven, 
and No. -80 in Bridgeport, maintain a quiet 
exUteaee. 
At the end of December I visited S t Louis 
Chicago and Cleveland. The cloak: trade is 
St. Louis has pawed through a period of un-
precedented alack which has naturally affected 
the locals. 
I addressed a successful mass mooting in 
S t Louie on Sunday, December 7th, and left 
the town with a feeling that better times wore 
In store for our. members In that city.. With 
the coming of the season moat, If nofa all. 
of the elosimakert will pay up'their arrcar-
and will yet have a sound .organisation. We 
have helped them financially In the but'few 
noaths. 
Prom 8 t Louis I proceeded to Chicago. The 
Union there suffers from a peculiar evil. Sho-t-
ly before the aeasoD begins, when price settling 
u in order, the cloakmakera join tha oEganiza 
tlon, anfl after they have used It as a tlub 
• . 
own fate for Iho rout of tho year. A move-
ment of a general nature lor a collective agree-
ment for Chicago is toe one thing which our 
more active members aspire to, and i t appears 
that the chances of success of such a move-
ment are good if undertaken with the right 
backing. The Raincoat Makers, Local No.'W, 
are doing good work and gathering strength. 
Oa my way hack I visited Cleveland the 
second time during this term. X went there 
first for tho big mass inciting at the Cleve-
land Theairc on December 13th. That meet-
ing baa had a far-reaching effect. The work 
of tho office and of.our organising staff is 
proceeding there without hal t Lately wo have 
secured a -valuable addition to our force in 
Miss Schneiderman who has replaced Miss Lil-
lian Baflley as our woman organiser in Cleve-
land. Just as soon as work will begin Clovo-
land may bo expected to have some good self-
sustaining locals. -
I left Cincinnati in September with the 
best hope that tho internal dimensions bad been 
eliminated for good, and my expectations .have' 
U-'.'ii - realized to a great extent. Since then 
a business agent has been engaged, a new,' line 
office rented and the boys feel that post dif-
ferences as to tactic* or plans should not inter-
fere with their obligations to the organisa-
tion. 
During the months of October and November 
•bur office in Now Jersey, under tho manage-
ment of Brother Dubinsky had been doing ac-
tive.work in Jersey City, Hoboken and Now^ 
ark. In December, however, owing to a ' ter-
rible slump in the shops the work camo to a 
standstill. Tho outlook is.somewhat brighter 
for ttio next fow months when work is ex-
pected in tho shops. -
Tha embroidery workers of Now Jersey and 
New York, Locals 6 and 6, that joined our 
Interaationl under promising circumstances last 
July, had small shi>t> strikes bore and there 
and oome of£them are • still unsettled. The 
general strike agitation which was to have been ~* 
launched in October was snuffed out by tho de- u
 fct present conducting negotiations with the 
prosslon that had invaded tho tradd and has employers for the renewal of the agreement, 
kept tho membership out of work all the time, working hand id hand with the Cutters' Onion, 
We have been doing aU wo could for these £ocal No. 10. We have bean represented at 
locals in every way, assisting tbem morally aad
 %wr conference and are of the opinion that 
financially, their negotiations will terminate successfully 
In New York City we arc confronted with and will result In adding strength to the 
a serious situation In Local No; 3 $ Ladies Uniou. 
' Union, After signbig up with 
association they wore plunged in£o a few singlo 
strikes. Tho general office, bas done its ut* 
most to extricate the local from ita difficulties 
by procuring aid from the New York locals, 
besides assistance given direct by the Inter-
national. 
The Raincoat Makers, No. 20, has been In 
stralta since last year's change in styles had 
put the raincoat out of wear. Unemployment 
has aggravated tbo situation. Charges wore 
preferred agalnBt llro. Biback, ox-secretary of 
Local No. 20.. I have Investigated the cbaryes 
and have notified the complainants of my de-
cision. The full details of tho caso are on 
filo in the general office for future reference. 
There are hopeful signs that an Improvement 
in tbo trade will enable Local No. 20 to re-
cover lost ground. . 
Other small locals in New York, hit very 
hard during the slack time in tho last few 
months, have been assisted by the general of-
fice. Bro. 8am Martin and an Italian 
ganiter have been placed in charge of 
No. 41 and 5Q, now located together in 
office. Wo have had several .joint meotln 
with ftclr executivo boards and a lively agita-
tion is about to bo launched for the "rebuilding 
of those two locals. 1 1 
- The Brooklyn Ladies' Tailors' Local No. 
have llkewisg been •assisted by our offlco save 
times. This local baa quite. Improved 
as a result of our help and guidance. -
We have also tried to lift up the Bonnai 
Embroiderers'' Union, Local No. 66. We ar-
ranged, a mass meeting for them early In Oc-
tober, and another meeting on the 22nd 
January. Their trade is now , 
full swing. 
The Nockwear Cutters' Union, Local No. 108, 
baa been revived and is at present conducting/ 
a quiet campaign for member* under oar guid-
ance. We feel, however, that In order that 
their work may be effective a movement among 
the women workers of tho ueckwoar trade would 
liavo to be started. 
Our Local No. 62, White floods Workers, 
- . . • 





B eoatro- We have c i rcu la r ly ow locaU several time* 
during these three months for money Muo to w » y between Local No- S and Local No. », 
caused by the latter local withholding certain 
initiation /«« which Loc*l No. 3 claimed, were 
doe to them after they had obtained a sep-
arate charter last July. 
During the absence of Brother 
money 
the general office for assessments. Owing to 
the bard tlmca the response v u not generally 
good. You.will find appended to this report 
a statement of general finances and also A 
detailed list of the various donations given to 
from New York, in November, a t the A. P . the locals in October, November and Decern 
of L. Convention and In Cleveland, I acted *»r, 1914. 
- - I X 
M Chief Clerk of tho Protocol Division 
o f the Otoakoaktn ' Union In New York for 
•boot three weeks. In 1912 and 1813 I had 
likewise worked in the Protocol Division in the 
press*™ department Sine, that time the at-
Urnde of the officers and member* of the As-
sociation towards us haa become so hard and 
unyielding that I bare found It extremely dif-
tfeult to work with them. During November 
the flrat w-ealled shop "reorganisations" took 
place. Tho firms of Nnthan Sehuss, Bothstein 
nod Pitaf/sky, A. 8. SchwurU and others be-
gan to .discharge many of their employees, 
claiming that they wore*'.curtailing their work-
ing forces. After the Grievance Board had 
been dead-locked on this proposition, we de-
cided to call on the Board of Arbitration to 
render ft, dwisinn, cbneeraing which Brother 
Schlesinger has given yon la more detailed ac-
count. 
Union has met often with us during these few 
Aa already reported thoy have come 
arrangement with the Manufacturers' 
Association in regard to tho question.- of the 
preferential shop. 
During the month of November 
•attended conferences of the officers 
in board members of >ur locals it 
The question of raising the pel 
capita tax was discussed, and a committee 01 
two from each local was. tleeted to take npi 
matter and the question of creating a I 
council in New York. 
t s with the Rand School have 
a head and classes have been formed 
for oar courses. The proposition was quite 
warmly taken up by the members of oar lo-
cals, and the attendance at these course* has 
bem-averaging from 75 lo 90 at each Mason. 
We shall watch the results of the experi-
• 
Our auditing department is busy now with 
tho audit of the finances of tho various locals. 
Balance sheets were seat out to all locals at 
the end of the year. A uniform bookkeeping 
system will be ready for installation very short-
ly, wlfirli will materially simplify the work In' 
our locals. A series of articles on trado union 
accounting is now running in our "Ladles ' 
^Garment Worker," which give a good .deal 
of. Information concerning tho system to bo. 
adopted. These articles are contributed' by 
our General Auditor, H. M. Rabinovilch. 
Tho Appeal Committee, consisting- o t Broth-
ers Baron*, Metx and Dubinsky, appointed a t 
the Boston meeting to try all the appeals which 
have accumulated at the office during the 
last few months, have done their Work In a 
systematic and commendable way. They have 
tried fifteen appeals and Brother Baroff will 
submit the decisions in due time. In connec-
tion with this 1 .would rocoinmohd that a stand-
ing Appcnl Committee should be uppolntod to 
try appeals and other matters that may dnly 
come before i t , ' 
Tho- Committee on the per capita 
was to have worked oat a comprehensive 
plan and recommendations haa not reported, 
and 1 wonld therefore recommend that another 
committee be elected, as this matter requires 
speedy action. 
So you1, see that a great i 
has been done. In . fnco of tho terrible in-
dustrial conditions we nave done all In our 
power to preserve our existing organlxatloia 
In the hope that when the great depression la' 
over we may again find ourselves in a posit 
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Since oilr taut report on tlio organising work 
of the New J T - O V office, we have made con-
siderable progress. 
The danger that faced tha gains that 
tbe New York Cloakmafccr* havo achieved 
in 1910 through the development of sub-
manufacturing in Now Jcrsay towns la 
thereby materially diminished. When pri«e 
eommltteea were insisting on d<cent prices in 
our New York shops, employers have beeu 
heard of-Iato to make thfe*ta tc thoir worker* 
that they would send tire .hurdles' down to 
the "mosquitoes" (New Joi-BeV), and many a 
price'committee was rompoUed* to compromise 
mi prices owing to this threat. The general 
Impression that prevailed anions our members 
hod even among the officials of (he Uuiou was, 
that sub-manufneturing in Now Jersey won 
something that the Union could not tackle. 
Indeed, wo went to work In Naw Jersey with 
downcast .fecHnR8 and with little encourage-
• tnent from other*, j e t determined to do every-
thing within our re:n-!i to hinder the growth 
of this Jersey disease. . -
Wo have not tbo slightest doubt that wo 
* Would havo presented a glowing report if 
eomlltions were not qnite M slack as they have 
been and still are a t present. We have heard • 
the plaint only too often during the time of 
' oar stay in New Jersoy-from many of those 
who came to work in the shops thore,."I<et us 
work a t least for one week hero, wo are.broke 
and have been without work fo: mouths. We 
are Union people and only *heor want drives »a 
to'disobey tho orders of our Union." With 
. the advent of the spring season we expect to 
• ink- * few more bricks 'from this structure 
bbery and thus ntlffen t ie backbone of 
the price committees In New York shops when 
their employers will again threaten them with 
sending work out to Now Jersey. 
VI('K-FRBft|l»ENT.KOI.DOr*KVH KKrORT, 
The income since August 15th, was as fob
 I J r o t n o r K o W o f B ky reported on bis work in 
loyn:
 t Baltimore during October and part of No-
Initiation fee, $796.25; Dues, t2« . - t0 ; A* ;w vemhor. Ho had held numerous shop organixa-
thousand dollars compared with the cost for a 
similar period previous to our taking charge of 
the office. 
* Public ofBcials of proralwnw gave us a 
square deal, in particular Judge McOovorn, 
Senator M. Egan, Congressman Uammel, Com-
missioner Krnnk Hague and many others. This 
camo about through the co-operation of Bro. J. 
Jt-aiiings, one of our organizers. 
Commissioner Hague, of Jertey City, has in-
vited us and the sub-manu facta rets to a- con-
ference to adjust our grievance*. Unfortunate-
ly a deadlock existed in thetra lo and no prac-
tical results were accomplished. 
Our income would havo beei) more if tho 
shops we organised had roiniinod with* us. 
Thoy have gone to New York aad tho members 
are paring their dues a t the Joint Boar J of flee* 
in Now York. 
'WQ have brokeu tho prejud.ee against our 
organization that woa fostered by the sub-
manufacturers and tho real estate Interest*. 
In my last report I touched Do the pos-
sibilities of j>rgoniring work among \ht 
waist and white goods workers of Newark 
pointed out tho necessity of a woman organizer 
to start the work going. A few weeks ago, a t 
' the request of the Waist Maker*' Union, Local 
25, jhe New York offico of tie" A. P . o.f L. 
assigned.Mrs. Mary Scully to this wp»k, " -
About 180 girls applied for membership 
and the sentiment for tho Union grow stronger 
from day to day. We now linvo a local of 
Waist and--White Goods' workers that is*des-
tined to reach tbe thousand mark; namely, 
our now Loral No. 113. 
In the other towns of Jorse? slackness still 
preWiln and, of court*, it i» impossible for 
us to'organiio empty shops. Whon tbe fac-
tories will reopen, organizing work will com-
mence in earnest again. One thing Is clear, 
however, today, a id that Is that organising 
in New Jersey is not •merely a possibility, but 
a real certainty. 
-y. 
ws&meots, 89,75; total, $1,100.40. The Joint 
Hoard.contributed for this perio* »1,4Q0. 
•These figures show that the office operated iu 
New Jersey at no financial loos to the Joint 
Board, buj iatlier at a gain of a couple of 
tion meetings; had assisted in the roorRanlzing 
of the Ladies' Tailors and luul got many of 
them to join Local No. '<. Ho had put a check 
'fa homo work in Baltimore. During his i 




From Baltimore he had been ordered to 
Cauda- la Toronto bo found that the mem-
ban-of the locals had remained loyal to the 
Union in spite of tho depression in the In-
dustry for the pant year. The employers, how-
ever, ware taking full advantage of the slt-
uatioa and would not allow Iho people to have 
. v o i c e in the settling of prieea. h addi-
tion to this the* were now taking 10% off 
the prieea they offered only a short time ago. 
1» Montreal the conditions have not changed, 
Meroben do not pay dues, yet consider 
nerves members of the Union, 
get involved in trouble they 
Union and tho Union takes up their 
VICK-rftKSUlKNT AMDUH'S KKFOMT. 
Since the last three months we have been 
engaged In building «f a strong organisation 
in Philadelphia la order 1 
raent more effective. 
Brother Ssndler's last quarterly statement 
shown that during the last three mouths the 
Income from duos aoiTin*1tiatieti 
to over (7,000; thst Local No. 8 has a member-
ship of S.S00; Local No. 69, 1,100; Local No. 
53, 150; making a total of 4,460 members, 
of which almost all have rjaid duee since they 
view of the dullness In the trade which 
prevailed since tho agreement was signed 
financial condition In which the 
been since the last general strike, 
that report is very encouraging.
 ( 
Srnce the signing of the agreements 400 com-
plninta from the different shops came into our 
office, and almost all of them were adjusted 
In favor of the Union wiUi very few escep-
lions. Among these.there were forty-flvs dis-
charge cases. Out of these 40 were reinstated. 
The Association did not. find it important to 
provido the necessary machinery the agree-
ment provides for, yet the Union has done all 
in its power to make the agreement affective, 
and we nave accomplished more than we could 
have expected. 
Por the first time since the agreement was 
signed, we have bad two stoppage cases which 
will go to arbitration. One ease will come up 
en Saturday, January 23rd, the other on Mon-
'day, January « t h . 
Daring the month of October I odd a meet-
ing of Ladies' Tailors to organise a Union In 
this trade. I was informed that there are about 
1,000 Italians working In this trade and only 
about 200 Jews, and that It was necessary to 
r*«h the I tal ia . M first 
Now that the season is approaching some-
thing will have to bo done to organise tho 
Italian workers. There aro alio a few unor-
ganised cloak and skirt shops in Philadelphis, 
where Italians are employed. Tho Joint Board 
of Philadelphia Is ready to pay one-half the 
salary of an Italian organiser. 1 would rocom-
mond that tho Board consider this proposition 
and place a man in tho field. Even the waist 
could bo successfully organised if an Itftl-
Vice-President Classman rejwrtcd on his work 
in Chicago. The waist makers have a good 
local-at present. They havo a membership of 
ISO. There are about 4,000 waist makers in 
Chicago and the services of a Polish woman 
are required to mako this local a success. The 
Raincoat makers have W*4 of their trade' or-
ganised and have a waiting lint system for 
their members. He managed to prevent many 
abep trewMss from developing into strikes. 
In tho case of one shop, however, be could 
not nettle with the firm and the workers were 
locked out He succeeded In changing the 
habit of the cloakmakers in Chicago to come 
to the Union at tho beginning of the season 
in order to. get the better prices, and right 
after that to abandon tho local. He induced 
the local not-to take up any complaints un-
less it wan completely organized- Tne re-
sults of this change of policy are noticeable al-
ready. The Chicago cloakmakers want a col-
lective agreement, anil financial assistance for ' 
organising must he given to the local in order 
to bring it eboot 
COMMITTEES. 
A committee from the Wnlst and Children's 
Dressmakers, Local No. IS, requested organ-
ising and.financial assistance. Work1 was be-
ginning in the shops and therefore this was 
the opportune time to do organising work. Af-
ter doe consideration it was agreed to ren-
der immediate assistance and VIee-Preaideata 
Baroff and Amdur were appointed a committee* 
to act with the general officers, Investigating 
conditions In the Philadelphia wnirt trade. • 
Brothers Brightstein, Qranlek and Bichlin, 
a committee from Local No. 4 of Baltimore, 
•requested financial and organising assistance to 
organise the ladies' tnUors and rani atom con-
» . 
•• . : • . ss»$as 
aMHBBIWMPIHmB 
i 
eleven manufacturers went oat of business and when my membership In my local and through U 
about 100 people lout their jobs. Trade is In the International Union will be undesirable, 
slow and they hate troublo with one of the «* Should yon at any time feel that I can bo 
firm*. Agreed to render all possible assistance _ of aenleo to our organisation, do not 1 
t 
from time to time. 
COMMUNICATIONS AND BKQCK9TS. 
The communications and requests foj Anna-
eial and organising assistance wero roferred to 
the President and Secretary for action. Among 
them wero: ono from the Chicago Balncoat 
Makers' Union', Local No. 64;' Joint Board 
of Cincinnati and Local No, 63 of that city; 
Wrapper and Kinono Maker*, Local No. 41, 
for a Syrian organizer; Cotters' Union of <"in-
einnaU, Local No. 481' Garment Workers of 
Seattle, Wash., Local No. 28; Cloakmakers of 
Toledo, Local Na 07; Cloakmakera of Wor-
cester Local No. 75; Joint-Board of Boston 
,that demands for an increase of-wages be pre-
tate to call upon raf and IJ will be my j 
pleasure to serve yon. 
" I also take this opportunity to expi 
to you and through you to the entire memt 
•hip my deepest appreciate 
the confldonee you hare pi 
"Wilh beat wishes for further suet 
remain. 
Agreed to accept Brother Kleiw 
nation. 
Kntod for the presser*. 
A communication from 
erntion of Labor Intimated the levying-of a 
one cent assessment on the entire imomborshlp 
. to defray the heavy fines imposed on the United 
Hattors of North America by the United States 
Rtfpreme Court. 
The recommendation of Secretary Sigman 
for appointing a standing appeal coram}ttoe 
wjis adopted and Vice-Presidents Baroff, MoU 
•and Dublnsky were named for that commit-
tee. 
. The resignation of Bro 
President and organiser 
cepted. 
The following communication was read from 
ViccProaidont Kleinman: 
" To the Officer* and Member* of the p. M. B.i 
" I t is with deep regret that I tender my 
resignation as sorentb Vice-President ofr the 
L L. U. W. U., to which I had the honor 
to be re-elected at our last convention. 
> " I hare served in ' the capacity of vice-
president for the last six and a half years. 
This together with the eight years activity In 
raj local, and the Joint Board has planted in 
mo a deep feeling of love and loyalty for 
the labor movoraeat in general and for onr In-
ternational Union in particular, 
"Although circumstances compel mo to re-
sign, my convictions and faith in our move-
ment and its just cause* are as strong as ever, 
and I shall remain loyal and faithful to the 
organisation which I have helped to build. I 
KKqUKMTK BBPBRREO TO COMMIT 
Vice-Prosidenta Lefkovits, Halpern and 
binsky wore appointed a committee to investi-
gate tie following matters; The requeata 
the Waist and Whltegoods Buttonhole Makers, 
Local So. BS, for organising and financial ai< 
slstance and for the transference to their local 
of buttonhole makers from Locals 25, 41, 68 
and 50, and the request of the Ladles' Tail-
ors of Brooklyn, Local No. 65, for assistance 
and jurisdiction over di 
. . 
* 
- TicoPrenidenta Baroff aud Dublnsky weio 
appointed to investigate a protest by 
No. II, of Brownsville, against .Local'Ni 
having initiated a._ member againH-
chargee were pending in their local.-
DEC1RIONN. 
AgroSd to donate $100 to Loeal No. 64, of 
Chicago, ami ?ii)0 to Local 105 of Stoektoa, 
Cal., and to act on the recommendation cf 
Presidrnt Schleslnger in the 
No. 20, of New York. 
Agreed to investigate conditions in Buffalo 
and aiMne Local Nu. 90 accordlugly, ami lo 
send Bomeone to Montreal for the same purpose. 
Agreed that organising work be conducted on 
the sane lines as daring the last eight moathi, 
the genera! office using every available oppor-
tunity to organise the industry and strengthen 
existing locals. • 
Vice-President Kat* for the committeo on 
women's auxiliaries reported that he had ob-
tained information from many sources whlcli 
went tn show that most of the existing auxil-
iaries are voluntary organizations, composed 
of tho wives, daughters and sisters of ths 
20 
member* of the organisation whose 
bear and also strangers who sympathise with 
such work. 
They are not in any .way bound by rales, I 
laws or regulations to tho local unions ot 
International. Their chief aim and object is 
i detailed to decide the 
appeal of workers ef Ponnenberg's ahop in 
Baltimore for a line imposed on them by Local 
No. 4 in August, 1914. 
Brother Halporn was drafted to serve on 
tho Per Capita Increase Committee. 
to help the local nnion under which name they
 T h f l ^ . ^ o f ^ Vice-Presidents to re 
t materially and morally aa much as pos-
 p a M Brothers GUssmsn and Kleinmaa -
sibW. 
They have been found to be of substantial 
«id ia those localities where the finances of 
the organisation largely depend upon seasonal 
affairs, sueh as dances, picnics, e tc 
There are, however, exceptions where auxil-
iaries are chartered froiiPrfn organization, but 
it has been proven that much jurisdictional 
controversy often arise* between tho Ircal union 
and the auxiliaries. 
Report adopted and placed) on 6>. 
THE LADIES'GARMENT WORKERS'C 
poMponed till the next meeting <rf 
the .Board. 
Tho requests for an Italian organizer for 
the Philadelphia locals, for an orgaulter for 
the Boston Waiat Makers and an organiser 







A m « t interesting experiment in educa-' 
tioiul work, now four months old, is being 
carried on in New York by our International. 
The convention held at Cleveland last Juno 
up the question of education of Union 
Xber*. It was recognised that this Union, many others, suffers from the fact that 
very few of its member* have any thorough 
understanding of the labor movement and i ts 
problems, so that all the burden of 
btlity in the various locals' fill* on a com-
paratively small number of persons. The dele-
gates »t. Cleveland agreed that to strengthen 
the organisation for the great work it has 
before it, it was necessary to start* a work of 
systematic education flf the rank and file. The 
matter was referred to tho General Executive 
Board, .who appointed a special committee on 
education, and they have since 
Tarried out an elaborate plan. 
The International lias entered into an agree-
ment with the Band School of Social Science, 
a workingtnan» college located at 140 East 
th . street. New York Ciiy. having 
in other parts of the city, which has 
been doing valuable work for education for 
more than eight years. tfada* Ibp joint direc-




members of the or* 
» • 
The class meets twice* a week, on Thursday 
evouings and Sunday afternoons. Tho work is 
carried on partly through lectures with as-
signed reading and frequent sessions for dis-
cussions and reviews, and partly through prac-
tical class work, for which the class is divided 
into small sections, so as to give the instruct , 
4 chaoco to giro iadiridual attention to tha 
The courses outlined in detail in a previous 
issue,, arc as follows: , 
COURSE 1,—His-war, Titsoav AND PRA< 
OF THE LABOR MOVKUKNT. 
Comae J!.—M unions or ORGANIZAI 
CouBse HI .—ENOUSH. 
Tha establishment and success of this court 
the first of ita kind in the history of the labor 
movement in America, Is being watched with 
keen interest by nil friends of education of 
the masses. It will add to the credit and pres-
tige of the International Union. According to ' 
the Director of the School, Mr. Algernon Lee, 
srbo takes particular interest in these courses, 
there is splendid material among the students 
and this educational investment will repay 
itself many times over for the influence these 
intelligent and wellequipped workers are bound 
fing given to a to have on the unions of our crafts. 
• 
• • 
What the Workers in the 
Sub-Factories have to Endure 
r 
the previous articles, first, 
1 tin' sub-manufacturers, nc*in»l whom the 
(aside worker* complain no much, har t becr»f 
created by (he i»rg* manu (neuron, mainljr as 
of protection again*! the small tar-
who plays the mme part in the trade 
•
k
- earstwbil* "ftivbuon S t m t . ; .boat." 
e*eun<lly, that while the worker* ia tno rob-
factorj« work at smaller prims than tb* work-
the inside raetories, thtir earnings dor-
the week are nevertheless not smaller, 
the difference l n the system of 
kaaot be seid^tkat the *ub.ni*nufa<:-
rers cauae no harm to the worker*. Tho 
ro fact that the earning* arq not smaller 
tfoos not atom* for many disadvantages- The 
- i - l l t i i t ' i it *>. ! • • s k ! * k . • ».- v u k I- . l - n - I t . 
HOHkt'Ks ARK TCENICn INTO y.Mll .M'v-lMH AIR Al*t> HARP TOIfc— 
QOKSTIOX OK INTKRKMT TO M.OO0 FROM.*!. 
BT B. BCHLMIKata . 
chine S o'l-Jock in the morning and does »l>t 
get up until lunch note. After lunch lie con-
tinues hi* work without interruption HI 
I'. M. It rarely Upl«ns that his wo... 
changed1 during the day-
I t ia JhJi which enables the employees in 
. the eub;t*ctory to earn not Ion in wages than 
tho employee* in the large factories. In all 
other rcupeeta, however, th* suli-mannfactnren* 
constitute a great o»ili and it would be,worth 
while bending every effort to eliminate theij>. 
. The sub-faetory e*B weighs on the worker* 
and oppresses them in three different ways: 
first, the work io tbe sub-factories Uarduous 
and burdensome. I t is drudgery, almost slave-
ry. The lojs of time in tho large, inside fac-
conditions Under which-the wwk in dune, llu 
>train impo*ed on tbe worfcers, the .general • 
treatment accorded them; the elcaolinoa, veu 
' ii«atioo, and sanitation of the factory—in all 
thinge the sub-factory is many degrees in 
ferior to the large Fifth Avvnuo establi-li 
•L The name is tnm of all »moU Tar 
ea. 
The reason why the earning capacity ot 
workers in tbe sub-factories is not smaller 
ii in the large factories despite-the smaller 
prices, has already boea explained: U has b*en 
shown that tho styles are few- in number, 
at the employer has everything ready at 
hand, that the Operator or Suisher does not 
have to waste any time. NaUrally the worker 
proceeds at a quicker par*.-
Fifty hours constitute m weeks* work lor 
all ike shops in the cloak trade. Io toe large 
Fifth Avenue benaca, however, the employee 
does not work more than forty'hours; the re-
mainieg; t#n hour* arc loot iii- walling and 
intcrrpptions. Now and then so waits for work 
or for a sample garment; ho U tailed by the 
foreman or has to spend time with, the ex-
aminer- In the sob-faetory not a minute of 
time 1* lost. To* employee starts at the ma-
toryT 'owing to the " r ed t a p e " or certain 
.'umbersome forms of management, amounts 4o 
A respite from work. In the sub-factory, how-
ever, there i« no such respite. Th* inceasaut 
effort is a great strain on tho employee's 
energy. He becomes a machine- True, ho 
earns as much a.' hi- confrere in the large fac-
tory, but ho worko* harder And reels lew lisu 
« baman being and mure like a tool, a wheel. 
Secondly, there is aj graft difference in the , 
general aspect of t ie two kind* of factories. 
A Fifth Avenue establishment fs a palace com-
pared with a sub-factory. The factories, for 
instance, of firms Bko Max Rubel or Belter 
comply with all requirements in regard to 
ventilation, safety against flre, cleanliness and 
genera) comfort. The employees in these plseo* 
feel like hitman beings, aside from tbe fact 
that their Uvea and health aro moro secure 
than in the sbopa^of the rob-manufacturers. 
We have already Vhown that, one of the 
reasons why the ssb'manufacturer ..can pro- , 
(luce garments a t less cost, and *o enable the 
large manufacturer to hold bis own in com-
petition with the small, independent employer,' 
la because, of bis nominal rest and general shop 
expense*, put small rent implies a narrow, 
inconvenient, ill-ventilated, Ill-lighted shop—a 
i . 
shop that is o 
firetrnp. The factor; laws do not go far 
enough in dealing with these mhoj*, end the 
watchfulness of the Union with the assistance 
of the Joint Board of Sanitary Control havo 
not socteeded In effecting an ; tangible im-
prorement, i f a Triangle holocaust could oc-
cur in the modern Aseh factory building on 
Washington Square, then the small sub-fac-
tories, are far from safe. 
The Joint Board of Sanitary Coatrol. » • 
reives many more complaints from the em-
ployees in the anb-factories than from the In-
tide worker* In almost all cases i t is the . 
workers in the Bub-factories who fall into sitk-
ness or got Infected with tuberculosis and other 
disease*. 
Thirdly, •the aub-manufacturers nro to a cer-
tain extent responsible for the masons be-
coming shorter every year. The general im-
pression is that the short seasons are due to 
the development of the styles- In past years 
every manufactuerer knew precisely before the 
advent of the Mason what styles- would bo 
running. Not so a t present. The) com; 
lion among the manufacturers stimulates 
search for new styles, and the search Is kept 
tip throughout tho season. No manufacturer 
is sore that tho next day may not see a 
sudden change in the fashions, and he fears to 
begin too early. He waits until tho last mo-
ment,' and when ho thinks that the question 
of style i s settled, he throws all bis energy 
into the work-in "order to finish his orders'on 
time. 
Ail this is quite true, but it is also true 
that the sub-manufacturers' enable the largo 
manufacturers -to adapt themselves to this 
Kjstena. Without the sub-manufacturer the" 
Fifth Avenue employer could not trait u n t i l , pealing- with -the problem of the sub-man 
tho last moment, he would hare to start oper- frelur".' °«* n , U 8 t endeavor to level up tl 
- . i™. <~.K.. ' i n . i ^ i . # . . . i.i - n . "Undnrds in all small factories. We must a i etna* earlier. His inside factory could not 
complete his orders in such .ahort time. Tho 
sub-manufacturer not only knows how to make 
his employees yjold a minimum of work—ho 
also knows how, to make good use of new corners: 
and strangers'* to the trade. For only com-
paratively recently he was himself an employee 
tn a shop. Ho Uvea in the district inhabited by 
the workers. H i has friends and acquaintances l-HUon among the manufacturers, which would 
among then, and be knows how to get help -fe*™ t h o . e f f w t o f »«***"*• 0 P abolishing * • 
*hen needed. 
Thus the style* on one aide and the sob-
"iftnnfMturtjtt' on the other have been delri-
eompetition among the workers. 
We shall deal with this point more folly 
in the next article. 
ntnl to the 
slow season is now longer; secondly, every year 
there is an influx into tho trade of a much 
larger number of outsiders'than is actually re-
quired. I t is not easy to get enough skilled 
help tn the height of the veason, and the sub-
man tifacturers bring in *a" mnjfy learners as 
possible, who naturally remain in the trade." 
These reasons justify «s ia characterizing the 
sub-manufacturer an a danger to the workers. 
He is detrimental to tho Inside workers In 
particular' and to the entire trade in general. 
It would be a boon to the workers if he could 
branch. I t would be 
a t gain to ' t he Union. At tho present 
juncture, however. It is impossible to bring 
t this desired" consummation. The sub-
manufacturer has a reason for existence, since 
he is the only weapon the large houses have 
against the competition of the small inde-
pendent manufacturers of 
towm The large Fifth Aw> M 
exist without them. 
The sub-manufaet 
igiUto.for the-sub-factories paying 
the same prices for .gartheata' as tho inside 
factories, for the reason that they earn just as 
murh ,as the inside wort 
they are now getting. 
Thorn* i" only onp solution to tho problem; 
namely, to aim at equalitv. of conditions in all 
tho shops. The working conditions in the 
shops of tho smalli independent manufacturer 
and the sub-manufacturer must be made to ap-
proximate , those of the largo InaHo shops. 
This is u task devolving upon tho Union, and 
in this we confine our efforts not only to 
of tho sub- nnu-
, the 
tandards 
a t 'gradually reducing the differences obtain-
ing in these shops—differences of nervous 
strain and expenditure off energy; difference" 
in too personal treatment of the eraplojoe; i 
differences in the sanitary wirroundings, safety 
to life and limb, cleanliness and general com-
fort- That Is the only way to lessen the com-
• " W " • • • w m mm 
. 
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WAIST ANN DKl:"MAKKBS 
February wan • boar. l u l l i n g month in 
Wanttnftkcr*' Union. The beginning of the 
month marked the final of the manifesto Issued 
in January which granted thoae members of 
the local who were in arrears with their duon 
a fall reinstatement for $2.41. The offices of 
the Union were a beehive of activity in those 
day* and the long Hoe* of people tha t stood, 
literally, for hoars to get near the clerk'* win-
dows spoke eloquently of the regard which 
even the more Indifferent members have for 
their Union, 
Then came the great maw- meeting at the 
Lexington arenue armory. I t was an enormous 
event. Some ten thousand people came t o * 
gether on an ordinary Saturday afternoon to 
listen to vonou" propositions. For three hours 
the enormous assembly room of the Irish regi-
ment had listened to no imposing array of 
exponents of labor, something the wall* of the 
building hare never echoed before, ' ' Mother *' 
.Tone* was the chief speaker of the afternoon, 
and after her t'ongrowman Meyer London, 
Jacob Pankea. Hugh Frayne, Florence Kelly 
and Ab. Baroff held ttje groat crowd spell-
bound. Sol. Folakoff acted as chairman. 
Another matter of luii>ojtnnce was a con-
ference, the first of a series, held with the 
Association, on February Rtb, a t which Presi-
dent: Pchtesinger of the International was pres- • 
eat. The purpose of these conferences is t o ' 
establish a more rigid control over the t rade 
through the registration of the outside shops 
The Union complained that many employers 
jrtiy, lower rates in the outside shops, conceal-
ing their ownership of these shops, and so 
compete with the Inside houses. The Associa-
tion has conceded the point of compulsory shop 
registration in New York City, and promised 
• take np the que«lion of their out-of-town shops 
for consideration immediately. The question of 
the Protocol label will be made the subject of 
the next conference- I t was also agreed tha t 
until the selection of n permanent; impartial 
chairman, a temporary roan be appointed* for 
the position. 
Meanwhile the big organization committee 
in doing substantial work. Eleven new shops 
were taken into the fold of the Union during 
!.n»t month, many of them who have dropped 
out from tho Association, and seven are on 
strike now for Union conditions. 
The International Union, at i ts last quarterly 
meeting, appointed a committee to investigate 
the w a u t trade in centers outside of New 
Yorki and Bro.' Ilnroff, mnnnger of the inde-
pendent division of Loeal 25, is on this com-
mittee- ' Bro. Baroff spent several days in 
Philadelphia in connection with the waist and 
drees prqblem. 
The sick benefit fund question for Local 25 
is forcing itself to the front now and is being 
eagerly discussed in the t rade press. Th^ regu-
lar Friday night lectures and concerts at the 
Fourth street public school auditorium have 
had record attendances. Last month Meyer 
London and 1- B. Boudia figured a* lecturers. 
And Inst, but not least, the big local has 
had the regular half-yearly elections during 
this month, and all the excitement tha t goes 
with i t . Almost the *amo staff vna returned 
with few exceptions. » 
— i 
CHII/DBKN Ii l t l .s-MAkKltv VXtt 
When you meet and talk these days to any 
of the girls and boys of the Union, they tell 
yott tha t they feel like resurrected ones. Only 
a fen" months ago hopolesflnpsa was the prevail-
ing a i r sad. tone about them. No one except-
ing' t he little tfght bunch of the faithful ones 




, ' [ THK IH1KS8 ANI> nOl'^KKRKWS TMAItK IS 
anil confidence in tho near futnre. The local ,
 ut: l u ,i!>i t. WEST 
every day. .
 w ; w J ^ ^ ^ f o r o r g a n j M t i o n from cities 
Two well attended maw meetings were held In tho Mid"dle West. They came from Ken-
m 
up again. To-day, there is unlimited 
last month, one at Brownsville, on February 
5, at Columbia Hall, at which Bro. Morris 8lg< 
MW tad A. Sbiplaeoff, xcratar/ of the Unite.! 
Hebrew Trades, spoke. The Brew nsville branch 
of ihe Union in thoroughly organised already. 
The New York meeting was held at Beethoven 
Hall on February 9, and tho list of speaker* 
included H. Weinberg, tho now general organ-
izer of the International Union, and Saul Metz, 
H*«pre*idant. Bolh meetings wcro marked by 
the preaenee of many new face*. 
The International Union is doing all in its 
power to assist this local. The Union has en-
gaged Bro. Morris Sirotn to take care of it* 
New York shop-. Miss Esther Taubcr Is tho 
new financial secretary of tho local and is like-, 
.wise assisting in organising work and shop vis-
iting. Tho big question before the local a t 
present is bow to re-organite tho Association 
•hops in New York. The manufacturers belong-
ing to tho Children Dress Association have not 
^shown of llito tho right spirit In tho way of 
j -Tiiiilting the Union representatives to ap 
proaeh their shops for organisation purposes. 
The Union is at present involved in- a contro-
versy with-tho firm of 8. Schwartz A-Bona,' 
one of the'largest Anns in the trade, ovar non-
payment for legal holidays to their employees. 
The case, involving 250 girls, baa been drag-
ging on since September, and the Un 
tacky, Ohio and even Iowa, mostly from small-
sized town*, towards which the cheaper grades 
of the waist and d r M trad* is slowly drifting. 
The employees in these shop* are BH women and 
the conditions under which they are working 
are, as a rule, vory-bod. . The question of 
forming locals in those little cities is quite 
n complicated one, and U fraught with dif-
ficulties. I t means .a* a rubs, an inevitable 
lockout or strike with tho first sign of orgao : 
isation. After the Bigger centres in tho wni*t 
and drees trade, siich ns'Philadelphia. Chicago, 
Boston,.etc., come into line, the women workers, 
in those smaller towns will have to be grad-
ually organized, lest they»beeoroe> a menace 
to the bigger locals. 
Our new I*ocal 60, Waist and Dressmaker* of 
Chicago, is spreading out Its activity. There 
ar'o in this trade in Chicago thousands of Polish 
and -Slavonian girls and tho local eon tem-
plate- putting into the field, just as soon a* 
their resources will permit, a Polish woman 
organizer.' Mi«s Fannie Cohen, formerly n very 
active member and chairman of the Executive 
Committee of Local 41, New York, and at 
present living in. Chicago. Is devoting a great 
deal of her time to tho up-building of this locnl. 




This .local, which CODS^U largely of women, 
has com* to active life Ut*ly, owing to the 
is incessant activity of our organising i-tatT in 
have tho firm either pay up or' ex- Cleveland. -Miss Rose Schnoidermin, our wom-
an organizer, is practically, in charge of the 
" > " i 
polled .from the Association, and then brought 
to terms by the organization. The entire at- • tec*Jt a n a "he '* attracting the girls into the 
tltod* of tho Association ever since 1913 is a o rB"n I«*t l o n ''y the score. Th* bwlnesw m*tt-
ings of the local take place every Friday and 
are. preceded by lectures. Dr. Josephine Dan-
forth. n well-known Cleveland - physician, l"1" 
given theft five lectures during tho last mo 
on the subject, " T h e Body.at Work 
matter of dissatisfaction to tie Union. The 
local Is planning, in eonsequtuco, to confer 
. with the .'Association in tho near future in ref-
erence to their mutual relations nnd oblign-
am «. M, coop, p . * M * . * % ZS&n. B ^ ^ U ^ ^ 
which I* planned by.Us* Union far the begin-' 
«ilng of this month, will gir* shape and eon-
crslp expression to the feelings *f the workers 
on conditions in tho trade, titer treatment by 
iployer* and their relations with the 
and 
future. 
made interesting and instructive by this feat 
and they aro being looked forward, to now by 
every niemlwr. The girls are finding au( little? 
by little when they got together, thnr in rplte 
of religions and national differences, in spite 
of their speakuyt different tongue*, their inter-
*»t* as wo/kera flro the same. 
• • • - - . . : • 
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imum Wage for Women Workers 
Trade Boards 
Act in 1909 in*.ro.iuec! a new principle iniJ 
English labor legislation. For a hund*wl yeara 
Parliament had nerer interfered with the 
of wages that *boul»i bo paid in any 
it had'confined itself outside the 
i of hours, sanitation and workshop ae-
cornmodatico, to defining the way in which the 
. wage* sboeld be ascertained, the medium in 
which they should be paid and to* place and 
time of payment. A* a result, however, of ao 
agitation extending ever, a whole generation, 
and culminating in a eaaspaign by the Anti-
Sweating League, legislation was secured deal-
In JT with a wide-spread evil in English indus-
trial life. Whole trades had long been car-
ried oo without the workeia irecelving a wage 
efficient to provide themf with the barest 
necessities of life. Using AuBtralia and New 
Zealand as examples, the British Government 
carried through Parliament la 11*01* a measure 
Intended to remedy tikis state of affairs. 
The Act applied in the first instance 
to chain and nail-making, lsee finishing, card-
board box making and what is known as slop 
tailoring. Each Trade Board «onsists of an 
equal number of representative*, of employer* 
and workers, together with a certain number 
df noutrsl members 'chosen by tho Board of 
Trade, On the Board.that deals with chain-
nuking, there are twelve representative mem-
bers and three appointed. members. On- the 
Lac* Board there are three appointed mem 
bare, eight employers and eight workers' repre-
sentatives. On the Cardboard-box Board for 
Great Britain there axe thirty-eight representa-
tive members and three appointed; whilst on 
that for Ireland there are five representative 
membera and three appointed. On the Board 
which deals with tha slop-tailoring trade for 
Great -Britain there are thirty tcprepcntetive 
members and five appointed, and for Ireland 
twenty representative and three appointed 
members, 
f 
For the purposes of administration the trades 
that com* under the Act are divided into dis-
tricts. Mine such districts has* been estab-
lished by the Cardboard box Trade Board and 
the Tailoring Trade Board, The Act 
has not been fully in operation long enough 
to say what will be its* ultimate effect With 
regard to chain and nail-making, the minimum 
wage* of 2%u. an hour fixed represents an 
increase/of between 60 and 100 per cent la the 
earnings of tho workers. The effect of this 
rise has been to increase tho efieieoey of labor 
and tho* benefit the trade. Similar increase* 
have been or are being made in the other 
affected trades, and it is expected that the re-
sult will be the same. 
By the terms of the Act it was laid down 
that the Board of Trade could extend its oper-
ations; to other classes of workers with the 
sanction of Parliament. The workers engaged 
in the manufacture of confectionery and food-
preserving, shirt-making and lineta and cotton 
embroidery, are now being brought under tho 
law. The effect of this extension will be to 
bring under the-Act between 150,000 and 200,-
additionsj persons, mainly women and 
making a total of about 400,000 under 
the Act The Board of Trade found that 
about *0 per cent of *the women engaged in 
the rocoa and confectionery trade received lee* 
than 10s. a week on piecework,- whilst ou-
tline work 25 per cent received leas than 7s. 
fid, a week. Bo, too, with shirt-making, it 
was found that the'average wage for women 
was 13s. 4d- a week and for girls, 6». 9d.; 
whilst in London women are making shirts at 
a rate tbatSrorks out a t about 2d. per hour. 
This Act, setting out definitely with tho 
object of establishing a minimum below which 
the workers in certain .specified trades should 
not be allowed to fall, has had and will have 
an enormous effect A competent obwrver hos 
declared that already in the four trades to 
which the Act originally applied its effect 
can be seen. Wages, and with wages the other 
<o6dition* of employment, have improved, and 
prices have not been increased. As Mr. Btaple-
ton Barnes, second secretary to the Board of 
Trade, who is \p charge of the administration 
of the Act, has stated, ".Women were not able 
to do proper work before because they were 
insufficiently fed.'1' With the raising of tho 
mmm^^m^: L 
new outlook on the whole question of theli 
relation to their employers, for they have begun 
to join Trade On: 
Another striking effect hoe been that the 
relations between the work-people and ±be 
employers have become considerably more 
amicable. Tho 'mere fact that 'employers had 
lo meet representatives of Ihclr' workers has 
compelled them to recognire that they were 
<!<-aling with human beings and not with human 
ir-aehines. Indeed, since tho Act has been in 
operation the employers hare shown a distinct 
lendeucy to pay rates of wages above the mini-
mum settled by' the Board and enforced <b? 
the Board of Trade, a fact that Is of con-
siderable importance when one consider* tho 
made for the « • 
In eoncluaiun, we would 
tho salient features of the Act. Workers and 
employers are compelled to come together to 
. discuss questions- affecting both, and the re-
• suits of these negotiations have the full force 
of law. Any trade afto may make appliea-
• lum to'come within the scope of the Act, and 
it rests* with tho Board of Trade to decide 
whether or not It shall be Indluded. Lastly, 
the introduction of appointed members" to rep-
resent the interests of .the community as a 
whole, and tho power given to workers and em-
ployers to appoint to represent their interests 
persons who need not necessarily be actually 
working at the trade, Is a guarantee that both 




quently made In Non-Union 
factories 
I 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
All'shoes without.the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-onion 
e for absence of the UNION STAMP Do not accept 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS UNION 
246 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. T0B1N, ftti. CHAS. L. BAtNE. S*e'y-Tr*m. 
• 
DO YOU WEAR A PJN OR A BUTTON BEARING 
THE EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNION? 
WHY NOT> 
Get one from your Local Secretary and show your euployer and your 
•hopmatea that you are a loyal member of your organisation. 
J 
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? TTO"31K *1 0*0 paMDS»3pCKtnt pft "TP3 
•yn"? m ,iP3"* IPOPRO n a n ,TP?3m *ro 
\nvn o*na »5pa n pa utt-uwi *i vn 
j.ya^DVTTjjB |w' yrcBfcn^D^nx M 
•Rn D«na »^ pa *r DRT IPPMUD IPOPRB n 
PD3Pfc7 H O'D ipi JPVUP3 W-tWMTOM.m 
"optrnpospMrR,, PDMIPS I M M W ' W 1PD«* 
m .IPBKH JP5MI v o .TpD"3-m n npa'K 
Of *n TRD DPK» 1Y 0'3 DIP* ^83 PR DP 
OPM TP 1PM TJ/p'TRDDM TPJ'DDJIPW TPT 
•3*R P'.R?>P IPT pK pD*3pnps?P3 n iP3*n;?i>3 
y i DPM 1015 PR 19/4 unnip " PK «TOOVT 
TO3M1 IP! 0>R 0W» P'R HMK IP^ POCaB 
P3MIT H PR OPJID TUWH .P$R po TPCD. 
-*3K3ik H pD 331D$KH PWP^tPam H pK 
"l«n*VTP"t PC DPRO TPT pPD"31R PO^ >l 
pwt ipi PR ipnnsw um»mpD PR "jpripoc 
•«t o5pa»r»D pf"K m .wiimi TP'V pR »IODH 
3PM IPa^lpnDR »1MR 1PTPM 1P3^ 3P3DMR'IP^  
"ROOM I'lRO OPM DP .03KD T"*» IPl^H 
"31R ,038tP3 TPDpa 1P3IJ ,pM 1PMI5' IPP'1 
nmc mftm 3^p^ >^R IP3*CP31^ pn v ^ w 
•unjpo ipnpoiriRD n DRI ,yt\Mipa PD 
nin |pa«o npipMc* O5»MP3 jvasn i«»3v 
^ n ,oaHniRipD'DKn nonSoji DRM ,DMnp 
"5RH p33inofiy K Tin npns p3p3no*ip3*K 
.D^na **P3 n IP3P3 3310 
-*3KJ-)R n optj ippnifocn ip?pn pK 
-p3 OPM ip* .|P3M^ 'vwn ipo»aTR jnxvx 
n IW"M* DRM .DPI n n o Dip
 flP3'E 
DRM .P3MTR 1P3»W '.V* IMRO IPTM**! -
Oljn ,D3Rb 1P3M13P3 VS JPO^pJ »^1 tP3»H 
•"V poap^s- .01PMP3 D3jmp5p i inpai i IPT 
•iPO^aiR IPV'nBMR TRD fOD^J lP3"t JpO 
IPJP'lp « D3K0 1P"I 1PX0P3 IP^Rt "! 
«^D' juwn p« ipa« ,[P5MI « I DRM ,T$R3 
-iPD 0*3 VI t<T3M "IPT HO TB'D ^ IP3RH 
PR 3MmtP05RnP3 V» JPattJl »*T .^PT^ 
-TR ' I »JMR D^B3»R P3»D»13 H Oa*HP3DMK 
^n.ivattn «l .ipaijftB pn«oivo»iR nyo^a 
Directory 
<Cln«t«Mtt C lMboakm 
New York Buttonhole Maker* 
Brooklyn Ladies' Tailors 
New York Bonnai Kmbroidetors... 
Toledo Cloakmakers 
Philadelphia Cloak Finishers , 
Toronto Skirt and Dressmaker*. • . i 
Chicago Ladies' Tailors 
Boston Amalgamated Cutter* 
Worcester, Mans., Cioakmnkers.... 
Toledo Cloak and Suit Cutters 
St. Louis Cloak Operators 
Bridgeport Ladies Tailors 
Chicago Cloak and Suit Cutters.. 
Kalamazoo, Mich., Corset Workers. 
Toronto Cutters .... 
Cincinnati Skirtmnkers 
M.i'r'ilH Garment Workers 
Toronto, Can., Cloak Pressors 
Cincinnati Skirt Pressors 
Pittsburg Ladies' Tailors 
ProVldeneo Ladies' Tailors "„ 
Richmond Ladies' Tailors 
MsotfesU Baincoat Makers. . . . . . - • 
St. Louis Ladies' Ta i lo r s . . . . ' 
Stockton, i'al., Ladies' Tailors 
Ladies' Neckwear Cutters 
Fall River Ladies' Garment. Workers..', 
Omaha, Neb., Ladies' Tailors.. . ' 
Cleveland Raincoat Makers 
Montreal,.Can., Ladies' Waist Makers 
Waist and White Goods Workers 
Raincoat Makers of St. Louis 
& [ C o n t i n u e d ] 
• . ; 
O m o c ADDusa. 
. .122 W. 6th S t , Cincinnati, Ohio 
. . . . 5T Wi 21*t St., New York City 
,.45 Uruhani Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
12 S t Marks Place, New York City 
'. JSS Beacon S t , Toledo. Ohio 
39 N. 10th S t , Philadelphia, Pa. 
428 SaekMUo 8 t , Toronto, Can. 
, .1447 & Spauldlug Are., Chicago, 11L H 
. . . . - . . ' ' . . . , 8 Loverlng S t , Boston, Mass. 
U Beach 8^.,- Worcester, Mas*. 
- 015 Main St , Toledo, Ohio 
Fraternal Bldg., 11th and Franklin Ave*. 
07 Olive S t , Bridgeport, Conn. 
. 1531 W. 14th S t , Chicago, HL -
-502 Second S t , Kalamaioo, Mkh. 
101 Dundas St., Toronto, Can. 
2887 \V. flth St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
. . . 7 3 William S t , Buffalo, N. Y. 
• •• i 
I 
. . 71 Nassau S t , Toronto, Can. 
417 David S t , Cincinnati, Ohio 
181G Linton S t , Pittsburg, Pa. 
473 N. Main 8 t , Providence, B. l". 
411a N. Smith St., Richmond, Va. 
20 S t Cecilo S t , Montreal, Can. 
Fraternal Bldg., 11th and Franklin Av«. 
- 507 B. Miner Ave^ Stockton, Oal. 
• •• «W> Park Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
160 State S t , FaU Biver, Mass. 
•. .2609 N. 15th S t , Omaha, Neb. 
3611 Bunrell Aye., Cleveland, Ohio 
147 Colonial Ave., Montreal, Can. 
118 Market S t , Newark, N. J . 
. . . . . . F r a t e r n a l Building, S t Louis, Mo. 
/IJHJ# ynyiw pK Diyaynpyo fypyb ynyuia i v w u n jy^n Vb 
yryn m /lyo^-qn p« Dy :^yuHBDy*njp »«x SS B"* |ID TJIIK lyp^-.yDtyai 
WWp BDJ«* ,BM3«D tjny1 JIB jyBiB-Bin MI nyeyew B*J D<OB p« jyDipJtHJWB 
3JKD3K jp3«w is D»II atjn *WK 2M«r .jnyM^nH ou nyou jyuyD^ jut "» 
,ftnyn opmya B*J *iya$ jyp D*n .is -pto °V *?*& I1* 1» °V B2«IB- ,BHJ«B 
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i .><* o i n n« ,i*Mtf ix POPARTS PIP 'T "^RPRDRTB,. Tin Dmi .D'DTPT ap i**-D»n 
in* Tpo^arR tP3RT03P po p a v o *,X jnap -a«p 03PTP*TB R D^R pnRiwa I'/BRCpa hR 
Mm «m» m
 fjjnn*ioTn iron pk .DRSITRE R -TTR 0aa*»T3iva»T« *)»*». R O*R .DPKTS 
D>»nDP33"« 0"3W *1 >Bt V J » 0 m D»M*. OP .»TDOn3*K "in pR DPDD'D R pR 3313 
T»a *T *w . T P O ^ T K n IPTMIX T ^ a IPTPII c m * PT**3 e m imsiipa IP3»DCTPD »>K 
1 V I . n OKT OTPTRD w . TPT m ,tt»pa>D3in 
P?r iPaxo DR3 om |poS>yn P3*Pll 1PCJPD 
" PR 1PTPM IPETRllPBD'lTR DO ]P*R1 
">*. PPTRDT iP3«n ppnx iptp'T »W |V5*P 
.jpl*>SRi*3Ra 
P"3 R tK .JPD'VW DB.T DP 
-*DC* V I R oa'tonR u n »pii ,IPOR;K: 
,T3PX3P?3 MIR D*3 PK IPO 
,*TBDTT3*K PIR^P TPI PR ipa.'KDPHH v* 
TT3PO PD .TCI1 pB ,DD313TPB PC P3BBP iK 
*3R PR DP .TPD"$TR D1X M^JKllM. W*5 
... 
. 
PR *rbbru*R TPT T W i r i iM"t TPD"3TR *T DRT JPTRMM DIPPTP 
3B T l JP3'3 P3*PU TPO"3TR '1 CRT TPOJD n) pt$ DRT ,*T0DYI3*R TPT PD 03PDRn3lB 
TfMt PR ',P3*M P3*jm PR T"T0 IT ! 0*0 DO'DDTPUTBE O n e |«P 'TObYUm »1 |PP 
•pa ix I'M ipaaiRiixpa o*a nrfon o^Topaa^R. -53 JRPRDRTB TPT ORTI OITRT pR tew: 
-X»R TPT P R Ipaaia-Dopppa PTPT3R jpan ipn ipoipps — ptfat TVO»3TR *T DRT oo'oe* 
^ ^ • O m i *T JPH .D"X TPD3P>B» TPi'D -*13RP PTP0P3 pR 331$TaR.TP3 JO*5wp3 
PUPT^Ip IPO DPlUpDlp-pmX JPtyll IPTriR1 P?R Jpll DRT .IPllPa PR 3313"D *T .D3RC* 
.. 1 <x D"ii T P I I I * ; iP3Rn ipno jpcajro -HTTB K n*w iprjm o^popopa IP^RT n^ ioae 
P*T1X IP3PP V* *ltR P3P3P1TDTPD H Dpil -pa >T ]p33"T30MTR DRT l»\1 ,3P11 |»3'5 
? iPay^TP - «3TR P311! ix b«3 can po jpSn^pa pipo 
' -pa ipMm Tpo^aTR n ip» !R ;TPD 
vwt IPPT*» op opi^ ,ma imsw b?pnaRn 
Tin V>* DP0DP3 TP»M IRflD |J^R1 " I ,"»• 
TR H *R
 fnS0H3*R ?T *R PR .0"2TR 
.OM»»a R 0R.TP3 JPO^Bn TP0»3 
1» IPB'W'TB^ IPaplI RT 1PT"T T*D IPll 
0RH ^RPRDRTB TpT DR11 ."O^pa^raPD 
D"W1XTpnOU DO VQ IPS^O ,bT^3RDP 
-B»1R 0*3 0TP11 DR3 TPT .1BBTD3R!'1D TPTH 
T3P T»0"3TR OPT IP3P31XPP11K 0TPTRDP3 
VO .TPO"3TR &1X 0»3 D33K5P3 DR l^ ,DW1 
om> P3*Pt DR^ pmb' iH OPT o^b lya^n 
-•^ TOOTR 11R TnRRS »1 PD 1K0TP1?D TpT 
0311 ^RPRORTS Ip l ,,;03R1P3 OBM i sc 
_ WW£ TPO'OTR OPT TRO ' lP3*Tp IX 
yi D3M&TP pR
 r«n W T 5 P 3 P O T ' Dnpa 1X O^PT3RnP3 J J D S I M P - 1 ? I 5 , 3 P 0 
»T3 .D^STR Tjn wa ipa^^aTpo ix WTOP^R, tpo j»» ."S'DTjjoosjn PK 1'Vinp JPTPII 
"PST0PRTB OMR 
•P3 ^*W l>R PT3-T3 
TP 0R3 ]'TRO TPO 
PS'OX'R n pR ^ « j _ 
R TpO"3TR P3"I P5R JpO^Rn 0"X PD3P$E" 
VW DRT ."I IJWnW 0"3TR n |p5«fl03"R 
•TBPT. pE TR3RI TP3P>» P31'! JPTPOB' 0*3 
PR .«Rr pM iFTPap^PTpo TPTR " i r w a w 
IPPniX TPO"3TR 'T 1P3B.T D'TROPPB P^ P>E 
Dpsna pK IPO("3T«'lv&tjiT «i , IBOB« JH V I 
.IPObSP^TTPD PTP"t t3»D IP^".TD V< H« 
PR ; «3Tjn o*r«p ov^ipo .RtfR ^3Ra TPT 
1»P IP D3MUN OpaiBTaRDP 1P0M1P3 R po 
T?3 DB3 TPT TR .JPTim TJTD'OTR |P11 -TlK 
DRiiop D"n3pap^P3 n JWRH P^R IP^RT « t 
TR3 D.TR TRO " I IPD">TR ,1P3P1T1PD IX 
IPP'iiya I P 1 1 ^ >n .pRafrpa TjnaR IR D»O 
>bn*R « -MOpaRT iy^"» M* »H ,D*3 bPT 
03p5r VI bonpapa TP3*PU oaa Tpn 
•"* .flpT TD'lTa R 1*1 OVID TPD^aTR P3"t 
11^T31T3 D'3 ^RJ D'fta *>JD H JP3Bn Tjn 
-aajnor *T J IOR iPO*ipa J P W T D3PPTP3R 
1PD 03*DP3 .TT1P..PD&TP03*,R 'T TPOilK.Dn^ 
lPtpVl pD JPP *T0Dn3*R P3*,Oy35K *T ORT 
*T *11 >»»D MW OP31B . i r i ' O ^ T * DPDO*D 
Iia *O*5RB pomppTRo fl i r n IPT^IPO' IPP 
IPa'TOO PB ^ TPD*13TR DPT |W*«Tb')R 
IPSP'TTPD pD 0*1p3»&3in3 TPT pD DH'H 
.TpD^aTR PTPT3R D»D V 1 ^ TPOD*K 
*\tR M*. 1RTR0 aPM p*R T>l53 PR DP 
• 
•jo -»n PK • 'nrwnro' in PE PK o"w»t 
•1MMK n 1KB t»)KDP 
•jra PK taroD'O w»w O'o ^yaipe njn 
j n w w w n pK yiyatip n p#a DRII ,i»n 
. tot? 3UM DKnya jyasn DKM n / w a i * 
n pK imnoKa-n* iv ypk Baso auya pK 
DU IMJPTIMI tyjyte »»* p#a ,o"v -JKPD 
. ,Tjra"a"iK n JIB 5»no yDoma *i .IRPD I*K 
PK ippjjnyb \n\m I»OO*K po»? pyss 
-, -jji ovbK^BDpy TJIOO'K |MMT ,"nyfiK$pe> 
ijnBiiya tuftpnyi) .D-IKDPRTOSBP pa jmsii 
• 3 * 0 v ^ w P»* .D"woP*nt»Hp-a*o *pn 
..BIW^tPT p« yb '^RB pB UHlKlW'Dfcn 
-»a TP»TO t5B« ipajtfB VD»> W*SP IWBPR 
-»D P'K jyp^B n lyaamvamK IKB pftiipt 
»t.( IPS DJl^ B PI^D pnyp DayJa oy .IKT 
^tti " t oajfa jyo pn lyagituy yocny n . 
-ya TOP DO |y*Bi >n m ,'*iybD^y?aH 
.wryfr jnmaK p»p IHDIP 
•O'D ijnjm.pK OTjnirDpyBUKQ *i *IKB 
-*$P oyi 1KB .DW i«3 bo yrow V** °W 
K IKBJ»K jyiw nyttD^D ijn PK Dip ovi 
WKm |KPD n PK P»T.bD |«« .TJ1KBW 
ijn .pno'Kn [wow pK baypys CTK osn 
viyo TIK wyjp "iinicopyBWKD w r u 
' 05K« DTP* ni DP»lbD JKPD H PB m^TyB 
-cays nyo«aiK M « I jy^iJKnya w DDBpy3 
V? Swipe JIB 5BB PK IS DBH urijri .tp* 
MU»»o Tya^pjyBy nyn D»D jyaysm anoya 
.DBBtpJyiya ivi PK lyaayoy^y ynyoya »>pB 
JIB o»n "iyi VIR pn lyaa'R |yayf»B j»*jm 
PK ,BtfK ,omv in»»a 1KB .-iya"a-m *"?' 
.tea myomi K iy»ya O W D nya^K iin 
•P^3 K »11 
* 
I'wwm ty» iyn..e"v 
•a'K yD3BD-ijn n inyo 
*BMR tisypy; DO jy^ 
"iyo"anK ^T .lyo^Mn 
'v? D>3 iyo\*n (vjjrp " t IK oJ.TByj ivavn 
VWt iyiiy3 DJBDKT PK JKW *1 CT3B3 -tin 
*IJP>KD k jyiiya W^KBOK nn^ K PK J | « § P 
.iyB^iya |y^»n "iyo"3i« n -a^aany ^y3yo 
IP3»r »t im jyvPSKaiB i n jyno »» wn 
WUgjYl .*1B0KP pK 0»VW 1»0 p»K m JT^K 
ircVun wan 
,n»p3»'jtrflra pa 
pK ,'D'frB l y n pK ajiSpoe* l y n jyiynsy 
TyoKOBo yt3Dpy3 n pa niKpjn nyn DKT 
ynyoya 5y*B K PK ly^ftfconw "t oyn 
.lyprnjooM iya*DB3ip« wh IKB oa^ 
D^K D^mi n lytyDt? bx^ K iyp |K»JV h 
^byioiya jnn'K pa aaiSisBn n DKI nny 
DK tyo o«n OKT ja^oa'i n y n w PK 
ypni JIK OIK TPT pK tVnytya jyt)Mn«5p 
n pD ya»K vt jyoiaya i n jyaijn «.i MIK *» 
^KB 1**^ 0 nin pK jyoy^aipB yDDa'bani 
PK ov .jyaiKt lyBiKT o m v yiva ya?y« 
-oyo jnyow jypniv yasiw DKI tfhto 
j*D3na bo bpaiB \v\Vi wryvtrwa onya 
•lyamscya nynaya nyanm an»K i»?y« T O 
IimkaKD iKPD.n pk' •
 l p j / 
W31K 1KB T» OWKD 
60 pB ^ny IK nbona'K 
Tin jyn .lyb^aiK lavma 
ptfa 0"3iK K/i PK Tya'KiBB onya IKPD 
ya«nB H .i3y?nb 50 n JIB ^"HD K IKB 
lynb jma >«T DKIV : yi3ya^ MB n PK KT5K 
jyo 5K» ?b»a"iK p p DO jya«n DKII H D»D 
JIB tJrtfiKbt? pK 3H"5 jnyaoviK jyn^^rn 
oyo m D«W nm ,|yo ^«t v^ mnK-.nyaiin 
->»K ,iynn«' ya^BDK ? jyaiB^ " t '-IKB* ,I»? 
iiK ^nnoKriK iy»ya PK ••WDYM'K.H i y i 
pB bb"3 K*DCTynya nyoo*K ovn %TK ^ K 
—opDBa'H PK nyb^anKH iye*n\x »IBDBP 
pK iywj Diynii?DpyBi3KD H tya^n' |K"I 
.jyDB3BD IKTO H naynnyi^  ,V}& yoayJc K 
lyD^a-iR n r» 1»»5o iybB3Bb yiyi PK 
oyi jyaaniY p« iyao"KVD UWP-SKC/ JIB 
1^83 . | w n » ya^vi |y5n»* "I 5BI Ty"DKa 
nK »1 DKnys DBa nyi bijn ;wo* ,!Kt»D 
O»W3KTK iyay^B iyi"ia »i .laKniya 
B iyo"anK y^ y^ B PK ,noom in* iyiy» 
•«T pa ty-tfm iyBn8»yaD»nK jyv3K3 PK iya 
\vw bpmnyD3iK iy3y^ B ^y^B "ttWtfB mv 
nyi3WUnP '*>* o» -lyBK p^B- ni ntK DPSIB 
jnysiJp i i iy3jtfB D"K Tysy» PK DKII ,DO 
Q**3 |PD>H p« |jn3*3Tya v? iJfD"anK 
H pK baypys iB3 iya«n Pt ^yeni DBa 
•nyB mvayj v r jysBn »> .iyb«3ip 'P3 
yDsy^c *n pK jyayS mv [y^D a^ b'o jyaiB^ 
-K^oD^anK pB •tfiKayj nin pni ,iybK3Bo 
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- W D -uro**;i*. § 
-pa m Piiniropyc 
DKII e n V* IP:»or 
a w n 0-3 i»«n **t 
tfyjn HI Ttff oajrmjnB ORI*. oa*Tya DVT PR 
•py 5 r u r » m oiv j j oyawiH can *ip33'T 
TTDC Smy3*RD n T* B3*DPa T18K3 "'DlPPJ 
;8»:r Tin jyrMiv jp3avi*vy3 *i "UO'R y> 
-lC*t>PyD13RD BID (IK P1R*P W ' j n Tyl pK 
: *RE»'R'DS0R D"«n 
pawn )7^:pa v i $^jj " i i 7WP* $ r» 
w$j ys^aijmjM >T •« inyo cunja Tin vo 
-pyDi;H3 "iye"3i* 
B»"t *>» -1**31* *un pc DSRD *n ovstryaps 
"i>ec n po [jnanya ovi'tiyD ^ v m m 
can pK e n * v* iy*pD;DRN [ya38te y r 
F3'?OTB«0:iOyB31K pR TjnM 1JWH5 0'*i3"5 
IPPjm **T »R OP3P"TVi I»3lpl " t J1H J iPI"TS 
IP1W !>K D"P n .aJ'I IMS*-U K 1P»M32"*W 
-pvn p K w IK iKut I P B O # iv P IKD? m • 
cw DP pavft "* om .pramac iv v*. Mnnpppip -iyty*i i w m w . ' i *ye«»v, 
6^ U'«i3"a »nw »3>'p a«n DP .IIHKDC
 o W n D 1 0 u n w i w iyiy?" *ya IPP 
*K cyn o*n oy nyja^pyi 'yajm |«» aaypya ^ 0 ^
 ] m 3 ^ D W S O i y D V ^ r o D K 
-PKC yfe .isoirioWR W & H nyjyaynry:
 n .,W;n*DKB pc y i » y33R5 R po bp» 
--•r-----:^ • - ~s- ;; :.: — «- p a , , , , , ,
 T y 3 » M D D 3 > * * B O R P 
IT—The piirtp' iyi nil 
.oijrr.rs 
-ya asn JR'JI* H P R 03jn:iK DKny: iya«n 
-in«ii . v * 3 n y i *. y a M I i n y o * . i ( i m i i 1 * / J it  i * * ' > i • i i * u • 
*y;**i D"P "«n i * iyo»»n^yv:"H n 
: D358B Ml m a 
-IKJ3"II |IK i^yc:y'*i JID iyo"an« n 
-"K CD jyo 'O^ iv t33Kio;y TT iya«n jyo 
TOP OKi*. IKD-.1T. yo?yory;38 n pc by; 
ijn IID 'yDjn«M*njn iy:yj D^yn;*tnya osn 
jynya iy3'*t DKII 5ya*i -^noyi pn imi* 
,K)U
 ociKiyj iy3Kn *«r m wtrmsi rim 
TJJ lyasn e*H3 *^ys *i .*yTini ta^jn^nnya 
"1 DKll DR1J1B 5WD*BRP |yiR5c IV D^no 
."irxKio'O ybo;ty„ i« D^K t33Kioy3 |ya»n 
T«5i y rap **! Dim .pciyi jw n v t DKI 
D'D iy:3i"uoiyn iypjn3iv3« jyos^rys JJ*P\ 
o«n .i»nb iv DKT Bow*, nyi -i«*3** iyi 
TP
 CyD*a n iyiv .iyo'*3iK n IKB T ^ p t ; - W W "Wi ^ B » W jyTDDMpy DHOW 
«t ,iy3KiiV3«: cn»« DJKiDiy ^ i |ya 
D*1TK iyt3"3-W *1 
W3TB *1 t'K DTDKB DKH DK"1 .^ 11 
ji'DDK "ivc*^*, ijn i*K nyasyD p » jynyj 
rnK iKtr»^EK iK-i'^a t>«nyi o«n »i 
V*M »»n |MWB» H .I'DDK nyn pK lybjno 
-IinBNpi iyn**.3pi m n « *T pK **t *o t'K 
*T .ya^yu O*D t5»p5yjc yj*iT>ipiya *n 
D»n3yaypyj3K TPVSW nm I*K' fyaiiTDKB 
DK« Dtf? iy3'^ay *un PK ly j^MyAK pto"t 
n*a K pD'H'iPTya pK iynsiiya IPDK^PJ T*K 
pip »'K "uo^yn wop? K T I j'K jyaipo ayo 
.^yamo cyi jyay« I'DDK TTI TPD>H niR^yj -$yii nysa ljn»nyJ t3yD»iy«a >»D y?y?D 
$ 
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IB i m ? » « V a » . D « T 'TS ' IH \* D?» 
I ""CB3'Km i ? s " 3 1 « T B 3 « I B : P i p j ' s p t i I P J » I 
.IKC^tODyDH ^VD ,^il , 1"\ E*fl •,B]JD,,p'B,ill»B,BC<11, 1C B 1JH ,imH"P3 IPS 
7B»m -1 if , ^ - r . - = r -n « , - * i , ^ - « « « « « « n »« ( B ' W 1H5."K.DB=K n 
Be? cm Kn**^Mi*7i i» ipc*j?rm l?3Kn Bipl 
7B0 Cplp' UK .Dp31»3 P"ip"I fPWPW* WV 
Si m'K ?BT ft» Ea3H?ipe s*n nt'.3i» '1 ipn 
•*B im 3*lfc 1P3'BP31*0'1H E'TUPJP??3 » 1?3 
-j(?m?B w.D3"nju T?pT» awn nm'PEPV"" 
lP3p;p;:B CKT ofn •» ipi* .cpsns i"i ipips 
"IB pO'«p3 ]!8 lpnjM! W 11CB H2 , r " ' 1 * I**' 
i m ** ,B'n;pBpj ]B9)'B'BBSM ' 1 BHH ,1pB'»3 
IX B3m CBi BipilffBppeWBa »1 B'3 ?BpKBBlB 
i m 1?*BK IB p B inpE8"lpB " I ' « JP^UBn 
-B' lB 0*3 E=pt l " p EBTI IBOIPPE ^PS-WIB'B 
~ * t w ' P 'P 'T .CS3"TBCBp ffTgUl IPCflPSlX 
1P3BH DPDI'P " IBf tM ' iWIBp i^ \',H "VIVMVV 
CJ 1)1 BpiIBS IB /NIB* 1'B BVipOlpfr I11M T ? 
l p « ? * w : > p IS B lp1Bllp3 IPB'JBnpaSB lp3"T 
1P11P3 I 'D 1P3"I ,C33'0 '0 11BB3 D3pft«13 p B 
T1W3 V » T»rljr33B7"!pB « 1P331BUXP3 
3lV0«rM 1B»»HB'31B 
.KMHtB P ' P ' 1 
1B'31B "»m 
•;»« *»m PB np»B? im ,I«=8B«= .« OBOMJ 
•\BB"1E'31B i p i J JBff'DKp 0:BB"'?'-1 IpOBOBT 
,S?B.T ;BS7'B?'rf .13 1«B IBr«'B'CB=B i m "«•• 
O'Btt .10 t»B T1BB2 i m t » lBOIpffB i m P « 
I P ' P ^ i m ,BMip^»n DniBO .10 ,B'H3B13 .1 
1PI3^B Ejp^pilBB EBH 11BB3 BS'BTH IpT IBB 
I jn P « IBSM'IS'rW » « T1MB3 I p l IBB D"p 
C i p i l E ^ p t ^ O Dpi ( 1 :3313T1« 1?nS?3?BB 
| » 73B1C -T ( ^ ;1pB"3nB JpiBlEip 1» B3J1 
J j m i E I T p3"?3 ( 3 , B B I T Om im'I '3BJ1Bp1 
- :p»3"B JJ'ISPJ) .C"B-p??D p B E"31B l y i p t 
O H " \ Bri.pB ips'Bpj ipim i n Bpn (po»n 
• 
a 
IVB ey jy?8: Diyaoys n pans -lyayn. D P I 
-yin eyii DKT ;y» .tpftisv W -iiny^c tp5 
ami p8 D3KO urn jprnp i « w *I oyp ]npa 
-*yo n OKI jy-nja KI« V I * IP5PDB» v> 
-
. W t i » p > 8 p * ^ B I i jn tpn D»3 tansi? oy 
iva TK .lynato DR\I .tycayo yatyi »*• 
"Jtfatj* bin impapn TRD WYKD'SK n ^IJI 
ny> pK ip$pn .D^V jnycpa "K T I R jpa 
-Saw i«*vw^Kri8 nyT D*S iitfim oiya * -»ia auiaa PR oy m .I'napo e>"x pipopa 
•ipvv *,D"*'Mia pR?"i i .DV w w |pa»n W a*D 
PM jyjvn snymit p8 lyiv .jyin^'KiKD • 
•np ^yp'er K iiraipynsc b"v ymip R I^JR 
iv T ^ 3 " D PR ps^yn " D D ^ D ^ H osn ,on-
•KT mnirtcnp ,iy38'X8P3R3-i8 TPO'jaiK 
HVmHD *1 iyayj3R3D'3 DP11 Itfttft*! 3'1R 
DMH p't • DPII Dijnit-DpyEiJtra n pfi 
TJAMK pm .|lp3V o->\» pK T-iRtja o r a t m 
i'K IR^RI ppp'o 8 BKHW im &*\\ ppiV 
-y: D'3 33iD"v ytyn D?*™ *nw?jnD arm 
-8-iDD jytrfyDuoyB lyipn JPSRO IY Dagp 
mi pB tipVOTDD'awK pa^ DVR n .p« j^ 
^patpta l"p ifo^ a nyDys? n PR W '•* 
jrhlnwi t&m lyasn w t j w n PR 
lyo^aiK n e«n Tjrpfl i'nayo mp-uK 
-pn p'p fpfoKv jpapp DU ^»D3"K primi 
-pn DKT , D T " W 3 33nn»Diy n .OPT PTPS 
pnw jmnip O»D ..ytt^ RB « »»K nayo yt 
.bv-i "i^n K eayo *ia*» ivSnav jvo oaj^u 
m j'nayo ya380 i»m lysySu D$vbm im 
H .Tiriw » ,v5aw3w i'8 |p5nipt viyo 
nyayn 08i .jytMiya -«;38 t3«n HWIRDTV 
D«1 IIK, ,l«*3>»- yiyP18DC* 8 D38D DVT 
.iyopy^P 
jyago v*3yo3iR py ^ n ^RE-yanytia's w DRI lyaa^Ti t»8 nyayn n 
^DB^yD3i8 jny^t Ssc IIM c n a »5ya n w iyta»>3T8 iwJo'JB^nn. w 
yj'tfK jyaira jyasp iv yojnB ivi v* iyv 9yD*ajt tv^nipv IY lyDya' t^oy D8T D5JI»D 
«i*i8 M onyi8B^"i8D nyi ii« DypaiifsSoD iscpyo^B iyn D»O lynyan pn |i8 xiya 
' 1 i y 5 y D v iy?8» " i DTyaoyo patpln p« lya^yn ltfro** i» ni ,WW' iyi"pB 
->B i P D D j i D 8 1 M 8 | 8 ^ 3 i * • ox'8 |y3"i oy .n^ya H n8B jyoipya D*an83 
. t n » 3 y 5 y * V 3 8 a h lyajw jx Mm ni yay^ri^B ya*a"8 8 i 
, ; 
TWO irDTpjnw » r w » n 'l* WD Tt 
M --p« ipn?a nnona'H iym* T»« p'waiK 
*"t ijtyw Srsn-nain ipu .i:u=3-;s DM*V*"B 
lPJ'EijBTra in njmj .ipcuirja iWJHa pK ipa 
"in ?n»t yj^anynya n pB ^ysoa't pm i»-i» 
I"* pe iyw»mn'njnay^'ip jnys ty» pyo>*3 
1W»I |IH tM?ca»3"itt onn i?nya nsona'B 
j;'S?ns?ruh\ lyiH D»anp jnyn» IIB a*aa"rne 
,T?ve«s r:gj PBB»»S K « i'K — J?STIP:?;» 
renywpin*-,, D?I tyonjja |F?BI ojaVs-' »*l '» 
litfi i!5,v2"« ' i IK P* "iye"3iM pTjivi p i 
,D«tj'BlK i'K .BlSre'SIp pK OVMWy lyJH'fi 
T» iy?B»' m>si« ijn Pi jJKiijva >i B » » «n 
ta ijnmny BO p?» ipo jrp jpaai'iHWB o'a 
l'« o»pj»ojmo pife pa ipnayj' taAn 'ijn 
T3 urnyj ijnni T'B ips«n 15-14 ytiyj K 
DlpaajMS rVHIM pi B3WB1B 75 1«» | 
pe u'B'S. ijra'nnp'-^i'ciS'B iy='ii iyn 
i:n i^tn?jQ« i'K i"B*p «»Bip7ip3 Mnjrajri 
1« ,IBO'B?»2 ,?ys«n iBtnjja? p« lywttjfi 
Dpi aQBaffB *'3 IBISB' ipaua Dp JKB-'IB 
.1U1B
 r^ H13H« ipu2ti 
-i»B njn ipnya t>H -ipjanpr wjriMarw 
-piiiH tppyi. Jpa»i tnyiopo.prH PH ir»a?x,» 
, B1SBP1 -DHpaiTySS D35TTP1B; 
:V)MH2 .ipp .ffll ipT pfi !?apKp ?31"3 VJ 
P?»H 1?3»I «TO JP=B3Kt3 P3'9B? 
]?3>»t ,lttr::K2 PM 33'B»D IJSjp^ ip»'" Wji 
P« jysitt jpnaiscift n:ip:rB'H j-nps s>3 TO 
•syip'iflix B'D ipvn jpapp ip« l .i '^ P2?pn 
•^IjnMnya i^ naya T>B B"31I« J^J>B iny\ ,B"n 




m ^ x n » rwvtwm 
-«» tenra p i r » E*n BWJ jp*a«o "-ni* « 
E&n op JIB m » t p e P B iir i r i 300 "inpsra 
a* n m I'm- opn WPB? " P f(J Bn*WjHe»>K 
'B \t B t W t l t ? tSOiPMS IS"""" ='3 
P T ^ P P * isiBiipa T p " U *'" ?**"» 
-»» n tmj I P I P C I B o'3 *•?»? i p \yp a ; -
• 
iPi"?iw ijWttmSjtt TO wi**i pro »='^. 
J S^p'sca 'a « i«a i p 3 i r t 3 » m p P S " " * 
.B'BB ijiaiB i « y* '=r p7»«*a 
" i *ppTtv*3?o cppa . i p ' u 
r r - v : ' 1 - I M m jpor- r 
1V«P ,10 
•jra -»jr3* t p * n 
',« W « * ~ P iw> *>.;* 
MK v i i p » * p t » * w im 68 •>*?*? 
*B> r s w r p i p w B »T ijm '« . iSBom K J ' B 
•am n» jyiio ,i?oi5 sa"?P B'ra ueTjn =»a 111 
*r> iw ipawnvi Bj»m:w T-K »VW**JB 
-p jpoiapst- w« or^ J B ^ W n 58 >*P 
jy?»» ,4s»j» tnw n»mi j w i ' e o » n p * 1P>»3-
•Oil* ;pn v * ; 68 ? « f P w jfeTipDaB-ra yr 
H i i i rtJ '>nrsTrn«r ^ » i x r o t p p E p ' « p 
Ttt OB'piSOB'iB i«? i n ; < v q v E D ' H I D S ' I " 1 ? 
\mtn ESS* n s .lpa-ttBip WF1 n1-* « B O 
v « c p .BTipBcaBia a'apn i n p * P B i»2 i»* 
i»»a 1»* * * • » J»B 0*11 CJ1 3pt)1S T^Vt lJS 
:'B 07 Jjm p p o in j i Onip ly r* 
, T p T ' S ?7 '*p5 ,3lj;3JO TB W5M0' 
p*t ?KPB? i"B ttt j p ' - p z a t n s 
S3'3"B ;.B«KpBTr B31IJ2 ?»3 
syjp n v " l ? w p i V n a : s ipoipjj 
n 9h«B ira»3"M im f*Kg iya»sim i jn s-o 
1f-.1 .0?B?«? ?1?I31K f.B l ^ ' B ' O H 1P*0BTW 
%'tsxn pit e*i«n DBII PJ^D p->yB'2 H c»: 
•"JH^J BJ^C?3 1*7pVH 1*1 i 'B ipa^Bi! , l t n a 
Qmvi-llSVn *"D cBii j j ' i i *ww B»a J K V I 
B'O .?'•>!» 170*3*3 ^'fc ?»W»3 = ,3 BftnjJ 
,63 1*313 >H?B? S1-5SB? O 111 ;-=nf.J3i'B 
I'B c?Bp#? i ^ w j n i m a pp t r .B rnj *l*t;|jju»i 
HJ'Sl' !•; .IJBSplS ]?B13 1?3i351V1?1B "UVC B 
- 2 * 5 . ^ 1 3 n
 1 1 R = ; i ty2 B*,j I--711 T?33'B'D 
"'B I'.B EC»t»"-t6
 #=;P7=3'K 0»VU D»11« |S3"X 
7V*nr>f*i '"» .iP'31' ^ r t w a>'n;?353i73 
?82irtff ua»B3"n MI ip«n*a l?rBO?-.rTp 
,BTjre» yiyijn p B nysvcp i i^ n m -w-o 
ipcippaB i'B s " i r=:7>* »T 
.38 'JKptP -D-U^^ B #1*0 
Buja ,38 ^ B? r flr*i»; r>«p»a opn»i7 n 
•jjn oaii i p o ' i " .o'T'ip i p p i w ' i c T " i W 
V;T C(«II DJT pB ipC'&a P^SBV EBn >Bp*p ipi 
TfiTjm-lB 1B'15»»3 ttB HJt'D 1PE3M1 TJWJrt 
tpaamniys t^ipa *;»j3 i ? l»* ,i?s27W T?3npn 
3»s n*> SS'i 'J ,7=«vny»:,i P3'3"B ipwei tSB 
,-n?B sen * W "V< .opi'iso yi»n3?B»np 
•-ii: y3»a»«B i"T c p ' n a q 5 ' p n 1'w 8ii]rt0 
, T K ^ p tsjtMB pa*3"ii 1*3 Mnjn I IH n i » i 
a*E» "»HMj JIB yB^'n n*n - p " **n "V pflpii 
•pHCf "»jjnB»i3 n na tu*>Bij30'iB isoipya 
T J H pa p t ewa n B'C :«n T » .O-«P*P ip=«F3 
13»»t HUB ,B«njA 03J'S'3 JBBB 1^11 >Bp»> IJt-
-B7D: *.» Op»lEO H BpiHBpj ^ H 3?H aSB^BB' 
lBff"t«'CBCB DSDp3 *T^?B*T» !"« 1^8 \1Jfl' 
o p B'o i j r n s p T l . g r w M i " i o lp tyn ] IB^ 
| l K 1 . i i t pit 2BH t i m w l < H ?*P«> I P CBll 
, i r c » s i * »i JIB r r w u m r w ironja JIB* py?o 
OfH D P I ' I B a'iJS=2K c a .opa'T I IB mzg-\ 
T O .^BPB? ijnpH Q'si eayo'-uB IB j p s n u t 
- p ^ P J S B I P P » Bpn B»X n inn iK ipBn 
im "in u iroip * i p p n ?B?K? n p Bjiv I?D 
jp'fB^a:Bp n p s t j e w B i " t i p y t « oyw 
•:i3 s y u - r r B ipsijSBo « m p i p ' «i B " I 
DJJP3 W* ,41 IW &0 C7BPB9 1X pBIBO i p 
-«n c T ' t o j»»yn i 'B ,iji":Banp I I B v p T t p p 
. a"» pipa'2 H oaBapsiyi i»w I P ' U I B n i?3 
(jmya aap ^ B B I B B pa*»i i p s r setnnjo »*i 
r a m i "ijnr* «i V * ]i*» lPB^ffP T t t p M i a 
•mso . au ffiauUH jp i jn ,ipcp i m i p ips- i 
. ip»3^B ?n*j» s=u:hpisa ' i t « ?«B1-B K »n 
Ipaijn .poiBO i p i i s na acoayn n I S O ' I B 
-O'MSa BIO DIBpB? SIJH Bl'B»Sa IV3 "*,Q 
- a p p ' i T in isaBiai ia in »»t BIB a'jpj ISOID 
lyoipya va/jtttiyii. .SBIBBST H BM1? .En» p 
"S'*: I'B E"PB )B 1M BJJBt ,D»tte is'aiK I'B 
f i l l IS^S" T O HI 1SIV MTK MB
 (0T'1B s ' 
1ST?' 1S=B0 TO ^?ipil .plB'13 pK I p l p 
[IK T ' lB Dp ISTT'iB^B 1* *}l'1p \WlXgQ • 
•n:«P y iPS2 I?BI-3-IK H n»B isoipja :* 
"e=B D5DB3 ISTEDUps Cli'lB P » 3 pB .D3?P 
• " i " t IB , 1 * i»?B ^»3>a u t "p* / ^ayuontifi 
•0*0 lSBip .TBllt' -WSl B3PB0 ISIS'T P « 17* 
*S3P o p Ji» V* =«" / IKIJU' IP13J o p nsn 
J* TSB-JiftiiT B3»»«B'DBrB stp*t JIB -m»n 
-3*mB VK ytW" , r app3«p B •<» aaiiB7a»'B 
.=«n P P S B » *j HUB lsiBiija e v W 
* 
; > • : - • . . 
j sn t 'wa j j pa?pt »i f:\ 
•* j?a*** ipi 172'K lpapayao': 
,o»pi*?Bn vei^ ^3'c TM93 p n iy?Bi op„ : T > 
*I PR ipB»aiR pipia* «i *w ,OSJJ=HJI n p s 
p-*pi3R *i 1W t p a ' ^ R \7titn |p?^» lytys* 
1pa»a»B v> isf j^ni m ipT'o ,o«pi»?Bn i;a'B 
•MntM ipia*aij 1MH D-iyiirappBiaBD *i B<D 
,ijr»P7fi3(ip pEaRaTpispauR n iponii 
cc>ni JIB Opvt i p i O'D e*n?a ira^n y n BBH 
Ipssn T O pa^pii "a ,I 'ODB DiprrEppBUBo 
IpiBt I J I J S ; n M I B MI IB?B opi BxaiBpjnnR 
i p a ^ y n p c o T O i?:un , i? ipn O T M 3 8 ' 3 M , 
-pienpfi ipapn 1MB ipssp-iptaBp cBnpa I'DCB 
HMH„ :ip>iw»a o n MI .trains ipi3« p3?i 
]PM»1B IFljni B?7BpOp3 IS^II =1B ]K IBB WJ11 
i i ipipapn,, IPWi t i* ,*W.?ai» P'0» W 
ppsaiR ipa"aiH DBH OIPBSBPX JIB DPPITMI 
po'BRp p?P'B ERnpa.iMR tpaBJi v o /"T»pe 
-130MB ,DJ3'a'D TIBHa OSpiVU TIM ,CJ3>0>0 
lpaBJl BpV1?p*«")MrB »1 C«n D'SICM H ip=««*a 
MB By ,V?ft\p t»B .tp2"?JOMR B3pppa B'3 
Ipiipa a'3 J»a i t * OBii jan B in'jpa **3 opo2 
rjJ'W 1)H ,WpB»?B» .13 B»D lSIBB/ipa pR 
a*n T « .W'»* I?2»CEO'MI iy i p i p v f * 
!pip». pR aa«B'3 tpa»e-3ni tpip' opiapasR 
>lB»ai' ip2BaaO"ii ^pi p e jpBvipa va?ip«Bp 
'MIS 1J1BHP3 |PB?*np3B8 MB DB11 Ipi* ,P»>B 
.1'DDB Ip i PR 1B»3M 1P2BBB0"11 Ipi |pjr 
M 7Kp»7 1VD"31K DT13 «*HW; H 
«i pB K i IBPBI IOITMIS aspa'UB *yn 
sa'ia? pocR eipiirappBMRo aaymw Ufasttp 
K Ml MR osponjR pB .-wnars lpryn i n ' 
• -'-UR IpBIR 181 ->p1»B J1TBB3RO Dppi- IR Bp31B 
"3POMMI I M e n s p m a ti»»t OMB anpa 03j» 
i«a .esjniiau DB'O R IVB-IDIBDMB ) IN itfmp 
JJ13pJ?MBp e;»B BBHja IMS' VB tP2Rfl B5'».1 
,I'DOB D^p^1Bwp7Bl;Bo .onsa JJBBBP >T B 'C 
lpasmiRmpe jnptaiR pB an3??»noiiR ( IB 
ipua i jn ' IB .ipBiBinp T O ip3jp asm Ma 
• IBB ipaioojia p»i yvff \>n a«3 ayn B3JJO'-HB 
.ipa'Bty» p a lyi Mi Dipaopo plpplB 
.BTI *cn IIB aa'o 'o tTBSjn o n UMB 
ipjpn epBiRtp T R aan ,IBOCB3 P B T R B : 
I-I Bis tain'tjiMB tJ»awn T O DH» i r u m a i m p e 
ptBMS pij^i'ocB Dijni«p7B*.!BO njruinaBP 
B«rt jpaai'ruBTOJ'B ? W P " . M v i s n va p * 
MR ]B1 JHR13 .IpiBlpJDMR B'3 1B3 "151»«> V* 
*?pn ,pfl*D jnPB'3 R |yBBTSp33"B, T ' lC pB 
Ip3Bn TO ,iBB IP3'C3"n 1*3 ]B -,B!-B^n ?3 
•pjn'ir '^ .ap '^is IB ,1POMI BIB?PJ ipanaiB 
lBP'nO'3-\B MM T\»»3 H ,JB»»10I31B 11B 
17E7 PR t?=6 c m lyasiiM «wr BRnpa BM« 
»I lpapjpioMiR BBn M iiB , i y i 4 1?30P"B3 
: asHMToap pis] 
1M* BJ'BM3 CP OB11 IB ,tJlB BJl»8» OP 
(lpc«»n'jp»3»B *1 pB lfTlB«I3"?R V 1 T* 
B^panMiB- p^pisMpa pTp' iponpai«MB 
1RB , . . . P R «nmi?a B3««jpa3B P H DBT 
pB>BBp pa '^p B IPB3»RtB « ppl« JJHP' 
V P O PB DIP'S? H B'O ]PDBM* .''Bl BBH 
-»B PB -lp3B'lRM3B31B j n " 3 P« CpVI*?? 
MpDtl ,pipi3R »MW IPIB ipJt'B'lMB B3»? 
U'a Ma . lpBi 'pa^vnVpipn pp p i? ' i p v o 
• M I » yi Mi-Tpa'D ipsDpa opn ij;a'B?a ejni 
IB ,B3M?J IIBBa H '. . . . t P ' P ^ IS B"Pa 
T'^a VI e ? » pBtBBp ra?"'?"*? " ' ? 1 ' 1 3MB 
-o»nB a»a IR» n TJR B » S I B >pn is lponpa 
,B»S Pfllp B PB M Bpll ipatnpa PB IPIB"^ 
Ipaps^Bp jpapp ,i?afc« " ^ T ' M H pR e a ' ^ t s 
13 Ml ]$•» tpanSpBUORB R T1RB3 VW* "^ R* 
.IPB'ipanMis1 jnptanpa pipn- ipip> 
*?Rnp:nj |?3"» aan»TBip p tpn IBS i"5a 
•MIS lPsapnpB3Bp pn«n P « B J B is^Biipa ipB 
1P3BH I 'D yyjpt ^13 ,1'DDB 'T PR '3lB Jpff 
MIR Ml IB?* B lpB"31BBMB tr^-?* 1JBIHW 
WB i in .ipipn aiM'iBOM IP^BI i? tp» t; 
MR ,jpa3Rapa3»R n ^ i s p tpa»» 1*9 W&vn »\M 
-iiRmpB H |i6.V»B B C?B eapptpSB ? P ' » ' B R 
:iB. UR TiBBa i p i P D aam'smap : I B ipaai? 
C-'J-O >*1 PR 1>1B "1M. WBpa pB |«B"na'3 
•a ipn p t J i 'BO tjrc pB 
w$n 5ya^ )ic yam*' 
.cnyoDHp 
BO'Ml llR^DDpm-ipT B'O THpRERlB i p i 1P11 
,J?lR«pa ^3"Dpa MR pBOM" Dnp*M5TPp/i:B3 
W 7 **t ipapil P3R1B »1 MB (IPI^IB1 l*HS) "IBS 
•jBpBBBii i p i .tt?pBpopa ipnpa' *»a DVpr^n 
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FT 'RlOt^R Tin DKT *MTR BBP fan* TO 
TffTyT PK .jynyers w fyTynQMK 
DKT .I"TK T3Kfl pK DW"5 H iyonV3'^K* 
,0«3TH n y o ^ o . n PK py^o jyTyii S^ifly. 
.y3^1VV pK »i'3 pK 
.nypnun 
•y3 ovy* osn n '.IJ/3KTD r n b jfb, 
DKT ,D-iyDD"S *T IV O'CKJ 3FO W2yM 1P3PJ 
jy5mi «i 3* IK. ,P"T0D K IVDITO'ITK oy i v r 
^ t OK<T DK11 5»'i« IPDMT3 K iyD8f3« D»3 
; T*'TD TyT"3c TST p« Q^yp'iiosy Dsyovy^ 
Dy .D,,3TK.yE"TyB*£'2 "1 pK YJ3JHOBMH 
03KT TO ?»11 ,0>3KOTjn IV DKT 'KT3 t'K 
V1K DKT DKT KP^ TyOK J'K T'K TKD IK 
*H PK y^3»K TyT .yDyTyo;«K yrosMi K 
DRT ,inyty3onK T » jyaan DTyoo»o *T . 
I w ^ o y i w i D ;y:yp IITOKT^KD yr^ssy n 
yDD"3j»3w pK "oyceiyTD,, vmpz ^1 PK 
; v 
DKT !'K ?BB3"K Tjfonp !"P i 
c in oyn ATTwa 1'nofc l ' K S*«tt#W I^DK 
oyrny n TK Tyoynmi p^t Ty3^yi jyonK 
DT*yoD»o n.PK /n^now !«* oamoys" § 
.T.TPO ^yB K TKU'^ TBK cyT Ty 0'3 .KODKO 
T'D PK ,DD"3y331K DytPIT? * l jySKO ^ 
12) o'3ye 0 i "K m TV DTKBI? uya 
TyT '.Tyoo"3 oyr D&IHV iyo DKII (osyo 
iyo 031T DTKD^TBK DKT J PK KYI' &1B 
-mi TyTyiiosy jynp DTyop"3 PK 03«J D»O 
•OITK TyTK ,iy3yp «»- D*IK ,DTRO»TBK jyT 
DTODMpy oa_n.5y3'K Tyiyn j**twj inya 
•;S> »T T13 ; ny»f» pK Ml nynnD tMT3M^'pK 
• V o T.T^K onyocnyE—iy3"T DJKUV Ty3«T 
PK^D33'0'O-DKO ,|yv3yryD3Kp c o »ir 
Ty3K*Y^K3 ilK yS'^MB H TKD T$ltt IB3"Jp 
8D'3 |Jf3«1 Dy >"1S. TKCTin 6*3) ;jyTK 
yiy.T o»o 3K v i iya>3 ya^y" Dyo^owp 3isy3 
•MI " t >jm iTyT3«i-,0"3TK ysusynof-nBii 
.(TT TKD" nap- lyaKp iy> 
V» b?Kn yoyrBy " J»D»OMJIK
-
 y i yn 
: 
5KTV3'K.PK n PK ,iy5pMiojy pK p 
pB^3«lW |yt3D3'03M\ Din TKD T.TKDy3 |; 
T»T PK '.'ny»D"a n — i " i o Tih"3i? 
J73J7T313J?3 
DjyoiBa D»T«^ „ oeyo y j j ru iay* ^ i « s y n p r n r v a « |j)3Bn T^D 
f i nB .cjWOff yry^ p « n y a j n y w i y f i f y o t o n w y " t .JS14 p « 1913 THC 
" jyn T t i y ^ S * iyP8*T **t I P * H y a ^ y m y i y ^ n - . jydanya y ^ x ' B y ya^M^ i 
• : • 





iv w»5 CKII psiKBDioi TP3PD$PO 
.iPO"i p-i"a no iso^jn 
•c*i-)K Pfcvpi» n pc iy;"K ipups pa v R 
pG PT3pDlW»rW pK ; [K3K11 pD JPOWV 
-pn N limyruH v» IKO y * 3«n Vrtt? i n 
TPBCP->KDS? i m t»m P^KUS W J W P O w t 
pa .tpnpocip-pn t»ppp3 ou D^KII rjps 
T» OKII c*o;mKB WTPI>»K n IV PPHK VK 
tw iPD^m «1 ;\B BIB » n T » l« ¥ ' 0 3 * c 
- o * DP« P^KIU i na DIKWID'IK a*n 
V*K I'» 1*3 0*3 .PIKP n P°1K JjnJMir 
TH IK ,ip«i K #ttami K ij»»To»a« pa* 
!pnpe# iv DV CIK ,yw fc?*v 4 D's DID ti 
wp» DH« .v^»"3 jpsrara ifri PB aro D'PK 
;P3K3K1> *i pK 'pBvarpj pK DBiarpa 1*1 
HKTW tpa^pp-ir tvtpn n a n j i .p*iR 
JWK5MO*ITK ip oan pww p* *iP3P9 pB 
JmotDi, :^io PD mfrn pm pfca 
."PO IV OT.1PPP321K T t IP DIP tKT [IK 
DKV, D-*J?"P3 aun T * :K ,0PTPS>3 s«ii ip 
D-.*v, m fopvun T K ) .03>$»y3 osn ip 
P 3 W * pK '.(OVCKB 0*1 DH11 D1K11 1KB 
-y: Vi -ip own 3;irK*npa*K lO'ftntf&ff pB 
•mjro njn in* omt. : IPipfiospTPD tvou 
ty^UKTWa V* ?tt HP O.ipi ? JPT3P3 >*1 0»3 
"! ]P"lp13K Dpi nP;"K* 
3'3 DPIp'T DK.1 ,D.1PI WM "» . 
*!':* -IJHM ,DK>3P? pE ip-tfpB n p j ^ H 1*1K 
*1 I'K 1P"1B ,0 ' IPP'E'DKB D'pB IPWO "T 
pnKpa IKII .nowto *i pc ""lpiJjfB Mnitta 
.D^nppaO'lK -It* 0*3 M»»$»»fi 1*3 |P3"( 
J$3a iPC3po jpjpn BPKB K TP3K VH DP 
*sw pa^3np "iptjJiK ^>i w| lPsnp:pa MIK 
.p»i o ' j JP^KI " i wt_ , ip i ;pDr 
o n TV V! in-ipPDw Dtr^pv' " ' ' c ^ 
JP13P11 'Dim pB pK IPP"DD ?K1D3PD V»V 
.? .K tUi 
oa'Vi ppp^aiK ?ptyvi pK a : ^ n p w »n ' 
•an PB ipr^DD w m a p^pna " 3 JK ^»T 
31V^ P3r* D*D Dfi'l? DKll ,*112KD IpPI** V3 
H»nK p3 VK -IPC'DD ^K1D3PD 13PT3 I»3 
fayvt? H—nP3"I K DPJt pK3 "1P1 1'W 
-1PT 33PT»P3 pK B ^ P ^ K H TP^P" pK 
DTtpOrpa 3W TPT -PBlDl?J'BD3pn 1 IP3»n2 
r«rs Dsn..lij3Kii ijnp» PK IP3B3K» 10 P B 
-KM p w n ]P3"i ^m ;iP3»npB 200 IKE : 
.jy-1'^ IKCMB pDDKO Ipl 1KB 313»3 D'3 JP3K3 . 
^n;^0 PIP1 OB'tf iy3K3KH 10 pD 31V K 
•-: "V, jpr ;?^ *fcip*3 r^K'T'" |W*W I T 
•P3 t*K [ " I D n .jpanp;B'nK JPSPP D3*no 
r i i ^ a p^prd pc py«K **« 'i IP" 5tfl IUII 
PPHK VK M iPll D?'B1P3'K JP11P3 I'K U pK 
• 1W"T IP^iPS »1 .IPSS"'OD D*lDD VtJl4 pE 
W 1K» JK3KH DPI pK DPKBP3 itfH 1V"PJ 
p ' 3 J'K t3D*US'">3 npl »« .jyjtfDiFPi |?3 
.JjnK l^PJ 1P31H21V PK P3PCPP 
cpn« ojKonijDK^ DPT pD npvi. P'R 
•;nP DEK1P pt"1DPP^P JK !Pr*#P3D*"K DKH 
• D « ."TIPD 2000 PB DB»op^P>r njn IV \$ 
ipT'f'C K D'D Ml I3!K| D^rt DBKtP PIPH 
*JW ,!PS*,VDD '5«03irO 13P13 P3 D3KT2P3 
V' !^3*n 100 Tiff i« .nw iyo42 ipi IPD 
nvDM-iK DiR imn'D- n iv IPBIDB' ;poi3p3 
PE "IP3"K JP1iy3 p3 yK .IK3K11 p.B IPD1P 
•3W 1]}y\V »«K DP3^ B IPDlpy33^ pM Dp ."t 
PK 1?K11 IPD3HP3 K T»H "1 1*1 JPDV11V 
I'K cp MI v i |pa«n 1*0 ipa« .ip^^uma 
•pV npD"13 "1PT "1MK D»VWl pK IPpnp331H 
nn ^pp*aiR -ip»?'i .ipins JIH nps'^ff-ipr 





'! pB B'DJWa i 
"HO n PB HWBKfl H ,|W»M 
t)3;"n n i n j ^ P?RTB»3 n pR i iraD^v 
•Dira pBa>3"RiyE H pn* ipn cjn m EK u-a 
26 
i!o:,:,,KiyD n ipapa PM 
IPBBOyp DM1 H .pB 3VM DPI JIB ^IHK VD 
-a»R n pK !"«• PB pnKiipa jyantfpa PR 
C*KB MtK BP31BPR ."nlO^P, PB IPDpnyD 
-"HiyB n m ,napB n Hi CD'-IPKBTI PK 
PB apn -lyamycBay IK . I J R J W ' H 1KB n .'•aKipKoyT *IRB' jyBBoyp yaayn poa'a 
tan imtfKnjR r$x BPH TV V* O? paftnv ovu B*S *'R ex>ipa T J K S W * ! DKH Y.B*IP 
pR pa'iroR-tfRD iin PB BD"3 iPt»>BKBDpn P?KB ,*flVH pa IPIKHPJ D5yp>iiBay WPB 
•«WT n PB nnac ycetp-isKB ?S$RE n moMp ptyn BTPU B X V . O " * DajnymVpit 
D'3 IPSVII iiuipYMa PBay>iya n "jnajtf ya trot -isa a a n p w >TK ]\B Bpoa'aTpe 
nypa pn opi'nppa ly^rpa j|»i iy\pnB»iR «VIR' ip&KnB3p-tfpn p^Kona Tin .niacin 
ipaPERiiya w o ^BJ T I iPtoi p« oiya .D*,DPI v w pn OBI^ n p n ifi.«w iyi 
-*K«BKVK n . I P B ^ G o-o ipapTRnpa pK n ipa'imp.B^a BPH i3R*iroin IKB apu K 
-pa pK I W W U K *w iP*um opii o^pii yp 
ly^pnwaay ^wanjn T»I »PN DP m ,DS'n 
" * -nonha mpaip IK;I«3 
PK p^p\iyc"DD^K'vi«a ny'TOK i n 
*iBcnp jpsWajpiyn pB"m3P n IK .W^R 
iwi • /upSpoBOp-iynBiv p*t IRI :jia jyp 
otf ivm .wwn ayii |P3B'VK3 n IB) ya*'p 
*»* p« mna n ipnyao i^K P^K »i «a ayu 
inK *SBOKP cyi jp^pBtraR ipno iP i^m 
— |KT *«3 .ipa^np iv oyayiypipay D'BP 
*iW3K3 Tjn IKB IS*P iyipii BPH DP ipn 
V» jyasn eiSa V * P » D I W " D m «D?P11 
nyonyn:^ IK ; iyoKay3 o(naow pR ODM'DIK o»n KBKI^K pK isa-ta^a » ' 5 i n * w 
c;na \y}"i o*ay? p3»5wiro -unaypiB H ta>3 »>K oy .ca |w»n yoia ow 
•av my"i PK ipiKiiya jyt?K>iyB nan K ^ I -'-iipB ynx IIO^IP j*DKTPKoyi IKB non5o 
153"t jpaaianKii iP3ij^'o tK ;ipin«» ya -wa'bapo IKB »IBDKP- K 5*3 P R DP .oyn 
Ijn IK ; pyilY: D1B» K (>1K IP1R11P3 DDMnPB D"R Tt D)75*W VK> .tP^KJn»K. "IPIR IP» 
i "«5 ni "mpn- D«n-f3Bb-ivt3i»iD Tyaj?ppnc ainsn iP3*iipa iv DIR DI^B ,D^D D5RP p 
DDRT3W t3^ a aaiCD^nya pR iyiny-«3 ,iyi 
. non^o npijn'i t^ B ipai npn opii yn nu — 
.lypaKipa D3PB»3Po*i'k ipa?KC"\yD |pa»?a 
1(3 3rt|R pE P^ RB CRT DP11 P13P RtR 113 
-MI K 1P3P3 ijn»D5RHPi iv ipapiiya" |y'3«'v 
IPE p^n c a I^^ IR oyii pn " I I O ^ P . pt?D'n 
.ipiap? yoay^pa n pK IIO5IP IPD^TBCTPB 
Dy obis *?t jypMwa is 3*D*« PR oy 3'IK 
,Dyi3yt3y"iB J W « I ycoKnoRB n jpa«T 
PE3VP> in*R pB tapKD *un jpapn oyni JRT 
-nya QIO — non^o ipiyn J.»K a3i3»3»R'iyB 
•**R pB nyapno_inKB ^l^ D5K naKten «"P 
*un.p5K "pnya PK »0KipKajn ycR^BKi 
-~ IIO^IP PB"a"Bm»»K PB DwnmaK 
»1 iiB mayb n iP3»i i»frwap? Ai ,^8 
iy^ »yn»K jny"T iwim Bmv pisPD^nDB* 
Jnsn^D nyiy»n |'R iPaiiajntaB- r 
D«T !R .IPDPaiyB 0*3 Tt3S5 pR .(3380 pi 
VWirWn H .IRE D3RO PR 31V1KB DD»1 
5«« .;ya8'!CK3 yi3yo»-!0s? n PB iyoR5p 
J«'VR'3 mayD'not" nP* P& PSKD D#I can 
•'E iib PK ' .non^o iyipn pK BDIPVP 
- 1 
DP' P » ,1P11P0R1 IV *q»» WR IVDBttyP 
IPpbD^KD'BKP DPT IPaya |PTD>Rl.yn T i n HflORp j\K IP1K11P3 IP3'lVV33«nK 1P3R 
nnaonK Km iv tpaa'.na ]pp DKII DPB . po [ynypaKv pR dpanoa'R ,Dy»n*a 











v*-i DHII D»rt .iDrara y^ R *II DPJIB , r« •# 
TJJ?:KTV5 ys'ft^yo n pR DI-DO'D yiiycnyn 
jpatfi ijnmr -ynjyriD pc jy^ n^ EW PR -RD yueany-uiwi iy**Dye yiy<n pc jy3KD 
W * .BSIJW >u ,o*n "» .OSKDW CTK ny ORU 0*3 1 ^ D]«t r*3 -«n .ny^fer 
UK -*"- DTHJB Ijn D'D ttam 
lyEim T*0 D R l V ^ " W V>>> D'3 WW M 
;v;'«i »i TK ^ 5 raw mm w « n , w o | v 
U1H DJR* VS» -T .pUVQ 0*.X # $ 1 IRfiCU 
» VW lya^aiKya nn«R |yp jya m ,0'j 
T33y iy3'Dtyt»K P -IMK IWfottWJVD'H 
iyp jyo MI -no o n D*J liiw IKD jypy?a 
K Hi 
iu6 pc jyePKB srrtftHK H pc 
» it* m =« * J DM ORII 
;yo*'i- yt£*.r i pR -"Towo 
. DB13 PK 3Sn ^D R B3'!TW3$ 
* -y ic .;yey ID R JK> ny *R pw*m torn 
^ ^ « i « ^ v « i « P T W , . .. ._ 
*o K jyzyy:: p.T* cy Dip f>*c ;yny* PK
 ffnj,w ^ p p D „ n W 1 t * . , ^ 5 0 
H Dim r*R .DK»»TM 
"WVK 3MR ,<p D3y*—PR [« 
-jysy^ 1 y J y p VD TR , I«*P PR oy ,u 
D'D jycBDyp T O .n^ayD-^o oy jyj"x -vo 
.jynyrun rSK.p** i»iw V D .nins y*R 
T D .DVP3*TIII? jny1 iymp"3 iimo T O 
n m O'IK |y^yoc PR p t t " j n »« lycaDyp 
'11 
9 pjrti PR jjipi am pC -,»*» 
p«n ty 'ii cyia«3 in ,ou nt" acnaya 
^*n ny «nKT ,oina3»i ?yo»3R DWDK>y::s 
-an BX) RIID P«P TOD fiE.oH.3 Tiwin TKD ' " K W *'K tJHn*' "«"»^i» p w niDBJ 
.DMK jynyj nins ynvum IK ,5"ii-iyT T D 
•un D>a Dpscyp D*Mi?jy^ »i lys^yiv/iKD 




BIJ.1 Oy DtWVD ,1133 |"p 0*3 
own-ey j r m w D*D jypiny: 
^3 ?«r jyDDKD H pc 33i3«my *i 
lrtHp ryovy? oyi—03«0 n p*iR imsny; 
.Din03"T TOD c?^ jy^ DKt is 
iy ?K ii% jKDrn* DJH pc lytoyc iyi 
t!w iycKry3 rf»« a»n ny o n D'3 Dnyi 
ryonw w Ty^ 'K p»':t»i ^1 OJT,HDD 
Dt»cy3;w ctfn iy .tsyn yj^i 
0'3 iy3»t «i ny=w .pweNB 
-tK T»3'>r:yo •#? BHQ jyoittiv jyj'E'KD 
•rata'Kpir 3i;y3;yc«c ix r»3; l?3vn D"3 
'- can .i3yn n r« i~--
iyD'J3iK cyn .lycurw D>; » I jysijn y3"T 
ar?D'D"D3y3y^ »r T*K oy' DKH D»3 eny-'p 
iynyio*viK jyD prp DKT Ji:y3 i y > * . 
ny D3^n i"ii3y^B'3 .tPjJlHjwi- y;"! 
WD *v. TWttJ lyj-np n'lKT 'iy »R «i»5n>B 
j 'syn iv Diyn^fl *iy iy3»( ,QTK 
n nitc own i"i lyaya'VpyvK D'nya 
K iyo oiyn iiw iro^yi xt-p)'; ' 
P3»nyi>-CD"3^ K yr»o 
-30P 
-ya ,D»IW Dnyi oy »tt .iy:i«iiy3 pw T^ooya 
-ys jycKC p,c y3*OQ n m ,DU I ' D praxru 
.U1">V3 PAC 1«T PK lircy>K 1KD H3TH 3U 
t-vjpD»i;"K pc ^n*cy3 iyT ,ijn -«hv n»3 . 
•W3 IM jyjyp vi .lvcwo " 3 i « Denyn 
TBMW *IKD K^D i n tic iyncya D»J r^n 
H pK' Dtnynys \V»Op o^n DKH D'13 
"K OD«1 *\y3"t njn 
yiyn r^K "n^ a D^.TC 
IX jt-uyjHo .cinDS""! iy5c»r:lf p'K pn ny 
D y^DKi ty pK .jyD'jyj j«5n r^H oy oyn iy * 
"womj Tyi IK jrJTvay PK DC«TP KTK D^O 
•V* nKC lystjn iv inwyaRnw T ? P V U oipi 
IK ,3«DV3 D*: TOD ^$mm PR Dy BT3R3 
D'D iy3'*R nvn *u lybsoyp jyf-Mt iyr:yo 
Dnyi ^RI .jyJiD'D'Djysy? nRo |ynyn3R cyn 
I*R OV Ct)H3 •!« f?R !^B3 B.DDRP iyD?R iyT 
DinD3"-. DI'VITRIB DV'K Diyil Dy'TR ,18^P 
n^ D lynyofc* jyayiiDDynjiB ,lfoJu nys^ R i«3 
-3yo i3yi3 pc yo-isoDR^B *>jn «IMR r^R^iM 
:;;:.- IV p'TR M^ IKJ'ttP 11R jyfllDE* pR 5*R1D 
D3"t? w^jnr^wni PB mR3 i m p s jyoip 
*I%-::K- :'-NE rc-yn ?yc *itR |yaw V* *t "PK oy jyii .DRJBD jjny* j y c ^ iv 
.pi'iynp^n p*D 33Rr\yc i*R P B jnyT lyo'tf jyjyp ^RI *I m W W 3isy3 D?yn nyn 





•nypiyn oiyDiw 0*1*5 nm 
TPD"3TR JMKO CVWI ?p3"T n pc-
anwi ? if;m= PR iv;y 'm »i *K ,t>*u 
-'B* IV 0"Tp3 DTPTCOPPBURO P3"T IV)"' 
-3»n3oiK'pR iPTpa3ino»iR ,IP5T3SNC*TPB ;|PO 
T31R "3 DO* 01TR11,?TPU"3TR PTP'M jp3 
jnjr* p-sopp T3nrDTDt? TPE»O*5BB R T$B 
w r o i H W TPTPPTROI? R PR "Vi8» «•» 
?"WMT TTB P I P : |"BOW> 
TpT pB pWOO ^RTD3pD T3PT3 TPT 
. 
---•.••: i bail BPOD'D bin fcw P*>3 L - . 
X&VQ TPT-PB ptf«'no p*R pR DV'R 
i n VIK tPrriKCKB n tpssn nnwi 
-.linjnjK DPI TP3"R o5pT3Rnp3 ntR *n«8o 
1.8/1 |W*i »n ! mora I » P t>*; T,RT ]P3"i m 
IP38.T nm ! Tpn»a TP3Rpn»oR ps^anpupa 
-pro po R ,D»*pi**n po K JPmpSBMTR W| 
po R ,po3pr oiprapo jmnj* «HK IPO 
OHM ,D"pan:pD!?2K:£ppp-n prp» JPDPJIPD 
Q*T3T \vt?*\Y£ WtiMtyi iv ffiS**fc jap D*JH 
.PDPTRP Tin "3 b»ink 
|RTR3 HM DP~T.TR D3PTB '?QVHW, 
«P1R TPB03P IK T'R D»3.-«113IJD TPPTR' W 
P 8 IP3»> 0*3 1PP P5*B DRT .|PaRTB #K *H 
-V3 TPT PB-D3PV8TB 90 .l»^D"DiP3pJn ^ ^ j y o ^ J M 8 T * j
 i M K n W pD„ H 
voo3pn\H T I H T83 /« ,iPD*m aanptfPB , iWK> *.» m .IPD'MI »». PK IPTHSB f w i 
W* aujft JP01PP3 "I > ^ \ 1 "WTOP38 , T | IPDMOl? "I IPT'D .IPT.T8D 0'3 BnPT3K 
•D3P3# pB lnM3. n IPV -.1P '^CI-D3P3P> m n ,«TO H
 D B ;yBR2 t3'3 IP-pil £jj 3MR 
-IB PODPT3 >T »T fP3RO ,)tf OQlp " (V^D t33»5P'B « | |P3B.T ,"T 1KB QVf'R BWDP 
|pn . IPOPTOWTH TTK pn a w n o * , p n u PUD3P3-»I IVB«3 iv.DJPffD w ; p » 
' DPT WIT»- "!P^"JD3P3P^ PB m«3^ Pll'H -p3 inVO %*) \i*% ]PP p n » PDD3P3H 5*^ 1 
-(« -IPlW r»?B R ,3RCn K I^ B JIPDPRHKS p n o PIP* IPP D»» mS^DP W3R3 R .DPKB 
• At a w n Din *p3t? v» tpo. o*"K , D - 3 V, JP11 .DPKBP3 vipo PR v p o r?R pn 
PR 3MR DRT Ml B.VR D'rt |P0 PR 1PDJPP3 "3« ORH JR03R1V TP1 JttSjm ,0WWO P^PI 
D'llB "inPQ DR11 IV VJ D33""C3P IPO .MP *j
 D , 0 IIT»n»BP3 |PD^ R1V ^fi^W,, IPBnpj 
•P3 ^ n P t 3 " 3 1 R I P ! .JpanplSOMlK 3RK'n
 D»3 5n«03^p" IP3»1 D«\\ .IPJttaRU IRt5>lB 
pfi 5*11 •uniE'tappBURo ipn ; nn'DL" PIVD ' 
PR ,JP3RO D'BRTB iHPO DRll 3R»1T p*t 
|P3"1TP D'3 DRT IPP 1P1"3 ,%* pB'TW^P 
1RB1PT -v3313P3P*l 03jnpi3R DpT •l*!* JPT»D 
1*0 1P38.T iRDIjn .DP'^DO TO 1P3$R 
.P'D^KB 
0'3 I'R HD31B HRD "lB2RP Ip l ,n»3R 
IinP' .pB* D3^BB VDBnP'H ip3)R.p*P 
jpnpi v» twpo T D .JP3P? iv—P'R wpn 
TPU1K IP2P3P38 IP3P« IP^'1\ VO. ?P»B"11 
IPO^pr TP3R .^RI P3P» TP18 *1 "IRD IPBPf" 
!'R D3^EB pQCny npUIR -IRI KIR. OTCKB 
1P38.T JP3 »nKnp3 IP3P* D1V ]1R IP3P^ IV 
•1PB. "TT IV3PP TO 3'1R .jP^D'O'DaPOP^ H 
•BPH ,Dtf3PDR!?P3 R t|'1K JP^ D^D PIP^T JPBKE' 
TO."|pno ,00 3MR ; b « PR IDiR IP3«? 
IpnpaBnK n?o jptio 0D3«i , « I IKB IPBBOPP 
c. . . . jp roonpp iv 
T\P nPDlp TP131R tR ]P38* D'3 IPP IPO"* 
P1.TK *jl| O^n H .T^3»"EDDR3 "inPT »'R 
P31PI"R O'O Ml " t 0?KH *1 nP28 .nilVlR 
0»» D>P11 Tjn »1«1R [POIP TO |V«'.lV33Rl»t. 
|1R JPDR^P3 (P013P3 T t "T IPD?8" .DPREV3 
fjjjo pt3>pp<nt33p ,PDTt^n\iv ni ansporaR 
ITT 1PTPT3R DPT O^Kll t?3P0 JVK fttt .\ilV 
T^3 an'R TP o W .i^nopa aiptr. R* 5*SK 
ipnpipa 0^8" IV I^ V J5W^WD» iPDP3pa% 
0^8" A"^ H3 *IPT W 3H3Pnp3B*lTR MTB R 
-P33R 3P11 OPT )TR Til D'O- T"n»R 1KB TP 
IPD'MIV DPT 0?8" TK'tRDRB TPTP'' .IPO T^O = 
;&«jtt :8DnKll .OPPBDPT D'O D?PT:KHP3 
Yttl>B 2\m R^TR£ ?'K DP tR ,ffp"H P^R' 
P2^ yT H IR ,t'R DPRE TpT .Jpop>R IRC 
»t nptrs pr^n m }p?T3Kn P3^pii jiwapo 
IPonp3p3
 t*ni3»o TPT (p>R tPrn^B JPEIRT 
n PR tyTTRB *l IP» IPK* 3 P 0 »H T l . 
.1P3R3K\1.IR^1B 
IV $ S W " 3 DPT' 0 8 IPT3P1138 TOH^ jU 
*«SP TplPn PK* C1TR11 .05pU TpTP0"T3 
pB D13-T3 R IPC3PO JPDRO TRB 0P3R^B TP3 
n»R IRTRC 7'R 0JTW1 ? p'B IPS^VTP^L" 
-TPTT3 5p'B *»R PR JW5"Tjnn3 
DPT TPO"3TR p'R ORTTJIB DHKll 1DBH 
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,13 1 a .JMJM1 
,3»ra JIB -imx w i po ipa-'a-w YiK*a lyattfttn p« PK .TyapTanpa 30 
• j " pK /lyamaipB 20 pa — nsR^ VK IKE 
-
• 
' • . • . : • • 
• . • • -
•unapn -un p« .TOI K .Vi 2 PB *ttftnm 
• w i m ,prj«WW jya a«n /iyvn V\TO 
$3.25 JPMTD IKE mvDP n jyj"i v^a^r 
n DP;a - ^£v*c TW> p» TOI K 
mart px larvijm ; poic w i po 
e>w oairo ami mvafr ->KC -man IPC 
jnr.be K BSPD ittfc/^ip 
-*o K ly^yareDyB aajhor rvm om 
o w e K F I W PB TPD^STK n ,-IKD C*O*J 
nt IPBKS-IPB y?nn» PM 5KI ay m t«* 
or* jno^*a jpcnpa K po Twam ffSnict 
[K iP3*n apn pit axnyj pw asn m w 
.asyvn yena TP»VIPJ31B 
iK **i a*a o w n |M«I jrafcm n 
pD 1V3*M DK11 ,0T«3B 1V*D n PB I»T 
.WW ayi TPDJIK aafcac'ya ]« 3;KE 
o w rpipa cpi no w m i n m .irnitfp 
-» - r o w n pwn w D i i ,|R pines- yt *w a*n 
jjvwam tm pa pa^parysw ,ijnp»^3 
,iPt35wnpo w anasn avmip n aw 
pK DT'18 H oJ"nDP33"K WW Dip BBH 
-}"K O W V»TO CPK3-T1KP « .JPDpnBBn 
Tin 1KB pK IPDiinDDH p<3 pK • 05«D» 
•pnaon jpapn IPVDDMPP v i a -an^sv 
-VI 33K* B'3 ^ 3 DTDDMPP VP5P3 DKT .;yO 
jwi Dim iPifia^msB jyjpp fy\ ]pa cm to 
!«t aim m m pa>5i3p 
apppHtya pK jy»"p po r n o nm p* 
•Will OUMiOK OT!VDPH"K TlKlf3 *3 Olfcl 
jya DHT1 D»D1PT ^1310^ K 03P0 ei3'B pB 
60 pB fyooap'TiPB DTPO'OIK H bTyspnys 
*TRB v i jyo iyp 03»»n .osywiB 100 t*3 
TW'TD Dun IPo cps'iT'ii PTpDKii -ip^pbr 
i5nntpj 
»T Vnv,n"io Tin H»IK SJIPVII you N osn 
•py oy ,D"3"IK DtjKa 'T anyDjnsiyB own 
"'O-y^BP, inyo DK»»'OTUD'I 
.D"3TK inPD D'"K 1P3P3 "»yO"3 
3PHP3 1P3"1 1B1K lP3»>3ny JK v w 
o*>y:yny3 tsvm^inyM cy TPIK J P T R I W 
nK 
.Di»na y> i^3'K n 
.JPTD-BP3P3 poTin t#yh »n T I « *»< 
R ,DP3IB K iK-,K3 PK ^yiya cyn jm 
oo«2nK_ n T « prow iimoips o-yoyn 
DWaffOJ D*3 pwt oy p«" .^sa jy33i33>ip3 
jntttttv *I*\K ivnnv n iyn«np3 
npt3"^v nyT ,D3T«3 i*ca^ pB»DD .ia 
'.'-VDD,3>D D5PT3«I DPI po nyopvyo 
*3IK riynpj Djyppa oo 
"lyap ai3y3 DICTOU D'J iP3«n 
.P» cm ips'imy DKH IPO ->y»:K cn^ R iPP crinpoo^'o DJjn:nn DKT 
3PP3 TIK 'pi a»n ,ipov3iK'pipnpc a»w ,0-nno jnyn:K ]\n Tyo^aiK IKB IPT 
p 'O 3*D"X3"?3 .PIX? P3"aP3^K TP"T -^D TP3K !10 IP .3'3'13 1KB DP D3'BP3 TP 
' -DD^nK pK mV3P JTJVt pK 33riPDP3-iyE DX*K .DjyOK^ TKB po . o w t f v ipa^ip ipn 
PK :P3»OE n ;p3Kar03P m I»wa»Tpa n m •WTOTOJIK IP33>H3 W v t iPO DPIKOD 
^p3 iny*M iv "i ipnyac uwvi'xjp V&m iye"3nK pn nyaKo *"UVP n r»wa pa 33ip 
'^$3 n»HK 1PD"31K P"TB "1 IP3"» — D»n3 pK 03*nKD"3 hSTQW rt f t 'W PD'IWJ "3 
?PD'0 PK Dy3K1KB 'T 1^1 OEK^ptnyD r & 
pa "ipD"3i« ytrT ipaim ipn-iB ? ipa^K 
»t ipsip tW'K -DOiKityj o»3 w : n ]»«P 
.D3K'31' IK T^ i»D't-P3K |Pa*mp33K 
p3T33>n tm:K:K csnp3 oan rytP3 DBT 
;pr'nv jp33m'vya H [P3»T nymc jti%) 
i«3 pnipa 'DTy^CDPPEi3Ko pK TPcaiK »n 
-V pra»n TP»"3"VK n .p3^n3»nB I ^P »'3 
n IP3"! ev'K .iPEK>P!? »« b$n*E« nsK3 
J'«? .TP3^ri3'»-B ^P'B |JP»HH» iyj2Wyp3 
SIpTiroPpBUKD "I TK ,t3PKB TJfl P^K 
-?y^K3 pK n3K«"7 " 3 1PD"3*1K npnK130y 
•=!Ty m bEinays TPB»3IR ytpn pa 5HKV n 
D3PBD"a ,13PP1D 200 »'3 "WV\Q 150 pB 
afK ami ry»pa o»p .^p^i"a PK pm-m 
400 pB 5an'^0 K r a w pu i p a : ^ tP3»n 
.IPB»3*IK napna 
.appnajy BKH Bi'Tmjyo'DSjnjKn i m 
tya"3">R aim iyms n po D:PVKIB 40. IK 
"UJS^PI*. iPSP^ TiyD D»"wapyB 'i3yp n PK 
3'-!3PB"3-JK W\* ($2^0) 33^'P 10 PB 




IKAJP w TIMO ojjnni py»B» *J 
-aw .p« Tyevans .DVW ^ya £iRX y^r.ya K JIB jynyDvya omi DY-IK«3 oayn 
•yacoyD |yj"t DTIHSP vr ^yoynBT.yB-paanyviyT .nyits »]y»ayB yirwDiKB 
inj\y %« BBK *mt lyoipaycmix jyno «j -yy^i trfy aany^ayn njn JIB DtyBgr 
nyr BUV VypWN JJOTH pw .oa^D ya^sytya K &gn "jyo^pya "? DNII |IK 
p^anya^R |yc,,BonyBpKT.ic N oVatiW T n o JIB nyp^HDcrn "lyoon^ya 
•yae^ iK. jyayn «i DKH JIR jyta^aitf ormya oaany^ayT ytyn m cyn nyaw 
pjnya nyT lyoaw lytos DK« oVna .*i ^« nyo^aiK n JID yoo«» n .]»no 
.(•^epmyi - ?tfrr*b yaan jw j jgrt t tya»( 
DKM ,nn»3B» 3WPJ ipD^anH H DJ-nRxya BO 
•y* yB&auwa n o^a wMny& *»i jy^ Ri -
-majn jrr&tai ?a DIP U JD^cinya D:V3 
3aR5ypr"3 !IK jy^ K-iDD^K jpDuwaan 
W i ,1909 pK ,D»n jm ^y»ac"3 K TRE -yj Tyo"3TR pR aw-.* 
iv pynv'Dm Dijh DRII rvm R DTmaya 
.*im»3-,N yiyn pa VJK5 n imyoybTya 
* & * 
m5a oanRtya yytJH DRI D»«T rtfnntf 
V -iaH3 ,Ty3KD 1 » 0 , , P W D1"TD y3'3>'R-TRB 'DVWK PK DP 1V3^H PR {my* "BfcWVV 
DayoR^TRB ~\W^iM -iyi D»n 3909 pR 
PH OT^TD yo'^y; TKC ryw R om'BMnvi 
™iVD Diynauys i««t -Tya"3TK n pa?jm 
-W3»nn Dijn ry?M DKT .IPTRIW Brum? 
DP"3 K B3 
nn«» m r u m pa BVV K TRB iipyavpi 
-ya B\J'V* BaycR^TRB'-Tprjfcjy nrn B«n 
»nin DP nivst? Sy^'ii .yaxna in.pK BP^D 
I 
• 
yaBjnjKD n« y^^ KB DPKSII.KP
 r"iyE»»a»c 
--ya vx rvm jytyn B'ti .iyD"Dn« run«a* 
n po anin IRD TIK«3'K jyimiys Bjna^ Ta 
pD'anyajpyb iiRR3 yny .DT^D yDjRbiy^ 
->t?DpyDi3K9 JID lyDynBiyD SIR* jb^Ja K 
.•aw 5aK» yoMipaK pn w a r n * pRoniri 
•yaaw lyiyn DKU ^yny^ao'D y^wDnnB 
• -awi ayT po Tyiw omy an«a PD aJyotr 
.oviyDD»a»B* o?yi 
n | iy3RB.jyD"p m » D TIK^3 iyn pK 
Tin pK .D»VIS yi"3 ]ID nyoyTyonyD 12 r 
B38 1J«U npD»31K 1383 V\ TRD TlKRa 
YiKif3 Tjn.pK .D'ITV yi"3 po nyoyiBTyD 
jysKiB D'D lyniaiys >>i?3 yi o«n ny .*io 
ynKD*3»<o PK |yi3iDB' H ijn»?um iy3y^ i 
DiR Tin ]y3yn ,Tyaye» H p« iy3aw3iny3 
DyrtT'ii ys^mi inysnyi w *n-yt"ii PR 
•ya iy5>Rt »n a»w ,iiny« B n^Kwa iyDTRi oy 
T3*b DsysyS pR ijnR B»yp pR jmyti xsfcw 
D^ nwvy3 jyaiRT »i }w \\x IRI^ p« ,\v$ 
I*H i n * ' 
.yxRB^R ypTRDf K iviKiwa Din^ ayssK 
T3R3T»B R iriRlW DyTa'T3y3 1'R 0» 
T3B3Tya R — "ap .^U'BjmD-ioaK nB iVana 
" r w , *i t»KB»W3R D^yvy3 T I u»n DKV. 
' 
".TSBinDTyB *»3'B |WM ,T3R5TR TRD/ T"TB 
DRii n) T|B»3TR Tineas? y3»yn3RD n TKD 
(Tn^Jp* yDnjmy3D i^R jb?J»a n lP3i 
po iy»3RD»T3-b»na I** 
»533y Tin pirtyaiK m DT^HTOJRP DKW 
-TyD PTRDC I ' K ^ J I l l /TBD1T3'R TytP 
! 
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-top. n i« *n D3>1 .fprsro »Wr iiTCKnv "ORO n \y\\ o"* ipi ,w !»3 .ipoim ;PV:RJ 
.IP3R* ,1?**' ,fPt*OPP .UmPiK*— -11D P3 r«l DRl DIPll JR1 4* 1P01P DKD'P 
DRII Sw» Pin:R p5* pit I » W .TPPTI ,»3RIP3 ipun;*«R own ,ipo3»n -iPD*** 
T P W M IPUIR on: i3Rn PR iwn IPHP3 r « PR iPorwiv na«w Tnw «i IPo !Pf> 
.11D*V -OK3BO K pH D' B"3 IPOtt IPV'R ,^pV 
JRO R—oiposnpnpi v t otfcl ^ P O "an i n PR ;p:iip-rviD ip3»5ipn I P I 
m 
P13"1Dr K ftMH ,S»D"TI W%3V VIIP K liD 
AI03 , c ; » pn V I R p3»o P3*ipmo pR 
1» 1PEBB iKw .iPFB*iPB % OP03 JPJ'IR >1 
. S0_ V* 03*10 ,-nttfip WtM»V"Uri 
! rfempmnfi I P 3 » I I R 5 3 R I R E DRII — 
—Jlp jprootf R 0*0 B.TR W V " 3R1— 
%i;. .Mre*n m p»a V * W R onpor 
".TIB 1P1 J13"1B P*3 ,T» 1KB 0*3. 
»n ipsnvps **0 IPSBH pp3e» ipi;p5nRiot:' 
0DPCPP13 IJH yt) V***"R ill* .DP33RO K 
«HR ea«DP3 V* 3ijn , IP3*RI«B !V"P3 t*R 
.!PiP%YKat- D*11R PR PB11«3'1R J«0 V* 
T K 3Bn .JPQU'O 20 T I P I»t m3pnp33B' 
W*ya POND *1 D ^ B I P I 1P3'>3 P^R pK 
oetf iP3»i ip i no JvrtumoK imp* .n:y3V 
03*r 0*3 .IP'.1P3 .n*no mpo r$R T O OBI 
P3'*IP::*R pc . ^ * * I B PR ip03io *ITR 
-*1P j S * .IP33n tP3»mP33B TR 38fl V*1B 
TPQlO TPT IS ni»C, IP3*31tP3 3B.1 v*t ,P' 
T3ip ^^mpi V' osn an:pa3»t JIR "IIO»3 
DHU cjn i n i T i iRoipi ^-K m i
 r i n » i»3 
--..D'3!PH,JP11P3 D^RU DP 
K O'o cp*np33»f ipomm <1 D»n ip 
P*2 ,tj-.iP3KV N nc om»j W H - iV3«n DliKM :P3K1P3 TpT Op'333'1PD VtXt 
CK3 "ipi pe Dipo"\n in i n iPP3pc 
DB. .IPintt* 5PD>3 TP'U PP11R JPSPft 
*nb5pti pc D '^ 
VII .-iruni 131IP3 D*3 NlS03»'P tPP IPO 
1PDMUM p'O .D"n3P33K31pB p«0 pB 1"? 
Dm T*| jpwipi « noib BMT tswrps vi 
CO OSpnlPtt 1*R Ml iRO lltK — JP3P^  
.IPD*3P3 1P1R JP3P5 Yt 
IPIP^RBlf ?PD*3R JP?P11 I'D ,DD1P — i 
v** nawn R IPOISPSJR VO o*n—IPORIIV 
jp'noR.ipi t*R in*R t:;"? pur D'J—cn»K 
•inK i»T;Op1pO Wit *11 IP3PO 1P03P^C KtR 
D#rt « 3P*^y J3H '^33T'R tpt>D\> R 
DJRmpB pR OIPO^RIPB lP.1p30nR ^t 
,THJ3»D3H*t .JIB JPP3"1 
R^ 3P3DMR IR nOiPll D'3 >*R f'PSipO 
-»P3"P CRN ,^ ^c R my TP*»R PR . "K 
Vi opu "in*Rjpn 
i T'R e i 
JPE^Pf. 
B9«i D'3 TO 
m n n PR V n I « SiTO CP3P* p« 
3yn ijr*. ,13 ?opoi»5 in3P3'U3P3 pR n o c 
"^1P„ *1 PN DP : 01PB03PP3 |*^n ^n. T K 
0"nt?3tfO *1 -DP 01P1BB 'T0Dn3'R H ,"nio 
'3111 MO pR S3B31PTC P3«D3'^  R ^ j 03P11 
ojm n 1*3 ,Di3M3 ip^p'noDnsm DPI ipnpa 
~K .liDR3 pR *1105lp_ ,|P3"TTip1 1V3MR 
iyT3B*01Kn ^BT PR 0DB103BP R 1KB DK" 
• ' n u n o»o iP3^p33W0Bn e>3P0,ipi !**? 
PB PB10P TJH W3 JP33R31P1 MR ,11083 IP? 
p'lis t»R DP urn IP 13P11 .IID^IP p3*in 
.110R3 1PD10 1P3"1 Tiq IK <yt JPinppOlR 
P1"3 « | pR llD^lp n ^V D'O IP0.1P3D,0 
1PV3R3 1P1 pB P'?3 DPI 1RB IPSO^KIPB 
? D'MWPO 
r3R3 R VK Dip TR .OBR3P3 ^M 3«H ^»R 
? VD IX DP D01P [P3R11 JIB -P381P3 1P3.1PP 
monoo T*R DP ,13 .T* ^»R 3pB 
ipoio p3»i n ,»m9 
R D3P0>'11 1P1 PB I 
»1 OOlp DP ,RT1R -IP3PPR VO DD1P P3P0 
w ,P*5R i n inp^pip 
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IITTOPDH PM T1MM3 K PR lyoiPSySRP* 
$N p« ,JH mi"3 «t j r > ^ ww tWKia 
;w»n iV)3i^3Rm»D yiii"* po OKD^nin 
pM ,yy»J?l Bjn TW331K IB1P11 W D^ JTOPffJ 
•nypn$u BJVO"iwi D ^ " ^ "*"* 
-
vi |ID "woyiDifca B*ti iyoip3PDKPV jyt 
K .JVJy^WK JW31K11VW »1 OKH
 fiyD»3 
J 
- I K 
«MM 
PK PR mm ox-. 03't .tJD^TO ya*&tfo 
->wyj3K coniropycfiKo *i ty3«n ,DBKV 
xt 331:^ 3 VDO'tsrys K W ^ D M - I K ;ya 
VVjb '1 OMIT. ?"Po. ain nys'K iK3*i p ta** 
I 
iV3>D2iny3 i " i a ijn po ir»yD;?3iK n i* -jMn CKT DKV. PK B5>D$y*3 ipisn O*HMB'3 
.0*3 nyis imjn W M 
">K"OIKB3,K ;s ttfifoc* 33np»3jn n (3 ' 
DTWIp H pD linjI^SD'O D^K jySOyS VS* 
•3iB DKT jic jyojnyD3>K H lyoynyD-iyD' 1Y 
-"3-IK H jyayaya o-wi DKII osyn DKT 
-. -KnyB IP3«SPYYD''M DTD *5y3 n PK iva 
pK iyO"3TK p*» Kpn D*yiP3'M DK*I ,t*J3 
•»*» jvcmviaW i n y t umpSoiyD iv /r»na 
-iy a'i3yat??KD typ iv iyiy- tit 'DSKIKJ K 
.IMsnnMD PK iy33»"D -yrn jmny^p 
pM o?yt3fya vftvun osn BPDUOWO olm • 
•3»D3M1 DM13 inyi pB PR DpKB nyi .ebKip 
h po. B3yoi3iK cyi o s ' u y a m -»y ,o"P 
ly^yoE'ocSd *»t n»M DKT IK imiriKD DM» 
•OMVI : ob«n Dtp ; Sjojri csyay* ora'j-a K 
DiyiKD C31fO K DK1V yt3D3'V3Ml DMT PM 
•WDMM .lytyv^wx-M iy3K0 \vm ix DIM 
? lysy* iy3H 
"MOiyT W r«r:KDK3 «R13 pM D^l" civ , 
,ryi»3 bjn pD-iptxtaa .M»W H iys 
lyno tnnn^w>yDi!K5 p.K iyD»3nM. (l 
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m n n yi3yp*t 
T«K pis* w pK DEir n jyoDysiyD 
,t^n 
jyiiya cn'K pa v * |IK DiBsya DO ^ D 
V pu IKD ^83PJK^ 
P'ai?nnc vetns D"3 lyayiE^ya H pa 
Bnnj ooya y»D"D H m ,iy33K3ijn VK P3 
TM m pyiix iva?vt om K^D "iynK jyoipya 
33mK3t DMT .lyODVlP H I»pnD3M 
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n p P"Toa Spn w* DVW w « PK, 
IPO a*n ;va*n $xm '»a .nmpw ennjft* 
.o'Oiwra a-amp spaa -IPBPT jrao^o n m 
D'O B5pBPDP3 DPtMp p5P'D tP3lp'Q)naB3 
mm w»VTrarmw n P& W * iffr* " ^ 
•^aS* i n w r * IWIK«W ipa*n ipa^a-m n 
3 'B : ,TK npa* .">W"t K D3"« pa nae JPB 
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• « W T « . V W * Ml »Wto iPB^KmyB 
^'TOO n a*n r * t*3 pfa 'o # K njnjyww 
-WW jnrrK 0 , ° *BO»P .BIPBKO-IPB DTW 
a«* W3K5 K praifn apB'Tar. pv 
*»31EP3 *l Wa*i v*U* pit iKC a n 
•i i « pa T * pn 'Jfwr r a n * PK a>'a 
.l$n*iiP3 "-a jpvaw PK 
^*p»*npc.jroma ea»*MD'nK a*n '3Po» 
W K iv tptij* Snip 3fcK ajtfo T « p* )PB 
pK EKC* pc awapfipipa H IPVJW pK 
. o w a iwini spa sa^ap TIK ip-inaBppiiK 
o'o SHJPBWK ,"UPtw -nac K
 #$nipa«H 
TK ^-twanto P* K3K>» |1B DjniDPP a n 
»i TH ,ipnpt w aj^aenp inp: ipisupa T « 
-31* \T»I wntfttw Pa v * W W p a>3 in* 
,pntCKB .aiiaP3 o n n a*n CKIIBP J*nn 
-«-*• WPK3 IPB»B n Tpn TK .TH aasia 
W * « W T* -.'mow* 5PB-WB. 1» 
WT» - c i v * e a r * ***.w w m 
ipamapaoMK a** TP"B KYI V* IPCP » O W 
ajp-iaipD iP3"i yplftna 33 pK »w*-p*a pn 
.jyo W P I ' T O "a j i m p w op'Btnpn TPIM 
Sam pK 3«a tpwia K nar B"3*IKP3 r?« i « : 
PK 'J3PC j * JKO'aaKS .4 ipnpcpa T*J« 
P',K VK p* J«Tia .n iPc-M« hmn 
? csvMtn VJ'K aD"Ji .iirripa *W»M 1P»P3 p 
*npc .ipasw a**2"iKP3 T O "a ayn jpc v 
IP"P3 Tpa* T K a^«n .ip-vra PJPD 
p»o v a o^»» AW svi B'O aJpopoya 
« P3 V* J^ •03K^ BP3 M1K 0*3 (PD»» 
o5m T.TH a*<» JM*t v x aspa ,"ipn 
|RB npi awn v n 
•r •» V e
 : :# 
m n ^ i w n u n n w a^v paapa n
 P n apu 
*TB w ip?n>cp3 pa'aa^t 
V5Vta H IPii ,a"v npaa'Bcpa ^p^ tt„ 
>33PD i»ii ,B"ann ^y^ PD pjrnK P^K tpj«i 
-»3 r:io VI 'tw*n ; D^D» p« n*a w I ' ^K 
-1WD 01^ in* PK BKPTP30P11K 3'OPOBBCPt? 
: iPSiynri jponyj ajnpi 
I«'3V n ,|KP»'0 .TO ,BD"11 WH — 
T'10 TPV3K3 IP! PK,P»"IBB K IP3KB BnP3 
,cp"3- ri !P3«rs$ T'K ipai?p3 pa T K PK 
•|- .!PB"n31V WJ1VP Tt B^ KI V * *na , 
p»a ,;£w> ,nac3 y^io K B3'n W I -
,0» t PV3K3 n 5n'D TK .T'K p;KT JPBDP3 
-vn pK 5 n « a paopa om B3»r *tfWTlK 
IIK -ipjpnaa T'K TK IPP DKH B'B ' .B^PH 
?...p*o ,^ 3pD .lpp^nap B*3 opu in'K ,nn''« 
D»3 3K,T TK pK 11HI0IP3 Dm PK U3PE 
.aa^3pnyT 
tPDTKT IP^PII "I !|PP'HBB ,TK — 
pvitfTo |P3^P *u pa a^y m t » K iPaiKii 
p»P PK D'3 a*tfa TK !jh3KSeKP "urn PK 
D3PD«IW PK .PPMK B3"K PK OKI ,D«W 
.Jn3»-1D PBU K T*K p3 ^^ K T« ,TK &VB 
is, oa»»a"^inBr npc*^33P i n PK IPP^IBD 
n«B I31K OD<SJ P3TP 1PT31K pK "BP^ P |P3 
T'K pa T * .Dpoap t^r nKB opau ipa^pa 
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yo^-u jhmw p* Pmr TO t'R i^nc yam 
*pnycB I'M jrvic w » a i i i i tK xrvov 
s»i ;yp,cm tflyn »yn* pK WYID -tya^a 
*m o>$« ;« .pn i r : ;pjrj"s "list pv 
B*"OB Tff»pHKK P:W"K IKE PXKB*JK H 
I V j^BEiy ipccjru cjn IWlpi BtratTO 
o*3 .mas JIB DSiip r?B itf: pre awnott 
ayiwsna BBU nonSo i m *I".B :,-i!yB3B 
PR
 rnr2' Tin Mjiw/tn ortta o* am VIB 
-»n p*a iWi#B is nirc: .11:30 yo*na *i 
pit B«$DDBPCW yo'na tinnSE .lPC'C D*m 
4WiPo,ttj D-: omsc nyi^ne 
-yi iy;BE»Tysrt n JK .oaraisiK cm rw 
OMIB ;yawivD'nK tyi-»ny3 iy:yp BTV)«I 
•tiOD ,"W>tt '" Ml E^'BP WHJfp MMtK 
aswwa ly iy i r« DIBBRP'SR n V* IV* 
-yBB "I J3;jW«TK HhWTWW 5**0 K B"3 
DDKB .ytfrpBys ptrari&KB *i is tyv? 
-.m 5$t *t iK ,«? ww j&n&a* IKE ;m 
pK B>'»CD "SHE ?*"WW%vrW iVSIHtf fyS 
lyaBi *i m ,^ip i'K OSR iyi PB ? ty*in$? 
b<3 an* ,tyiyn D3«=y: Kp'iycK pw iy;yp 
. I ' m pK *n iyny B»: oiyoowro ,iyoy3" 
-'lyoK pK BTJW*CO»P jyvjo *i *HR ip3« 
•ya yr»B8'naKB yiyn jyaBP DTy*R3 nyjBP 
W T B B *i :K ,o»n*t av*R T* a r m oy 
-ya om o*tf cytaa IPBK? iyna cnyjwnH 
eiyii cy .Biy*K2 TyjKp-iyaK n PB PK^C; 
a m yav* w a e f i POTU w !B .atoyyyn 
cw«i .ooTipB y^vrsr o?yory3D'iK t&titc& 
DO Dy^8^Doy3 Diy»82 JO»VU *i p.c iy3"*t 
:vbyn.yoTo n JjnnD .HTHOO pn> IMMP-IX 
i>OD' cyn immsy 
m a irn^n 
irooya n DX*K ;yj"t onyso "WKpnyoit'n 
-;v jysijn y3"*i n "*3»r j ^ n BTTK lyB'ip 
iya*a*w arsTB im"?» »i ,iy3i»P lya^nya 
iyD?«ni«if i^yj i'K PiBBt? i w t iyat( IM 
•n »nyjy>piyE u^onm tut iyBEyL"y: y-iy-T 
C3y^  jnyp"scmT yiK?0B"2i» n PB ?n$v 
-yoK**- v w uuytupi yrvr'H M VPB jyo 
^Tma-^.K m .PIKBI? DSM^ jyo ,nwpa 
:y5»ii Dm«3 JIB »ni*a K PK D^*DB »«S 
•«a war$|) *T t»ii /'"WMIHP *i iViipoH^. 
-3yjy?y; m;yv:y?3 ys l^RR jyasn ]y?yn cyo 
-BSP tmimD'w ,iyo B3«» pi jy^yn UD»fi 
pwi ya-'K-s IJJ imij ,D*"'aD y^yj«3n« tm 
*y3 03yc3ys inyi;K ryi'BKs^fiopy* : D«T 
-»vya jyiynB'iK |y5yn yaMia n /'jyp3KT 
IBW* K»K «1MK I1K I^KB pB lltfyflpS JWl 
* J3^t30 yjys^K iy^pniD3y v> !»5jm 
PB Tjn3«3iB v i cny> yp-Bp«-iB **» fit 
"\yT Dun poiin {ynyt jyo "IPP .yiayno njn 
[yEKcWDBny3jyo BMH a n c imy* I'M S«ft 
by .^Bfibin « D?"DD iy:Rp^yB«t yayj"!* 
VVKB'SK H B:n |yB(t:«B Dpyr pic fh 
n:n^ I'lya'K is any3 ymsK lyiyt* IKE 
B»n D?"OD po »iyia'^ K nKD 33iaynya ^ 
lyBiOKB "i*v B'B ;yj;»Ey3;« Bti'Brya i»i 
"KB .!yEtf?cy33,,B l"^3 yp«B PB pK PH1X 
VD».I3 y?« iy3«n ;KPD 33»IBD iy3'BS'w znn 
iy^m«a iy.iy*yya anoys B*unwBpyEi3BB 
»n iyryu DMB BJ"II oy ni pw TORB pp 
jmnBB jyiio 3;K5"imn»* ^»3, D>BE3yny> 
•pynv ;yryn IKB IJM^O'IX ^B3 
p:y;"K p.D' yri'K n iya^PiMiiyp 'y 
iya« T'K .|«,VKI,:B3nB M^ BimBB B?"BD 
cnyaipya ^Benj'K yx:K3 n BKH rn* •;*> 
*'•» B"iyilt;'BpyB13KO »1 PB r3miP3Bp VIK 
IP3JJP IX 3'fiyB 03«'V«V3B31B JUJ« B'3 \V3 
rin .B*'y lymip K I*B pnn»oain IBT RTK 
1'tiK tnyiicBpyBi3Ko pD*ru n jpay^ cm 
B'3fln .p'f'K jyMTB '1 1MB iMc yy3B3 n 
;y»iiB -yn B»B isna ix ^o B awn BKT IK 
iy iy3y*-nyB im'^p iy3BpnyBB n IB 
ay«
 (BSmi^yy3B3 nyT IMB ;yoB3 B jya»n 
lyjBp^iyaK n IK .jy3yp"*a8 B»; iy3**P 
•IB p» . w ^ ttopw H lyiw-w lyniB 
T P ^ ' I V V H IIB nyi:yt»n .BDiBiiya^cnyo' 
iynE yPBu asnmya'K ,nm3y^' raoya 
BIB'B pip "I aiyii oy vt[ oy?383 ^H 
iynb
 (nyy«v 5yai.ft KWfl n »)>IK I 'IJPPIP 
•"Jpyj'inya' H-jypnyaya i"?a y&r»y BBT 
" * 
J J W B H p« c r u j o n - ny*a ^ B D fysKn jjmo onyr^jn nyaHpnycw 
o n ^ y^ K -,v ]ynys - .DjrtKo iytn«e -m jyiyiKa ^ n e - .y>atf>>p*cB 
iya«n cnjnwbpyBUBD H — ?jyra»K-iyB onjnwDpyBUBO aayoiKa 
}w nyre>KO nyi fyayii JB^B D'-iyaauyte Bayriyna — .fyoytajriB -pw 
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BBH 1UD Ml TjniJ .inayOK'OlK H JKCKC..; 
' " i n jm>K vIKD n 3 k » »3'OD3^ H—OP 
-MI DKII Wimo V33«o fnayo Mm .enya 
.lvayaViK 0*3 wnsb ~TVP"IKB n ftp. 
,P3Kiy3,K iy?KDy33*'R pW*S.'K PK ,*$» 
»nna»> K PK *3 DTP v* oana>u jys m 
—JhU PR yo$K TM'3 5"DD—0?"DD pE 
**i« tyayaj»M IPSBDW ya'n H iy^ i OKM 
.IPpatt-uQ y5yj»3 
R |||BU?xyoKm DX-K T > iya*n DP 
(PTJpJ jpnpa ,DKM Dinie'opjmiaKQ 5n»x 
• Vi'oyn fjna"? n .D5"OD 11a njrupp K 
pN 1PD"X P?K pfi TP30 5"DD iyD8!?3"K 
MPI^PD "t pK v* jpSpii mpa«un H jpn • 
y'nsR jy-WM ,0B»n jyo MI ,«r:iWim JPB 
• .oyup lyosi lis -urfeoa'P 
Dan (po aa ' p ' a . y j IP9 o^pos* "3->n 
PK 33nyjyT n in'onyoanopD IY'^MK* 
.IP3KI DTjniBWPBWKO; *1 .nODYH'R i n 
PK noovum -un"*P jynD *n nv MIR m 
OJKIV ,-UB* pK 'TODHJ'K yooru poyMy *i 
iyo?yn ?«• a a w i y v n , ! * , w "KrpntM 
iyo , .tssnp pK nos i D»D 33tfPMiD3p VPK 
-p3«no ps ypKD J y w a K iPony3 0D"n " 
• -3»K aarwan ytrMMwmB n .p^« v n ' 
"DVU»K pK OD31P O'D P1RDC T» OVDp">PO 
you PK DKM OD31P o'o OBMH npn ,no 
. otaKvya ^KBK oyn M .Pi83 pK mino. 
™iy .IK1VT tiny^'no K IKD HK5KI 70,000 
]yay3 iv qaiwnw ,DD3IP i in «IDID^ D3yDc 
•we is tfc'n3y3y^yi« piyniCDpyDi3Ko n 
iin»iiF3.ipnEifny3 T*K JKIIH njn l l iyi«r 
-tjp n D*O tyi^3 ania TT own \vv *i» pK 
iBV'BD JIB ^y i3«V K 
iy;KpHiraH y3ya"K IKD 33i:yiiy3 n 
-3V» y»3 K iiwijyMircMBovyS aw D^»DD 
-KI yc"t3Knpijt3onK .DimcnpseuK!: .an 
?^ 33 jyoifnaKB y^3Kp'^ yoR p« ijn»'3P3V2 
tynyi »*s Kp'iyoK »K ^fo^rjvK |y3"? 
y^ n,K IKB D3yDDa^ pn nytssyx-*w»n y^^ yll 
VJ 'NK 0*3 ,Sy3« .Dyitjo jyniD y3P3"K 
j«"iRD.iy3«t DV .in o'ino r» i n n D» m 
,pfO"panMW yany*tnyD 
•y^ K m ,t'« .lyonpanMWH pc y3"« * 
^•osjra pK on*u I»R n DKII cvisijia ,«pn 
-3'p p« o*3 . i ; ^ »"3 » o^c nyaj* n PK 
.WOTD'H VI oi3yn P»JK 0"iy3,,tn"iy^oD 
•nifto nyn o*o i«no IV Jy*D T « o*n oy 
-am I^ R 3 i^ |«i i*K]P3yo Ty^Sbi*?*-"^ 
0'3 iyp ny^ oDS'p K I^'EK ^ 3 * ; hyio nyi 
o n PK "na^D* n own ny jy-p'D IPOKC 
raKa v>*lWP» lypamya ft«l .^ KnraKr: 
•ui'ncK IK |»>? y r a»o iy .jyo"3nK oia 
D"K 11 jyayii iph^n ^*IK nysK MD iy .>3VCT 
•3»$jyo K*.|ya»n IM* i^m *w -jyp3*n vt 
K O'o P3Knys p'K iyniji(Bix3yDKrtv o'*p 
— |yom K tiioma* PDTVT I^ K I»0">« 
.P38iya cy»3 r3K3 K 
jyaya T O B ^ :iya«i iv as*'? PK oy 
."0 "^OD y3y3»*KjyDKCy3pK P^ KP pK.l'IRB 
•Dns n IV3"*J iy3KpnyoK H m ,OPKD nn 
lyoKT lypiKB H IKE jyn3ip yooy3 im yo 
-*K vy ]VP iyo tK ,B*a<w; m**nya ,Dyn«Q 
PIKB .»nv"nvoa"K tys'JpvinyE Vin 
pnio H pi^ynBBb'n n^y^nmo n osn 
otnv *IIKI KP*IVDK .OD3ip iyn»^p tyr jw 
/ 
• / 
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[P3*T ovopo%T iffo P35m ^MR .1PV3PTFE 
T5MM -m pR ip3pap3DM-w o*y umm DBH 
TTl I'W WflPBP RT*R. TO jpno .p*w> 
-*» imu " W H o*o ^n iwpppa ps ^»ii 
annuo 
PM?RO>3R n m , v 5 s » raw w DP 
j r n p T O > O P nm p* D-YVBPSJR onpu 
jw«r my-nrDpycjKo n TB .IPDPSIPB ira. 
MTR e*3 iP3"t vt . T O MI any MIB C J Y* 
D » W 5 O : K * TTI pic jp3paivDM-m J '?«R 
>-'DK pR JTWUW VO '11 JPODprPS PTP'M 
Tm ,iPvr3R3"is p * jpo^Rn ^u IP>RT «t IB 
pM PW Um OP 1*3 JPDM1 0*3 DHT TO IP> 
ttWHUftinri 
FDW3>oin» pnw.wi^ ou r* tPSBH OK 
OTTDV Mjnrca'D p.B onjnitrapycyKo 
-MTJJ o*n D*n nru*c3«P K ;po?Rnp33« 
Dm JPBITVPB »t»B3»ap ivn;ioc oppt DTP 
T»?m5p PBM-U P3>3«R ipa*n r;mPE3«P 
p n * .pjta o*vw=—OTPTITCPPBUKO "arv 
-^ii /pcniKiKB .v .jnjnaK PM iwronra f 
Ipiip3 OIRI iPJ"i jmn3K pR 'ROE^B MPJ 
.JROTPTO nm tpnpa PK PP*3 pR •upiimjR 
•«p Qin *IMB &«n lira tR .vfcpo PK DP 
.OVDIPD'T D*3 tP3Kt TP0"3"lB |*P Win»D 
ipijni BRA ]po t« , T > » » V * "wa» PR DP 
H jpapspsDM-w D<J pR onp-ip3 I»»3P -an 
-?Knp33B T'K r3PTPB3BP IPT .lP0"n?PV3"M 
-V'K ipi THBPS ipaRii W K *P*IKIIP3 jpo 
."lP33KBp33R%lB«n fKPD TW'B 
TTWCTPD IPaipl DTpTtTOpPDURO »T TR 
P;»B .ooiRiipa IPOP^K PR IPOP*3»-IB PJ 
MP3RP P3'*lPF *i l>« jpojrtaRiB »t»H JIB* 
IPDPBii P3*pn DPDRS P-IPJ^P H JIB n m 
CaTt'TO OnPOFTPB TPC 3MH s^Rf>Djmc *tt 
^KD'fiKP 0 P 3 " 5 P r » 3 K 0»D JPO 1VP ,T'"iD 
PK 0K11 Cpf'aipB K t*K OKI .D*p K JPTPli 
.j*»:i* i m -WB Tpa^npc ^ 3 Dy*>* 
-»3 p3»'Jp n iia r3FiiP3<p -on 2P'5i» 
O'O ^"IITPT 0-ip^POH n 1>I IPX13P3-OPO 
O'O 5p'K"l ip^usn IV 0*3 D"n3P3yJp3 "IPT 
-WHO H DB11 DJH rW .DTPTBrpPPDlJKO »1 
"31K IPBMP1PB ^HtpOEW JPPO DipnUTOPPD 
tjnp^po^ »T T» lltonw ,T"1B DDip.'va 
n IPII DTjmij n ipcniva* o^mnB^-n 
OP^ epSD'TlK D"*U-PW 1P3"I 
IP3'3TpE T» IPP 'inc pnp* ou ^IOK .un 
-TnWB I'K D3KOP3 I^PVH l'KIW« t»?P K 
.muB iP3waiin iio •WPIIJDO v n np2i* 
!»sn .jp^pnijo IPJ 'IRB H (P3»x "m»H no "\p 
"1P3W"TP0K )K IPBMP IV IPTP^ DIV 1 t'K 
*P3 OVBSP JP^ PIKO P3P' pD T'K DR11 DpIT 
PIP* *pl DD"."! ,1P3B ^ »B iPim p« .JJ"*" 
."P1KB |1D POVP> OKT 183 iP3"V MID 
nK "aniroPPBi3Ko ipiBpnpoK TPI 
nr^nip [pnp»vp3 w i p a 3 \ K I I x p a 
?K1 IP tVll .P3K1Y.K i« ^S3 3P 1^V 1HRB ^B 
jpo^Kn:« iy ?\o ,p*an iP3«o BT IP?PII »»i 
OKI |1M 03P001BBP1 |P"0'"'31Tpa r3K3 B 
Ml *1>B3 -ODBp^ *irjP"no ?P*B D?VB O^Bll 
P2'3»B iP3«n ipsinapsDMK o»n «non?o n 
TJP3 H D?P0E*P33B DiPniPDPPDUBD PDMT3 
"I IB ,DKT1PJ B110 IP3IP1 " t ,0TP3»1P1 PO 
0'3 i'^ BB pD IP^PIBO p'P JPV3B3 pK IP^Pll 
•\m JIB noTjnv n n -ipaij ,IPO'.PP3 IPSPP 
IPDBBTfS Hap^DTpa'MPi pipn DB11 mmo 
p.D t»5M&N pa'in n opmP3 0^3 I^BB OBH 
0'3 1P3VP ,TP70W*P >4I ,*M ."lP^ BD3'p »1 
rpflO ,1P3B' P"3 313P3 !P3P3D<nB D3PPV3 
,-3*B H-^B'TPDBO Tm*D n^PBP3 »t OB.T DP 
b^ DTpn .1P3»3 ^"DD H "UJIB .IB^ VBOIBD 
-03PTPD VI np?0D3'P n JP3B.T ^ 'TTOBJ 
.01P6 
OPU DP JOt >3 IB ,1P3B*PB HOB HPT ' 
?3 ; *ibon3'B "ijn pK P»V3PT.P3BP JPenpn 
PM IBB TP1P* IP^Pll DTPlliTBPPEUBO |01 
DP3'DD3'B lP»nE DPT iPV131XD'lB !P31t PP11V 
-am IUMIB i m JOT ?a IIB PIBO i n IBB 
OPlV DTP13PP331B IP3'^31PB 0P11 DpJ^ OD 
0 TPJKpnpOB P3P3"B IBB JPVKO'W H 
.C»31B11 1PIM>3 B Ml *WPo'D*3 ]P3"?3 
D^" 
Ttfmnw rs op 
B D3"BnP 0'*V IV 0»V pB 
B "OTPIIEWPDMHO *UH"5p IPM"lD P^K pB 
IV. CnjnW0PPD13BO H IV WIEMB DIBD 
!W*VBT>3B3"IB PDMT3 i"B pR ^U |P30"R1PD 
-R3 ,0y OD*'n DP -IPPP11V PSPnP^CTPD IBB 
•'3«RTPB pw ^ t w| ipnpa o« 1R .v^i 'o 
IPO R^nP33R 
• 
0*0 UPVH »*3 VPV* 1MK jPO 1» .(MRI 
*PK1B ,1tfC"3^ T'R DR11 t»W« lyOJyOia^ R 
-ivs'R AID K o e m .lya-^ya PH w o 
nyi w Y* IM*» w r n w W» oy IR ,|M»y 
~|R yODplROF *l JPV13M T.VR Opt) JJIBC 
n I»3Kn 0*3 Wtt YIR «! tv5mi jyoayoia 
D»3 y m 5*t n iim tf'DR .savviv poena 
tyayajy t^ft n PR wnyco3» iy DR« iya$n 
lyaimooiruie n o w .oajnys oa»t w u m 
Hm pc nmw yao w * PD jyomosB 0*3 
V 
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-iy»'iR» cyi iwfotniB iy:yp |»5« »i 
• .nyr*^ yt*o PR v n o 
-wo D - M W nyV-IRB H -tfRam ,oa"n 
,Mt urt»i'h DTy»»a nyaRpnyoR »i DRII jy 
TiR o w n y i . nyaRpnyo* n He* jyayp 
>i3
 TO j , r j DRiiRiy ? nip jya£yi DJH iyt»nya 
JM'IRB ^sa lyinRD Rpn |po 
aj'iBD iy»yn IRD oyiBo W I R B n 
RD'J .^RBJ^R PR im^pya m m » i two 
yoyy* H po D5»DOWWIVO m^\\ H nnyo 
ODIB '1 pD iyp3Rnys n .-mByya'toy yo 
WDPRns IP'VIB jya*** .onyipa >fra
 D*b ;poi3-iyB OVR tya»> oyy*3ooRB PR 
IRi R lyp^airi ;iya'3 jy:yp »t .Tyayo nwc 
"lyayo m .^Bya iyivep3*oo3,R iy»: y in 
•y3 DRn SRDTjn* owe , $ W PR P»3R* tpen 
'R1R—^>.n»5p PR PR .iyp3^B PR .^TD 
-iyB lyaya^R VTR O»O IBHD iy osn DRU 
-y3 TjnvaP3»t>03*R nyi O^BE*—o»pa<*ayT 
pc nispe DIE? |«p .y^»p y a w R n *n»o 
jyayp P*OB3BPP im« iB»a*>yi .CPDB^DRS 
nuyo ya^ytR o»o .iyotffia»Ry3 o^ a > T R 
iya« ijav OUT Tin iy3»riya<R *w pra iyp 
»mi H OBH p**R $») jpjpu Jfrcya
 Cyi 
*"V yc,n«DD,nn«cya yo^R r:R3 pc nc*no' 
iya^nayVcy3 •«»« po I>'BC R »»R oy .\vo 
^ n n DR\ Q^ DTjn iRnoW DBH oy .Jmuya 
DI»5 5n*Bjn nya>?D3y^y3 *>yi IIR .ly^yoya 
•W3»b *^*B» .imysin D»3>» D'PD V* 
*y5 iy3^3jt3"3Ro PR a^c? cyi ijhmya DRM 
?'» "a mwvyay^ iv ODIP oy |jm—jya 
•lyowyiaR ">\\ ^^c• "an 
nnR t33tfTtr wro .riion ',R>D PD lyoRtr Djn 
-«*3 Opjrt- JfOV'jr* H'03»ll»Tp3inB ftWPYI R 
•nya n !i) t»3ia ,tyi38T ^y|l^RB n .lyonj 
**Vi«5p n y n a OVR (yjipo ,|p*nD *iy3»5 
•yso jyau iv i>>! I»R 0*3 DV*R m'5 Dyj**P 
n pR Y* lvriDiysK pR -oayauyanyB itfy»"x 
n lyo^iWD^R *T3 ijny^sp ypi'Mfem 
M»K r,*iR .iyvjy^yanR jycy^R pR \os*M/t 
qan »f :t>pv\>ya m".non>s-H e«n O^MI 
iynsy^ ynayo^iur'n PD P5«D DRT oaRoya 
-yn lypiKB «i .TyoRnRBC ;>K lyooany 
,5n»Bya jns ivcays TPiwa I»O^IJ« o w n 
•V'R n IIB D".T»y3*taiR pR nymta ^I^ a»w 
•Va 0*3 "t >MR lyo^Bii jynayot?oiR W>D 
-:"R lyayiyaoMiR «T^R » I jy3«n ,npv\\ 
•nyo RiDopy I.IB .tyvaip in» D?»UD y:«B 
-iycaynim 
n DTOTO yaRniR JR ^«a jy^ya B^K I^R 
"BH 5B» O5«OD "lyaRp.nyoR IRE y^ VRQ^ R 
t 
•jyiaiR ta»ts lvno iy ^ys M»R nun*DIP. D>«DD V38D:»R VIR'5«n ja^Bony ;K |y3 
^«aiyi"?pnu i y ? i n iy>riB ?»»w pay yoia ipw D"iya":yT.ny3RP*tyoR n |yj«i 
P R - oy PR ' y i if o T y p y y 5 iyi - s B n p : D»j ,V3RI y j K - n ^san ^BT ;nila 
yoyyj n TR ,P3RW PR iypR3ya3»R.«» "3 yfc**£*BRti oy« PR D3*»?3 T^IRB PR yB 
yoDins H . P B nya»R .I^IRB PD-OOIP IHB/? .oyaRpnysR n, pD .pnysyaomR n iy3»«53 
o»3 DBH iyi"?p i^no pc onmo iypiB» 10 „ s .oyiBo 
: DW3N5RD Dirty^y pnw aaR? DV^K ,|y3«0 ^ D K ty0 [yp a\?B p * 
yn^o yt3Bjn3-.n novsya v i aijn T R - IB W iP'nn »I ;B f'P'B Witt o ' i r i oi3»w 
-ycR yaya-'R'pB yin^R n lyta'nacnyB.iy. raynip3BP *WDM-U iyT 3tf»5« .onmo n 
• ,
: ! 
-y3 'I^R 3Bn jyayiiDDinaiD .D5«D"D nyjRpn 
DD3BI ,D5"DD 1RD T'tRB ^83 l»nhBD 0110 
• .ofiypya p*o iyDy*5p omnya T K O 5 » I I 
*RB yoay ' 1 ]ynyt (y5m iy*nD lyaRp^ipoR 
5yBoyoo "fftnRi om O'o DITIBO i y p 
•'>T «t e»ta jyp jyp TPT*R ,iyi»5p H »IMR 
H3 ,Dy3H'n31»T3 .DP-'S DTJf'W 
"iy3B iin' !'R -ouip "inyo DR» tyrrjmaR 
jy»nB H pB aaninBB « ypKD ORI 
y'aR>R3'w* n *twtt fa5a jyyia D'lnio H 
'.pyiiy *byay3"R ny"t R^B 'no i n ;IB 
r i l "PR 33Vl"5p Vt VyV t'R Dttlt ^"M 
- • ; , 
' 
• 
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IPT "2 jyrapo roEpa W ty^pocnvpimR T» 
PPDP3 DR.T *1 XlDl'BD'T TP^ DPD P& B*W» 
,jyt«np3 ipsyp mna ys^eoyo DRI'I r*R 
DB*V»U| BPT1 ''KPKOR-.B "1JH pm 3RD Tin 
-3»p bpn aso w n w .nan T * PR) tinyiv 
-IPOD-IPDDTB ipr J*M opii (irop U'3 ?n*0 
DID pR OIRP Tin pa yTROD»n i n \m a*fo 
.pTB' VipB ^ODWK 
•ya IPO JPII ,-iya* 5»3 j a i v r a y -own 
n DRU p.R T"TO n n p»t tfft^C n DSRTO 
p« jynyocwD'w jpasn Diyntroppai3B2 
•3in r>R wo IPP
 (|vtJ"v yryiiF P3*DV»R *I 
-IciR imatfyocawiow R *pw frttpfi 
PR oy .IPDTRUTP Tyeo'R tyo no ot iose 
1
 0*3 • "t jyp- IPO TR ,0*3 iVRT pSP TP28 
, .1D1R OJWOBP^ RE R V1H lPD3'5e» 
uyisopya o^v nynp* W BRA |*»JV wj£ 
. wsrav j?pn«EE? JIK yaaiw ,wn ynyayn. 
-IPC 0*3 V» IPO IPP D-B3 Tin« BP'XR^P 
P * opii iPcsn PR i P M v n n o pa m& 
» $ n R .jiroipa-nR oo "iictmo p« iftu 
J-K pnrwra crpaopo & ;PP ORIV PORP 
ov*rjD.u»?'« ORII -n IPIV , |m nu fftpb 
IRE bVI pR jy^RV i f f l i ]P3»I IPIPII 
-npa ya^ oaM-uja pR yrnyDi JIB JPDDSP n 
^ ' ; v n; TR ,p>r>R OPRE t in -pw .J3ID5>RII 
H IRE MW*OTfa K TR POKP P3«T R DB.1 
.D1P30PO - - ; - - • 
V 
Of'Rn IPO WTO B2R0 h — 1 W \ I R IP280 
-vn PTysy-o R JnKsofiR- e*n o^TapaaB 
-tP3 *t tR ,|»"11 TP0-2-1R *1 JP1V J31P 
• • - . 
• - : • 
*»1 OP D'3 ,B3K0 '1.IW 
1'IR RT1C R DffWW OP pR IP 
" t IP3P3 nr>iy ;R jnysya 
-pHlV 0\3 DVO >?P3 **1 T* !PW ,3'03PC 
*T li-m .IP33nPnRE D"IPD"21R n IPP'HRIV 
TIP IPXTPa IV V* WRO *1 IP3RH 1pO"3T8 
*9 i»n ,DP>«TDO jpo'iTipa D^onm "» ;p3 
'*94P9 Oinp tR^a^n pR iRiir iyaR ip3"i 
3*5 pR DD3PT ni^ TP 
jpn DTP Di"i n pc UTOStt 5 t»»a 
••^ D0'DP;P2 n ^0-EP3P3 n impopianpE 
e n i w j pR nrrpp n » ssfhv R »,I ;P : 
PM 1PDP2 JP2P? \V D"n3p3pfP3 R UOOpO 
.ipomwpn 
OPTMp ;p3"i iy33i3"o:p!P*n m 
pR jirnwny TPT pa jyniP2 IPI 
jyaRn TjnjnaR IPT ^RJ P3»R ^SROV yajn 
."DD^Kff'npya i » ? ^ 
ipann .fpo no DI5D3"K iP3Rn \y$ 5->\r 
pn iyo no D3RO iiQRn IPO J»w JODRO 
•nOR 'UK 0P31B I'R DRT .PIKD? ^P^VJRS^B 
-Rt^RatR ynpi3R pip* TRE m ]R»3V R IRD 
03R0 PDDJH3 »1 IP3SH DK11 D3«W *1 .JR'X 
OJK»3I» n ; oA i^y«K \BO*YV R-=-ai*iRT JIR 
T3yo ynp"i |w»wa ]PCDp3 ER jyayp DRII 
, pR IP3313plOr PTP"T IP3*>p1»inpa ]1R D1P3 
Wt iP3*n DRit D3R*3V 1 lP3"r ipaanpiHD 
.iP^O'O y?lTV383*E 0*0 oaiBnpB 
"ORtlV3S '» 3PU p*R t*ir>3 iRTRE t'R DP 
: l*r>0P3 ; i»*XRP3K3-lB !R pK D13BB [p* 
oa^ai* .OVT aiay3 iy5n«v oiysopo iyn 
pnyspn iv B^Bwrai IRE lyaiaya oy iP3»n 
IP*>0'0 P^P'VSRS'B pnpoyns 5>m ,DVT »I 
•pDyTa R vtiya'a .CI'DDPTB iy*n jjamp 
W W myoya ipeippa iv o«p3»?ayo jh 
»'I iyTP3MiyB pR DTlpOpO inp"T TRB 1P3 
.nac "i onyos* DRii.THREya lmp^ipapa 
n t r w pB nai'n pn OJi*v DRII TPD'UTR \H 
Ijn'O'ERIB *>y*D MIR 0*3 ^Rt p*P pB [PP 
.JR»3V TPT pR D^ HRS IP DR» D1H H pb '11 
»ir. iB'3i» n nnyo DR« 
pR- JP^ HRV 0TP30yO f» 1PE1RT D1*T plP2Pn 
IPVTP3 IV W3V Tin Pi 03RO H 01P1T IRT 
PR ipplKDP r^R 1PPPTP03'R D1P20PO n . 
TT3 P>T iPPO PF>»i R PB JPV3R3*B H 
Wns Byapa »IMR oyians 
- • 
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-yj3"K I>K op ni JB*B RIR VIK inyoyaaiR 
•JSP *TRt3»JRD *1R T1KV3 B3*»BTI »1 BJITllIf 
JPTyil |8!1DW fc»3 D"3TR J»»H *^ft .5«1U 
,!KC"«^ DtfDK Tin pis Diyoxupiyn n I*K 
pn }RT oy IRVI ,ntfa |jnyn:ity3 R.PR TU 
ynn»K p« HUS»WD«DM nyi TRD D'DS ."|K 
yin'R p* |ipav TyT TRD D*DB |R ,DPT<I*P 
' -D*R oyr JRD oayotyiKBin N pR DPTMSP 
•niv JFVDKV DR« pD'naytscnyoD^o ?i PB 
-WD lRVR^DljDR Tin IIR is^v tun 1W 
PR rnR'^RT I«?B nytyn lint , j m £ w 
lyn PD irvrtJp nypo TyT O$«N .DBRTP 
WWi pjt iyayaas o:ypy: iRir"R'D«DR 
-.TDIYDTVI DIR -lyaRTD nyo^aiR. TRD O^V 
'»13 03yDDTRBln jyWT pD jyOD^Dfi *T jyn 
ysftj DRT .Tirassya p*M yn inyo *pi oa'ta 
•I«ov iyi lyayii IZMBT lyo.iyp 
Tin no P T ^ P •ui'jro Tin PR DY>RW 
wgern i n pa Tyiynyayo Tin *pm fjfthv 
l«i -lyayjaR o>3 v * v » w ]yp pR n m p 
Tia jyoTKi DRiviyjsTD h TRD »"K ytfaio 
•RTB po 'Tyi't-R?3 Tyi ^TIT imyn ovisa^c 
"'DRDR Tjh pD'pT'tfP W&D TyT .58PRO 
w iiost WD3M1 yryiaR v * o$n |KB»"« 
H D»O i^anyiTyc D»3 i n w? pR lyTsyDR 
DRT D*8U TVMl DM *UR.,05y38TB TVO"3TR. 
.p#B nj»"3 em TyoaiR |R.TD mppya 
.jyc^Tays im n o3"5 raw typ iyo,. * 
-iaRD Tyo*v& R TR ,iy?yDcn»D v i vo*5 
bya^tyT |«i. pa STRUT? .ttf su Tiniewwa 
lROD y^O TPT JROTMD TyT I'M 1'IR J«'T Ty 
? jyTORB I«T D>?II DRII .Tyt?nyjV3 p« 
iyBTR11Dmfr)yT'31TB TyTll?Qpyfil3KO R «^T 
Ty tttm wyo I«R viit iyOT>5DB y^ R vwi ]J35H ]8?B'-tOSffi^PStf BSPTtpT 
.D»3TR cyoo'D RtR %» |o»o 'R !y3wn T^RD ^ w ^ n E S ^ VlBVWKft Itl 
•-^yii *fl i«; yry3*D3Mi Syb R t>R O'DIDBD—••otfowira 9&vmmfyi ty'Mhi anayTin 
.^ TDDnj'R Tin r « oyai-3 PR oy ya 
IRCntDCTR Tin po aan^rDay *T-
TRD ayn TyanayDr^c VP e*a PR TTR83 
n pmv oirB "i types' SnipysaRo .iyTy» 
ly^nys IUPO DTyTicopyeiaRo n pR rnino ' 
Tya^T R ^RT t'R DRT pR T l^/a-TiT'D DRT 
•DDl?TyD 
-ya #.i« «» iyna nyTiwijP Tin 3»»My 
•n^o ^ntp ^DR im cnyrp jyasRf R ;y3 
' ,T133'1MK ItfpTB^ pR 3in DyT 0^ 3 "T fV3 
"-D8P R jyry^TyD iv' RTIO iy3«n "t S*ni 
H iy38n .TVn^ TD -oa"vya pip MI .Tyo^o 
D>»»t» pH ip33nm:y ya'yaico p« ycDR 
•"3p-n?Rn Tin o»o nu*»c yo^na R VIK 
38 DD8 0^ 8.T DR11 ,r3inip38P Tyl3VT 
D3RTTlRTyC pR D3RT^D *T DVT'p-yB pR 
TPB»3TR n 'R DT»TirDpyD13RO H -R n\TV 
D»3 jy3^3 DTy5»yo>T n
 g .Dry^ytm H *R 
»T PR D13VD Tyoxyj TPT IV P3 0TVTT8 I"P 
P3 ;yD"3TR DO iyany3 DTyrittwyDURs 
yryT3RpR vtvn . \u jypmys OTims $\ 
TyniR lie oypD3yT3 y?R I^ R jyinyn jySs'R 
-yr>R DT8D « 8t?« VI i^a'cya .nbona^R 
DKU DTlhlCOPyBliRO »S |^UX'. |VUD'>K 
•R3 K*-.T3D Tin TRD HK1DT R T8C W&V 
-liyopyD13RO y^R PD I*'ifKraR3T8 lff>R38'V 
tft tshyDynyE Dy .yo^na MI ya"^ ',DTm 
T8 y^R38^K3 R, TR JWDD^RyTR H WW -m$ 
•»3 D^8H "OTyricopyDiaRo po tv^nrjNa 
oy .]y>3vR H lyryia^o TyT8 iyc8tr38 °3yp 
•nn ey\i i8'VRt^ M3T8 KIB :R \tyfc T>R 
-V'R.n pD-iyopBUDnTR TyoyBE* Tr>8 Tyn 
iy38>D '^ 8T yyr'K '"i 3*m .pnayDPoiR ya'D 
"V3TR yoTMUR3T'8 yTyiaiR jy^yii ,DyTj8TB 
y3TyT8^ !IH P"a wna iysny33B lynra Tya 
.iya>0DyDy3 « w a r n |y>D'o 
-v}y osviuriB U»y TUMR -.DDIP cTyTi 
PD *Ty3'CR5 ^ffiwJm D'l& ,18^8 DTya 
.,. - , - . ... - - m 0"3TRya Tycya $Vt> O^RII ?RPRD 
^D»TOnya DU PR M ;4 r«* "an nmi »MU«K P ^ T PR P R IR^B Tin . 
: oa^ RD 
pR D*3iD3D ty?oyo pC nya'CR^ 
.^iR imyii D^yopya'pyiiR fy 
,|yT83 iyt?1R^DTRB3lR TPT8 |y^RTo»a 
-'•3TR n iiD yeayr n Msya D*3 oo^opys 
T1TO"3TR iyB"llV IDPRTD38P P'P P« -"WO 
-IK H PB yoay-r n , | n « t Ty3V3DO*t3TR I1R 




—yx w ira i m m n w r a w i n tx mi • 
lyoanonR ps> DO own tR,yKP:R3-.» KIR 
tyxnrya [«rp ix CIR soya PTRDF ijnjnf w 
! 
1 DO jyD ^ t ,3*0*13 PR i fe IV11 D>X 
ny H .pfcvDM msoni *m5a « i iw;* 
oo DJIIJI t«ov K jyn IK ,DJ»*y MTWKE 
EK jranww rww PB wrvw* ft WOMDW PR ayn -ufcrwwo TUT IKE 
-ya P"TDD Din VPR DB^ yn tewv tin jjm lyoiRmy n *» /ORB [noma RD«D DO in 
OM oanipa can "HMOWM DO n PR ,i.yan*. D3K*JV "D K 5«n ftR .DpaKrano ivsRn w 
*3 D*D DJ^ DDpcya PR n |jn"D .ipttfKhitt pB 'yx*DC I$M nyi V1R PT TI iy»»ywc 
: w u m rani* PR ; iitfons y>rx3K3»c . }y*B ntR vo jynyt cnm .Daaop rima* 
IX a*>i»»-uo tfj»n cnyaoyo n an»D -OJIK -an PR satfB'mxiyB p* uirnoay 
.ivtem y^v:K;'o *i O*D W H lyjisnyc 
1*3 D3VTV5V3 D*n wiamya nyD'onR n 
IK : yiyn T^yr^V^inKciy po ^Rt R 
pn jyayn DO tyt D W P DKH I»»XKIOK3IIJ 
T3 PR D^DKTO "1KB t3"iy31KC &*YlttPB 
T i n - a w o«i i r w p w r * KIK sp&fcim 
1KB. ,p:Kiya can D*D [oay^ n .DO -SSaa 
;rVKP3K3*>K Rt* ."]Vi-)W DRa^ Bl UUIRO 
; DP'^ DO im^DlXO'lK DO 1*3 *pl OyiRDD 
D?"TOD PK p*TR in DTI0 n .DWPIKE 
*j DOIKS T ' oenw iw nonaya isna R D'D 
K IK-IKB PK or anK lyaysjniVDnR y.v© 
.nwnw.-.w P"T»D cm D 
I» 
- r - - • • -
• 
i r » ""V yxaRa ntfnKx iy VIM pay»> w»n 
WD njn D^ISV ,oyi?ppni w\ po Dayy 
.33uyiui3'iyc 
-iK am PK iynya nyrw pa !«"t oy 
tysijn DRII DyxRpawii* aaoynya w o 
DjyDD^D DP"1DD W D W PK DVDDnpy 
-yi« .D3KOP jnmaK PE H W iyi ay*Mv 
•TtoSJlK MB r^ R MB' K DR11 Diyn DR-. 
Ta i» w o r^ R oann DDO^OI' "i»no im 
jyB y^n iv DO pn p»p osn oy m ,iyB»n3 
.lys^yn iy P»5K ^n Don«a DWD DRII oyt 
DO V* D31RPiyB DRN IK^ KIOKSIK ;;; 
p*noD R ^ o^ Kn>ya» \B$&Q n »»D DMRIIJE 
P"1DO Tin ni H"5a PR ,o»y yyiip K IKD 
"B'IK |R T5R3 n op*c* iysnyasmR tram 
p-.p un«n«» w iTOrayj irvn iyejyi»isrn«P) 
pn n B ; va'^pns 
y3»t pB oajrxnt pm m nysoim ,iyaK? w 
.Dyrn»m 
iy auya PTRDP DO PR IKOV H a*m 
PA oma Dm JIR aRB-n cm imyamyB 
•nTyo w i n * .lyaoyo jya'haoB'a'in oyn 
yiysRMP n TRQ pn^ninioo'D R lynyD 
-T7B w au»i rwDr iya* n PR ,cra>3DyD 
-DDaynpfi n o'sm pK jypne n iyipDjna 
'vw .Tjnjp^aD's PTTPR y?R pB D"p3'nyc 
iR#m i»3*wi K Tin* Djyy»iB 50 yafcm 
,o*n iyD"aiR (M ORII iKWm jmy* IRB 
.c- .a .v -»»op K inw D3y»TiyB D^K" ">PTR 
iKii R TRWRT « oyy D3ymyB DK» (K— 
{Kt^D p« 
;0PT pyayn pn v^«io n 
: iKOPKTjn nynbTim 
"nyaas T « a^n npna tyamjo p'D \*» 
is^n«y Din pB Dyocna yan^ yyv *i IK ,DV? 
oy^yoEoynyieHHiK IR .yoajnysiiR (R VH 
yymp TKB R PR iy^no tyv&jm .^K .y? 
.p*D v« °«" lyayanyan* jyanor 
OIR ^"ii ..yosyiyaaiR IR PR Dyoo»D »i 
pK oaymyB DKH Tyaoyo R POATK iyo 
-?RT 400 Tjn« i«n K TK*5m D:K t w i n 
DO D3y>r«!E OKI) TUJ^ K »»R—MR* X * ^ 
-.KB |»ajrj Diy yown;mio»w o n VIM MJJH 
pM wn ya5yt >n iyJnRy—y>5'DRB PR *pi 
3'yaRpy oaymyB OR» ,iy.n m DDsyooycK 
1000 nyStf ,ooc*3in pR ^MII R IR^RI 
-.•am .ipD-am jnjn3R pR .inv R TM^5RI 
^^SiaraiBv-.' J - . • . 
mm 
. • - . " • 
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n M I I DIH>3»K jiR BDRB Tin pit $ $ D ^ iMBn ,oin
 : » ^ D'o iPS'inyaa* »* 
' . T ^ D i y " t W R !P3Bn oapH* 'jinpspn onopa pavn iw IPBIPCIR 03ppP3 
' -»T Mil W'nO P33RB 1R1RB |W"t DP • -3R3»B jyBoyfi R VI 1M»H BV'R PR DPI H 
-IHBP R i jn a»BDP3 iya»r; ijnjwis'oiK r t f , . |inip ipfcrv 
-3BP yaWsfertKi) R |i« temMHMl Pi* j n W y n •*„ n y a D , K ,y T D , a K D J „ U P n * 
• W I ^ W - H nam i*p ,T»ne ,1'npaw ?;«•»
 D i n I l t ,,ftDM.jyD D 0 , , 0 niin „ , n v v 3 B , 
PR IPCJPC lUSnUVH 1KB PR n w DR11 
lie SWTTK nin .iy3»*YRP3R3TB IRB DIH 
m ,PR i*a«$ PN t iwunpD iPpnpoR njn 
'D'R pR BlROl? I'M 5lfW»*RPJWHf JTWP 
-Epcya yap3»R jnn'H IIOSRIITPB iv njHoc 
.IPB"pavmip *jrm»R P?R jppip'o PR |yo 
yv:*o K D*R 33i3piipa TPB"31K n xjnnyii 
P35yV3"R 1RD VIBRBO'D PBy'D R B*.*PB 
PR TpDvaTM lyflJyn iinya t>ni pR B3B*ap 
ii3 TM. .tPb'ii iv a^ DD'ii fm ^ i ,B'*ia ny»i . 
yaops *1 IPBIPPS nyB"3nR n i»»p"jm 
13KDCD'R PR J«'3P -ft»i jpii ,i,yoRB$HPi 
•-»P:K3IB ;IK ipojnyoa'x pnp'n iwwia 1*
 fc 
n * o' j ^R; ty;*M paJjm TPB»3TR n \m 
"3"K I"p IP38H JIK T.R11I? DTHB Pipn pR 
[KIKB iw«* B» I Tjnjn3» Tyn pB .a»a DI*B 
P* DPt3*pB Ty«J 11D 3P11 "lin DRI1 B3IPJP 
*n jya'M" w .nyaiyi "*"U£K B*B BJP^RB 
-IPB mp"t pB a^ KBip jya«n JIK P"IRBC 
H PR ORU .0*113 *5P3 n B»» lP3ai^ l3R."l 
? [impi ^KHIK 
psKiic n iw :P»pn PK *i*tniK n 
3'5'110"TP3 D'3 t»Sp3DPO H 1P3"! D3*T3P 
,1«*VKP3K3-Il# npn pD DD8^  *T JP3(J"l6 IV 
«t ipino oatt'3P ypnwis' H 4'« ""inrtyii 
nf jpp isov n t K .isnjotnyB »i .pvj:Kn 
IV D'nP3 KI^ K «1 |W«J ,DD,BP3y3 IPaj"^ 
PP ^JPD'll "IPTP' IP^ HBV IW OBK? H B>«pO 
.P^n !"? 1MR DMK DBlp 
|M«t pKll IPC3PO D'D MB PK o^pil »1 
,n3RH IV "I 031p DK11 .J^ R IPD'3P3 IV fPTp3 
.1PDR11 PD^Rp pR SP33'D R I«nDlV3*nR JHR 
w D»-I3 ipi»t ipeapss 5HRV W « 5 P R into" 
;-P3iyE PR DP-URIB pB iPDDHP H |P^BVy3 
PR PR 33UVliy3 |R>31» "i^lO *1 .(PMnpO 
*pa »T ;t3»3 ponR3BiiK"p'P B3n3'H i p i p n 
H IPTP13P:. frl«B3»R D'D B>3 jyp 3313»11 
,-TR V1R lVilRp DR11 I»C3PD n pB llBRs' 
P3 B»V ^P'O BoriPJ DP .IP3Rt B3»'VRP3K3 
-pa DW iPJ^ynpiiv lyiwyo n B « iyp IPD 
-»13TPB IV BD»n BTP3Wn» | " l IV !K ,P3R\. 
' B^a IPB^KHIVB^B pK "•"« B y *W3R [P3 
^ 3 Dpi B*B B"31R |yc IPll ^"11 J.W3 CPT 
,.t"?R v i B"V ip i B'B |yo %B?pn 
JR'31i R ,1*B»R5P3 DRI1 iyB"31R TP^ 
M T ,BPRB cm iPB»naja iv ^ r [JHRBD no 
,3'B'ia PR Din-p3»in lajnrum iy3« 
-»>p •.T>M'3«nt?a"M yavSp pn np3« niRT 
yBnn'aR^BaiR »1 B*3 n5pa a ' n w ' K pa 
IR V ' IVD«5E*1V3« B"P3^apD R-npp"3nR 
•»31R n B»B B3'3"R1JIB I"I pR JR J^P TTl 
IpnpoysTpD iv ojnsin *»3 ,n*na pfi TPB 
OPT ya'Dpo^pam ,y3»in .y3R? P3»DM>H 
iy3»n iy>«i ^yB»3iR n IR ,ivnpi Baa* 
"IPB I ' l iy^RTp^ BD2^ Pt Vt I1** IV'IIB 
OMTir PDTRDt? ITS 53STI» 
-p«^ 19*311 *«?>»„ Dpi ;» "HjepripT npi) 
P« DJI^ eju'ai* .pD tjseo >l m ^epJ"'' **">irt 
.CJ t^-JJ 1PCJ2 ; pC2Kp "Bltl PB B»pO>n*. ' 
,yfcah*fi PR P1 
IvwtpaKrup T>H BPBP BD'apa np i^K3'ii 11 oipaopo n i t t ^ ' ^ ' ^ i w i n ->ri I 
]pa»t B » ? IR«3P .iy5riKX»3 nRBijn ip no 
»t :;o*3Bm *5p3 ,IPB-;PB yaia v^anpiiya 
•B i^a ynP'»t iPB p^n iv [vlpa IPBD*R IP3»I 
;«'VRP3R31R IR 1P2R ."«n»13 Pa»BBTlP3 
•"3TR IR .|y2p? B»a nucm p>«a B*O \VP 
-1RB IPa*BDpDy3 tyt PO irVRT»aR3-llf TPB 
R BQlp OP tR **» ^DORP P3"*l R DV3 O'lR 
IPSWmtB'lH D1K T? M'DMJ C? ^p'B'H Witty* 
.(PJ'*B,,-Wl« 1JJ1 pB «r»BDpl» pn B J^O l*| 
M3P3 Pn'B H IPB13P3 Tt IP3RH Mil *T 
,1^PB PB^BD'aR^P T»TB DRT IPB-TKBIVDMR 
-RB PR DP IR .BP1PBP3 5yB"llV.-inR \]>ltfn 
pR IROP |«R IPCMIV Pl^n TPD'1"U R 1RT 
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*T DKP Otffi3"R pR 
' . v n O T n Tya>R iya«n D3K'3P 
' *yti DKP orpnb PSSRD IRTKD iP3»t DP • 
" IRDC R n « j'DD3»j lys^r. ]yT3yot?oiR PTy 
"JKP - P3*T3ybC*RD K pR 1»»VRP3R3T» Pp 
O J « * 3 P . H iltt«i ^KT V P ' T O ywi* ^ i o 
"5»K- p 'p jyswn pK I ' K W D T » " » PTPH P R 
IKTKD ]P3**» o*n u n r u K "an pD .0*3 wto 
PR DPT3KTB TP'U pD 3511 TUT DKU D3ROP 
**t PI3"T' l i p .T»JTjn "^TJDR 0*0 DJy>TRE 
*nyo jnv'M pK s^ HDTy lyaijn pR PTKDP 
*I PRDKU .n*p3 'Spa n mo pntfuwi 
? pDTjn TR1T1R 
»3KW n PK tJftKt PK 1KTT1K 'T 
3»^na»ny3 D*3 Diyaoyo n iy3"t OJKUV 
,1«»*RP3K3TK TVT PD DDK* n ty3«Tb IV 
m \VV\n D38'3P yPTRDC »T .PR isinmro 
H | pvp 1K0V n w .lynpotnyD «! . p ' j sm 
ftf D»TP3 Rt>R »t |»i«i ,DD'EP3P3 JP33"T3 
DP $yw\\ Tiny* iifoKv pR DDB5 H IPSKTD 
•P?n pp I P R DPR boip 
iy3"t QRP. ipcoyo D>D MB P R b^yii 1 ' 
,T3nn ix « i boip DKII r^K ]yo'3y3 iv fprp3 
.TPDHII PO>RP pR S W D « i«noiv3»TR tny 
iv o"T3 JPJPM iptwyo 5n«v w«>p K m£> 
';-»3-vyD PK 0yT3«TB pD 1PDDKP H IP^IKVya 
pK PK 33>jyiiy3 IKUP T»TO n .IPHITPO 
>T tyTyT3yy >.TKO3"« D*D D*3 iyp 33iayn 
-IK *P1K |y3TRP DRll JPP3PD »T pD T1DR3 
pa D»V 5y*c Dorun DP .jpaRr DWXKPJKJ 
"ys DW ipsgpuyaiv \vwjm i OK P>P IPQ 
-M3TyD WDO»n BVP3R3TK pP W >K .PJRT. 
' bna |jm^KnwB»b PR "vi„ cyT 5yD>3R iy3 
>5D Dyi B'D D"3TK jyo jyp 5"11 ;.Ws OyT 
.p^K v i &"* i y i O'o ivo bo*yn 
IK'JV K JH'.DSSK^yS DK« Ty0^3TK Tjn 
DKT ,OPKD DyT iyD"T3p3 IV YT jynKOD PO 
iK'SKt^RiTK TWi Dysy oD»3ya Ty i^ tan i 
1P3"T 0"? IKOP .l»ST»xy3 TRDTIH TJ/ PO 
tn!;0*»m 'Jy3 jywyo you vtaimw 
T)M3 » w " t tye^yn IV tinvj TVOD^K I W « I 
IK*XK1»3R3TK IK TP^ K .TPTT3 y3*ODTny3 
• » 3 ^ K |R .jy3y> 0^3 n u o m y^«3 e»n \yp 
TKO iy3*DDPDP3 1»! PQ I^ VKI>3H3TK TyD 
K DD1P Dy tK »T3 ,yDDKP P3**T K D'D O'l 
*iy?i»iv taJVDTBJ DH"^."Un 42 
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DDKt! TUT PK VW »*3 iy3KH ,DPT y3'»?P O'O iy2^TP33K "T 
jyrpsyn onop3 JPSKH pK iypipD>iR QIVPPI 
-3K3»D 1P0DPB K "T jy3»n OS'K pK DPT n 
.1JTK3 IP**'* 
yryavn THB Tyao>K 'IPT»D'3R B J W W n 
DKT IK ,iy0P3TPD 0*3 ]P0 1TKT 13 J11V3C 
PK lycjyo P3?yx3»K TRD PK H I T S C DKP. 
pD &KJJTK Tin .p;3B'XRP3K3TK TKB DPT 
IK , P K T ip"* PK ly^'TjnyB lyp'-iyoK Tjn 
"0*K pK PTKDC p'T ?«r iK'VRP:**^ pTJP 
-cypys y3ja«K yrrpR l y o ^ m y a w T:BDP 
.|yD"parTMiB» JT-TR y?R iyoip»3 pR jyo 
yX3RJ R D^ R 33UPPJ3 TP0»3TR H T3pTHyP 
»3^yV3"K TKB »nORBD*D yBy'D K. DftPB 
pK nyo'.»3TR ipo^yn "|pny3 ^ \ \w D3K'3P 
T13 m,1PD»P IV 3*03*P ]»K ^ 1 ,b"*13 Ty»t 
PDDV3 »T jyoipys TyO^STK P| jyjyp'jKT 
T3BDCD»K. PK »«»3P Tp*n \v\\ .lyoKo^ityr 
•-'P3K3T8 PR ',yDyryo3»R jny": iyv»t?y3 iv 
TK o u u p tyj^i ys^yp Tyov^arR *T IPT 
- .bTn*:K3 
,3'o»u P R o p v p s p n T3jnnpp T P 3 « . 
-»>n - .T^yi'3»Tc3"R W?>P i»t iyaK I I K T 
yOTY»'3R3TK31K n 0*3 T?y3 3""W1PK P3 
IK 1»l IPD^Pl^K D"P3^jyo KTyp'OTK 
•^3TK 'T 0^0 b3*3"KTJ!B l«l pK IK*3P TyT 
iyTyop3TyB iv o m a r n na ,T"TD P B Tyo 
DPT ya'Dyo^ysm ,p3Mn .P3R* P3'*OP35R «I 
IP3KH IJ^Kt Tyb»3"H< H TK ,1VTyT D33»T3 
-rya v t VfiW t * 0D3^yt v< I*« lyno iv 
^^Tyr*T3 PK vtnrp^KD ^ ' 3 » K IPO^RH 
' -
" 7 — 
• WFST fl^tBV ITS S381110 
-yi^ m»3p »)«>»#. nyr p» Tjepmyr njn) 
pH W ^ C3<p3P PB' D5BD »1 1H ,Cp3""I " i p l 
,w(jiyj ipcpa ;yscnp ij'M lit o«'pQ»iT3 ijn 
1» D1J2D?0 'T pB Bl'pJ^'PS^VTjn TJl \*» 
iytAwtt*B'we DI» V ' W B » U cy ^p'fi'p i??n«t 
,(IV*3mP3«nv Tpr p» »fBDjn« PK c a p H 
M3ya yn'o »i ivoiiyj i*? pawn DRP n 
,T>PB yB"OD»3U>3P T*TD DKT JPCTIfBlVOPK 
•KB PK DP (K .bpTpoya 5pD"PV.-pij ]pa»(n 
pK IK'3P P'R 1PB"PV Pl^n TyDPTJ H tHT 
jyiinsKi .e^inyaoyo pR i u o ' ? ,myT3R;K 
I 
r - j . . . . 
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> $ J V* W tftm VS •»RDPtt R IKE 
P3»> T F O " 3 T * n i n » o5n*o *ITB n »R 
P R «TPfiR$pc ^ jB2 nin TPT*R mn pR 
' .lP3p5 0pJp3»R TTPR pR OP 0*.Tfi M .BRL" 
o«nR. ooip .TPEPS 0112 TPT ,JRO i n tyn 
D"3TR PTjnw iwo R w TPOTPO*3TPB K 
TPT t|'lR ^ W 0»POTPO'3TPB V\ OpTll 
.PTRO£*'raw p o m B T " 5 »» pR »na 
pR DnPOBTPB '1TB i n y »R 3*^3" TR 
;*R t*R PB^-TO^O-TITR anamons *ft DSVD 
•I IK , P R op 3*0*13 *n ; IPO3PORO P3*PTR 
^•n .IPST-OIOTP PR ;PE*»TETP JRO w u >si 
.SKr pR IPT'5 PJ"t M OTPT3** D'OTPT 
;vD"i3ps O R " IP'ITS-RT ;p3<n op 3*IR pft 
,TP3't PR JRT ,IP2Pf> CRT 0*3 JPSp^R T.B3 
•PP DRll TPT '11 ,1P3"RTPB t»$*n IPMTB m 
pPT* IR .JP3K0 TP3PP ,RT?»RD pR DTDDM . 
PTJPM iPEH'H IV C3'?ES 'T IPSTD ]P?R! 
•p"! IPTP0P2TPB Vt *150RP OPT PR TP3P2 
.IprsporciR p i W R PT 
]1D JP0R3 i'R V'R »y?R iJnPTRD TO 
jy;pp P3&P11 P?R ^jTVRP3K3TR TPI31R 
prmn PS^PIR JPT3*T7PR *"TO3R iponpj 
"3R3TPB 0*: INI H !P>Rl "T tR ,1P3"RTPB 
TPT pfl P0ORP2 H IR ,IPE«n TO .JPS'OP^ 
P0*3 TPI31R tP^'CIP J»^y ?R3«t'P3TPD:,R 
-D"2TR Tpiyh pR |yfi?pn pR 
iTKll OClR'.ip: IPOP?R PR OP ,3'1*3 TR 
pR OV*R ha iRnopi e*n punpE T»I;IR 
PR R'E^PTR^E pR DP^TDD >T pE D»V TPT 
.OV'TS PTPT3R "1KB T1R »11 ,0'Rl* D3RD 
T^ ROC* P<R 3*H010 TI TO JP^TD Tp3'TPT 
IPJ"! C33*O'0 PTPT31R ,0"3TR TPIJ1R O'O 
DPTpbs'R TPTJW PR O3R0PTPD3-R • 0D3PH 
•pH tfR 03"0S' 3313P11P3 TPD"3TR TPT ]»R 
ro*iR >TPO r*R IPipTOB* T O .TP3pn PR i jo 
*V0 PR T3Rt«nS IP3'00"3 1PI31K IP1P0P31P 
B w V W p n iv rwrum I*R OP TH ,ip>n*B 
.Ti'iO ;pro3»T R pK npoopiiir ;IK nn»na ".i 
.;y2"-)Tp ix 0PD13 ;po»n T O ;p;pp JRT 
- s i p Oina ipn p.o oris ipyfcnpn o^o 
UT1TB DTPP^O DT1PD pR piR^p Dpi pC PD 
,RT*RO ,67 t'RPl^
 fpnnpB DE?M 
.-BINS -0 -DID 
f T V D 
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